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The purpose of the present study is to apply a novel approach to the detection of

nucleic acids by utilizing the spectroscopic and photophysical properties of rhenium-based

chromophore-quencher (CQ) complexes which also possess the ability to bind to DNA.

The complexes are composed of thefac -(bjRe^CO^-L chromophore (where (b) is a

bidentate diimine ligand) covalently attached by way of a flexible linker chain to either an

energy acceptor (anthracene) or electron donor / acceptor moiety (phenothiazine or

dimethylaniline) designated the quenching species (Q). Rhenium-based CQ complexes have

been extensively studied in regards to their rates of electron transfer and energy transfer and

the factors affecting their photophysical properties. However, systems of this type have not

been exploited for their potential bio-medical applications.

The structural design of the CQ complexes consists of two possible approaches:

(system I) where the linked quenching (Q) molecule also serves as a DNA intercalator, or

(system II) where the diimine ligand directly attached to the Re chromophore is responsible

for binding to DNA while the Q moiety attached through the flexible linker is strictly a

xiii
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quenching species and does not participate in intercalative binding. The premise operating

behind their design rests on the assumption that in solution the emission from the Re

chromophore in the CQ complexes would be highly quenched due to energy transfer or

electron transfer to or from Q. However, upon binding to double stranded DNA contact

between Re and Q would be hindered by the bulky helix and therefore would result in a

reduction in quenching and an increase in Re emission. Essentially this mimics the turning

on of a light switch upon attachment to nucleic acids. Important aspects of these studies

include (1) the emphasis placed on characterizing the DNA binding of these complexes

through changes in their photophysical, particularly luminescent, properties and (2) relying

on an intercalative interaction as the major binding force to ds DNA.

Photophysics of three different types of CQ systems are studied in solution and in

the presence of calf-thymus (CT) DNA. In the case of the first two complexes examined,

(b)RePTZ (b = bipyridyl, PTZ = phenothiazine) a type I system and phenReCH2Q (phen =

1, 10-phenanthroline) a type II system, their mechanisms of quenching operate through

reductive ET from the attached quencher to photo-excited Re. The third, and most

comprehensive, study examines the photophysics and DNA binding of a series of (b)Re-

AN (b = bipyridyl, AN = anthracene) energy transfer (EnT) CQ complexes which are of

the type I system. By varying the length of the flexible linker chain between Re and AN

with 3, 6, 8 and 10 atoms, the distance dependence of the EnT mechanism is examined as

well as the DNA binding strengths of the different complexes. The studies reveal that

MLCT luminescence of all, except the shortest-chained CQ molecule, undergo profound

increases in intensity upon interaction with calf thymus DNA. The increases follow the

order RelOAn > Re6An > Re8An » Re3An, where RelOAn and Re6An show the largest

emission quantum yields at high DNA concentrations. However, their binding strengths

follow the order Re8An > RelOAn > Re6An > Re3An according to analyses of UV-vis

absorption and emission DNA titration data. Differences in binding are attributed to the

length and nature of the chain linking the Re and An chromophores.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Background

In this age of the genetic revolution the once enigmatic term DNA (deoxyribo-

nucleic acid) has now become a well-known household topic. Most commonly it has been

linked with the cause and treatment of the disease cancer. However, more recently DNA

has been taking precedence in the headlines concerning genetic engineering, forensic

evidence, paternity suits, and criminal profiles. 1 The Human Genome Project,2 headed by

Dr. Francis Collins at the National Institute of Health, was initiated in 1987 and is federally

funded for 15 years with the primary goal of creating a map of the entire human genome.

The outcome of this project, while tied into explosive moral issues, has extensive potential

in aiding the battle against human disease. Already genes responsible for breast cancer,

some forms of colon cancer, Huntington's disease, Lou Gehrig's disease and cystic

fibrosis, among others, have been located. Efforts are being channeled, as well, into new

methods of treatment for those diseases which once were certain sentences to a slow and

painful death. With all this focus on understanding the mysteries of our genetic makeup,

and using this new-found information towards improving the quality of life, there is much

need to create more advanced technologies which can aid in accomplishing these objectives.

Among the many methods currently available to molecular biology, fluorescence detection

techniques have become increasingly important in the study of DNA and the interactions of

small molecules and proteins with DNA. Fluorescence, or luminescence, is particularly

useful for these purposes due to the inherent sensitivity of its signals to the local

environment of the fluorophore, the favorable time scale of the process (~ 1(T8 sec) and its

high detection sensitivity towards small quanities of material down to the pico-gram level.

1
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For those unfamiliar with luminescence, it is the emission of photons (light) from

electronically excited states of a chromophore.3 The excited states are generated by

absorption of light that is of sufficient energy to promote an electron from a lower energy

orbital to a higher-energy empty orbital. The process is illustrated in Figure 1.1. There are

two types of luminescence which can occur from an excited chromophore depending on the

spin of the promoted electron. Normally in the ground (unexcited) state (S0) of a

chromophore the electrons in its highest occupied orbital (HOMO) are paired with opposite

spins (Pauli principle). Upon excitation one of the electrons is promoted to the lowest

unoccupied orbital (LUMO) with its spin remaining in an orientation opposite to the second

electron in the lower orbital (Figure 1.1b). This configuration is called the first excited

singlet state (Si). If the electron returns directly back to the ground state from Si by

releasing its excess energy in the form of a photon, - hv, this process is called

fluorescence. Alternatively, the electron in Si can intersystem cross (isc) to a lower energy

configuration where its spin flips to an orientation that is of the same spin as the second

electron in the lower orbital (Figure 1.1c). This is the triplet state (Ti) and its lower energy

is a result of reduced spin - spin repulsion between electrons occupying different orbitals

when their spins are parallel (Hund's rule of maximum multiplicity). Relaxation of the

excited electron from Ti to the ground state So by emission of light is termed

phosphorescence. According to selection rules this is a spin-forbidden process since the

electron has to change its spin from parallel to anti-parallel with respect to the second

electron in the process of returning to the ground state. Due to this spin-forbiddenness the

time scale of phosphorescence is typically in the range of -lO-6
to 1 second while

fluorescence occurs much more rapidly with a considerably shorter time scale in the range

of ~10'7 to 10' 12 seconds.4 In either case, while the electron remains in the exited state

there is sufficient time for events to occur such as solvent-cage relaxation, protonation or

deprotonation reactions, local conformational changes, processes coupled to translational

and rotational motion, and electron-transfer or energy-transfer reactions.
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Figure 1.1. (a.) Jablonski diagram for excited-state processes which can occur in a
chromophore. (b.) Electronic spin configuration for first excited singlet state prior to

fluorescence, (c.) Electronic spin configuration for excited triplet state prior to

phosphorescence.
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A number of luminescent signal changes can be monitored including fluorescence

intensity, quantum yield, emission maximum, luminescence lifetime, fluorescence

anisotropy, and rotational correlation time .
5 It has been demonstrated that applications such

as gel-based electrophoresis, which is used in gene mapping, genome fingerprinting,

restriction fragment sizing, forensics, and studies of DNA-binding proteins, can use highly

fluorescent DNA-binding dyes for sensitive detection in the band-shift analyses .
6-7 A

newly developed separation technique, capillary array electrophoresis
,

8 -9 relies on a laser-

excited confocal fluorescence detection system that scans across capillary arrays. Light

scattering techniques ,

10 and more recently fluorescence microscopy ,

11 are optical methods

which measure scattered light or fluorescence from bound dyes to observe the shapes of

DNA molecules in solution. Fluorescence imaging is a rapidly expanding field that utilizes

fluorescent dyes to image the genetic material12 as well as other constituents 13 -14 in cells,

follow cellular processes
,

13
-
14 locate and visualize the interior of tumors ,

15 and even study

muscular contractions .
16 Steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy has been widely applied to

drug-DNA binding studies. The information gained from methods based on this technique

has been instrumental to the fields of biochemical pharmacology and medicinal chemistry

towards advancing knowledge concerning the biological targets and mechanisms of activity

of anticancer cancer drugs.

Fluorescent Probes

A large variety of luminescent chromophores exist and many have been applied in

studies of biological systems. Additionally several methods are available by which the

probes can be attached to their targets. Proteins are frequently labeled with dansyl chloride,

fluorescein or rhodamine dyes through covalent attachment to lysine and cysteine amino

acids on the protein. By monitoring changes in the fluorescence polarization, circular

dichroism and emission of the dye, associations of small molecules with proteins can be
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examined. 17 - 18 -19 Covalently attached probes have also been useful in studying the

movements of muscle proteins.20

The most widely used probe for studying nucleic acids has been ethidium bromide

(EB).21 -22 -23 -24 in aqueous solution EB has the convenient property of having very weak

fluorescence but upon binding to DNA its emission intensity increases dramatically (see

Figure 1.2 for structure). This "light switch" property allows the quantitation of nucleic

acids without having to remove from solution those dye molecules which are not bound.

Acridine orange25 and more recently dimeric complexes of EB, thiazole orange (TOTO)

and oxazole yellow (YOYO)^-7
-2^ have been used extensively in electrophoretic assays and

for quantitation ofDNA in solution due to their substantial increases in fluorescence upon

binding to nucleic acids.

In contrast, organic molecules such as (9-anthrylmethyl)ammonium chloride,27

derivatives of pyrene,28 -29 and the anthracycline antibiotics duanomycin30 and

adriamycin31 -32 show dramatic decreases in fluorescence quantum yields and lifetimes

when bound to DNA (Figure 1.3). These changes in emissive properties provide

information pertaining to the degree and type ofDNA interaction of these molecules and, as

a result, can lead to rational design of more effective therapeutic agents. Cationic transition-

metal complexes containing planar aromatic ligands such as the complexes [Ru

(bpy)2(phi)]
2+ (bpy = 2,2'-bipyridyl, phi = 9,10-phenanthrene-quinonediimine),33 [Rh

(phen)2(phi)]
3+ (phen = 1,10-phenanthroline),34 -35 -36 [Ru (bpy)(hat)2]

2+ (hat =

1,4,5,8,9,12-hexaazatriphenylene)37 bind to DNA with differential changes in their

emissive properties (Figure 1.4). Additionally these metal complexes exhibit shape

selectivity for certain types of nucleic acids, and in the case of Rh(phen)2(phi)3+ , cause

cleavage of the DNA stands. Therefore they can serve as probes for recognition between

right- and left-handed helices and as photonucleases.
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Figure 1.2. Dye molecules whose fluorescence increases upon binding to DNA. (a)

Ethidium Bromide; (b) Acridine Orange; (c) homodimeric complexes of Thiazole Orange
(TOTO) and Oxazole Yellow (YOYO).
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(b.)

(c.)

O OH O

Figure 1.3. DNA binding molecules whose fluorescence decreases upon binding, (a) 9-

AMAC; (b) a pyrene derivative; (c) anthracycline antiobiotics Adriamycine and

Duanomycine.
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Figure 1.4. Structure of Ruthenium and Rhodium transition-metal complexes which serve

as DNA probes. Diimine ligands are shown below the metal structure. Different complexes

mentioned in text are [Ru(bpy)2(phi)]2+
,
[Rh(phen)2(phi)3+

,
and [Ru(bpy)(hat)2]2+ .
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Binding Modes to DNA

All the above mentioned DNA binding chromophores have, in addition to

fluorescent properties, another convenient characteristic in common with each other. They

all noncovalently bind to DNA by way of intercalation. First described by Lerman in

1961,38 intercalation is a noncovalent interaction with double-stranded (ds) DNA where a

flat or relatively planar polycyclic aromatic molecule slides in-between adjacent base pairs

of the DNA helix in a sandwich-type fashion. The process is illustrated in Figure 1.5a.

Intercalation is one of three noncovalent modes by which molecules tend to interact with

(ds) nucleic acids. For comparison examples of groove binding (Figure 1.5b) and

electrostatic association (Figure 1.5c) are also displayed.39 Intercalation is inherently useful

because it is noninvasive, no physical attachment step is required, and has been shown to

be strong enough an interaction to withstand electrophoretic mobility assays.6 -7

Additionally intercalation is one of the most important binding modes through which

coplanar polycyclic compounds exert their biological activity.

DNA structure

In solution nucleic acids tend to form a double-helical structure where each strand is

composed of polynucleotide units, purine and pyrimidine bases each attached to a pentose

sugar, that are joined through phosphodiester linkages (Figures 1.6 and 1.7). The two

strands run in opposite direction to each other, 3' —> 5' and 5' —> 3'. The bases consist of

the pyrimidines thymine (T) and cytosine (C), and the purines adenine (A) and guanine

(G). Important characteristics of native DNA are that the concentration of purine bases

equals the concentration of pyrimidine bases, and the concentrations of adenine and

thymine are equal, as are the concentrations of guanine and cytosine. The base composition

(percent G + C) varies among species but is the same or closely the same in all cells of an

organism and within a species, which for animals is ~ 40 % 40 According to the Watson

and Crick41 model of the three-dimensional structure of DNA, at physiological conditions

the polynucleotide chains form a right-handed double helix with the bases located on the
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Figure 1.7. Structures of DNA bases, sugar and phosphodiester linkages which make up
the nucleotide units. The base pairing patterns are also displayed.
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inside and the negatively charged phosphodiester backbone facing outward. This right-

handed helical structure of ds nucleic acids, termed B-DNA, is the most common form of

native DNA found under physiological conditions. The bases are spaced 3.4 A apart along

each chain and there are ~10 base pairs per helical turn resulting in a pitch height of 34 A.42

Nucleic acids are found in other structures such as in a left-handed helix (Z-DNA) or with

different degrees of spacing between bases; however, less is known about these forms and

about their physiological significance.

Studies indicate that the driving force for formation of the helix is mainly

hydrophobic43 in nature. In addition to the intermolecular stacking forces experienced

between the hydrophobic bases in the monomers, there is overall release of free energy

from the reduction of surface area exposed to the aqueous solvent and from release of

bound water molecules through aggregation of the polymeric strands. Additionally,

aggregation results in a reduction of surface tension which also contributes to the helix

formation. Other forces which most strongly stabilize the helix are hydrogen bonding

between adjacent base pairs (horizontal to the plane of the bases) and base stacking

interactions (perpendicular to the plane of the bases). The hydrogen bonds between bases

on opposite strands are of the type N-H • • N and N-H • • • O. Guanine and cytosine form

three complementary H-bonds while adenine and thymine can only form two H-bonds

(Figure 1.7). Importantly this complementarity is the basis of the genetic code. Stacking

forces are a combination of van der Waals (dipole-dipole, dipole-induced dipole and n-

electronic interactions) and London dispersion energies which occur between the ordered

array of vertically stacked heterocyclic bases. The stabilization from stacking forces

depends on the base composition and sequence. Studies show that the strength of this

interaction between the bases follows the trend purine - purine > pyrimidine - purine >

pyrimidine - pyrimidine.44 ’
45 These attractive forces arise from electrokinetic interactions

between the closely-spaced bases. Dipoles that are created due to fluctuations in electronic

charge distributions in one molecule polarize the electronic system of neighboring
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molecules. This causes the formation of induced parallel dipoles which attract each other,

and decrease with the sixth power of the distance between them. The forces are attractive

and increase with the product of the polarizabilities of the paired molecules. Additionally if

one or both of the molecules also possesses a permanent dipole moment, the combination

of the two forces leads to significant effects which are more pronounced in the purine bases

than in the pyrimidine bases.

Electrostatic binding

The DNA polymer, as mentioned above, is charged due to the negatively-charged

phosphate groups which link the deoxyribose units of the nucleotides. In order for the ds

helix to be stable in solution it exists paired with cations to counterbalance the repulsion of

the negative charges. This process is called counter-ion condensation and theory predicts an

average of 0.76 monovalent counterions condensed per phosphate group.46 ’47 -48 In

solution associated ions, such as Na+ , are responsible for reducing the effective charge of

the ds polymer and therefore have a large influence on its solution properties and binding

interactions. If the salt concentration is too low (Na+ < 0.1 mM)49 the double-helical

structure will be destabilized by the charge repulsion between phosphates thus causing

denaturation to occur. High salt conditions can result in aggregation of the polymer and

possible triple helix formation. 50 ’51 The number of counterions condensed per DNA

phosphate group is known to remain constant over a wide range of ionic strengths. This

will affect the equilibrium constant for binding of molecules to DNA since at high salt

concentrations the association kinetics will be reduced. Simple cations such as Mg2+ or

small polyamines [H3N(CH2)3NH3]
2+ interact with DNA by way of outside electrostatic

association. The mechanism of this "binding" is a nonspecific condensation reaction

involving exchange with the counterions (i.e. Na+) associated with the DNA helix in

solution. The energy resulting from ion pair formation with the nucleic acids, and increased

entropy due to the release of counterions contributes in a large part to the binding free

energy of all cationic species with DNA.52 Thus any cationic molecule can initially
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associate with DNA by way of a condensation reaction. However, for simple cationic

species that interact only by this electrostatic mode they will be associated in a nonspecific,

loosely held complex moving along the outside of the helix and involved in a rapidly

exchanging equilibrium.

Groove binding

Binding inside the groove of the double helix, a second type of noncovalent

interaction molecules tend to have with ds nucleic acids (Figures 1.5b and 1.8), has been

extensively studied due to the sequence specificity inherent in this binding mode. The drug-

DNA complex is stabilized through a mixture of hydrogen-bonding, electrostatic and

hydrophobic contacts. Generally groove binding molecules are multiply cationic and

contain small aromatic groups such as pyrrole, furan and benzene which are linked through

polypeptide and methylene chains. The linkages, in addition to providing hydrogen-

bonding moieties, supply torsional freedom for fitting the twist of the helical groove.

Examples of well characterized groove binders include the natural products

distamycin55 ’
54

’55 (binds selectively to AT-rich sequences in minor groove) and

netropsin,56 ’57 and synthetic compounds such as Hoechst 33258,58 -59 pentamidine,57 -60

and DAPI61 (see Figure 1.8). Netropsin and distamycin are known antiviral antibiotics,

Hoechst 33258 is an antibiotic and chromosome stain, pentamidine has been used

extensively for treatment of P. carinii pneumonia,62 and DAPI is a trypanocide but is used

mainly as a DNA probe due to its large increase in fluorescence upon binding to ds DNA.65

All of these compounds bind to AT-rich (adenine-thymine) regions of the DNA minor

groove, a characteristic which is largely common for most groove binding small molecules.

This is explained on the basis that the smaller more narrow minor groove (~ 5.7 A wide

and 7.5 A deep for B DNA),42 compared to the major groove (~1 1.7 A wide and 8.5 A

deep for B DNA), more closely fits the aromatic chains to form van der Waals contacts

along the floor of the groove. The preference for AT-rich regions has been attributed to the

fact that (1) AT-rich regions relative to GC-rich (guanine-cytosine) regions
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(b)

i

Figure 1.8. (a) Energy-minimized molecular modeling structure of the complex between a
distamycin-ellipticine hybrid (Distel (2+)) and d(GCATATGC)2 where the distamycin
moiety lies in the minor groove and the ellipticine chromophore is intercalated in the (TpG)-
(CpA) site. Calculated by the JUMNA program from Lavery, R., Zakrzewska, K.,
Pullman, A. J. Biorrwl. Struct. Dyn., 1984 , 5, 363. (b) Minor groove binding model for
the complex between the synthetic peptide 2-PyN, a derivative of distamycin, and a 5'-(A-
T)5-3' sequence. (Wade, W. S., Mrksich, M., Dervan, P. Biochemistry, 1993 , 32,
11385.)
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Figure 1.9. DNA groove-binding molecules, (a) Netropsin; (b) Distamycin; (c) DAPI; (d)

Hoechst 33258; (e) Pentamidine.
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in the minor groove are generally narrower, (2) the adenine N-2 nitrogen and thymine C-2

carbonyl in A:T base pairs are available for hydrogen bonding interactions and (3) steric

hindrance is caused by the guanine amino group which is H-bonded with the cytosine

carbonyl oxygen.39 Through variation of the aromatic groups,63 -64 ’65 the amide linkages,

and lengths of methylene chains,66 among other structural changes,67 analogs of several

biologically active groove binding molecules have been prepared. The new designs provide

higher sequence specificity, differences in activity and in some cases less toxic side effects.

Intercalation

As described earlier, intercalation is a noncovalent interaction with double-stranded

(ds) DNA where a flat or relatively planar polycyclic aromatic molecule slides in-between

adjacent base pairs of the DNA helix (Figure 1 .5a). The first evidence for intercalation

came from hydrodynamic and x-ray fiber diffraction studies ofDNA in the presence of

acridine dyes. 3 ** Observations from these studies were the continued presence of the 3.4 A

meridional repeat in diffraction patterns caused by base-pair stacking, and decrease in mass

per unit length of the DNA caused by lengthening of the helix. Insertion of the molecule

into DNA causes a separation of the stacked base-pairs by approximately 3.4 A which is

the thickness of the aromatic ring system 68 This results in unwinding of the helix by ~ 10

to 26 A (from the normal pitch of 34 A for B DNA), the amount of which depends on the

size of the intercalating species. These changes in structure cause an overall stiffening to

make the helix like a hard rigid rod. 1

1

This contrasts to the effect of groove binding which

results in a contraction of the polymer due to a decrease in repulsive charges between

anionic phosphate groups on account of shielding. Driving forces behind intercalative

binding include van der Waals (dispersive) forces, hydrophobic interactions, electrostatic

interactions, and hydrogen bonding. Stacking interactions (dipole-dipole, etc.) between the

intercalator and the base-pairs result in stabilization of the double helix as evidenced from

increased temperatures for melting curves of the helix. Side chains on the chromophore can

participate in hydrogen bonding with the bases in the groove as well as with the
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phosphodiester backbone. An example of an intercalated complex capable of making H-

bonding contacts with its side chain that extends into the groove is shown in Figure 1 . 10 .

This shows a crystal structure of the daunomycin - d(CpGpTpApCpG) complex^ viewing

from the top looking perpendicular to the plane of the base pairs and from the side (where

only half of the complex is drawn). Hydrogen bonding interactions can be seen between

the C9 hydroxyl of daunomycin and G2 (guanosine #2 ) and between the daunomycin C13

acetyl keto group and O2 of cytosine Ci, mediated by a water molecule W.

Binding of cationic intercalators causes release of counterions from DNA as a result

of initial neutralization of phosphate charges and from conformational changes of the

double helix upon intercalation.52 This causes the interaction of cationic intercalators with

DNA to have a salt dependence according to condensation theory. The phenomenon has

been extensively studied using the structurally similar mono- and dicationic

phenanthridinium ions, ethidium and propidium.21 -48 '70 *71 Two models have been

proposed for the mechanism of intercalation48 , the first being a direct binding mechanism

where there is a helix-opening step (1.1a) followed by the intercalation reaction (1.1b):

(1.1a)

2
(1.1b)

D D*

D* + L

where D is native DNA, D* is the open DNA complex available for intercalation, L is the

ligand (intercalator) and C is the bound ligand-DNA complex. This model has been

suggested to represent the mechanism by which neutral intercalators bind to DNA. The

second model involves formation of an initial loosely associated outside complex of the

ligand with the double helix in a condensation type of reaction ( 1 .2a). Intercalation of the

associated ligand can then occur upon breathing or base-pair opening of the double helix

(1.2b):

L + D L* D

CL- D

(1.2a)

(1.2b)



G6 Cl
(b)

Figure 1.10. Crystal structure of daunomycin - d(CpGpTpApCpG) complex, (a) Top view
looking down the helix axis perpendicular to the plane of the base pairs. Daunomycin is

shaded, (b) Side view looking parallel to the base-pair plane and showing only half of the
the DNA complex. The daunomycin is intercalated between the terminal CpG sequences,
and is making H-bonding contacts between its C9 hydroxyl and G2 and between its C 13
acetyl keto group and 02 of cytosine (Ci). From Quigley, G. J., Wang, A. H.-J.,

Ughetto, G., van der Marel, G., van Boom, J. H„ Rich, A. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA,
1980 , 77, 7204-7208.
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where L and D are defined above and L D is the associated outside complex. According to

this mechanism the initial step will depend primarily on the charge of the ligand and only

minimally on its structure. However,the second intercalation step will strongly depend on

interaction factors such as orientation and sterics between the ligand and the DNA helix.

This model is proposed to fit the binding kinetics of cationic intercalators, and predicts a

larger effect of salt on the association reaction with DNA than on the dissociation reaction.

As a result of the salt dependence of the association step, molecules with greater cationic

charge should experience a larger sensitivity to changes in the ionic strength of the solution.

This was indeed shown by Wilson et al.
48 in the studies of ethidium and propidium. The

rate of initial association of the dicationic propidium with ds DNA was reduced

significantly on going from 0.2 M Na+ solutions to 0.5 M Na+ solutions, to a rate

considerably slower than that of ethidium at 0.5 M Na+ . Yet the measured dissociation

rates of the two molecules from DNA at this high ionic strength were within close

proximity to each other. At the lower ionic strength (0.2 M Na+) propidium showed a

higher association rate and a much slower dissociation rate than ethidium at 0.5 M Na+

which indicated overall much stronger binding (data for ethidium at 0.2 M Na+ was not

listed). Similar findings were shown by Breslauer et al.
71 who identified the enhanced

binding at low salt to be electrostatic in origin and is a reflection of a more favorable

entropic driving force for propidium binding. It is important to note that in both of the

above binding models salt dependent terms were intentionally omitted for simplification of

the discussion. However, for correct consideration of these kinetics it is essential that the

salt effects be included.

An important principle of intercalative binding is the observation that every second

intercalation site along the DNA double helix remains empty (see Figure 1.11). This is the

nearest neighbor exclusion principle72 which has most often been explained to be due to

local distortions of the DNA bases caused by the intercalated ligand. Another argument

suggests that local release of counterions due to intercalation could lead to reduction of
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Figure 1.11. Computer-generated molecular modeling structures of 9-aminoacridine double
intercalated in d(CGCGCGC) - d(GCGCGCG) where the neighbor exclusion rule is

violated (right) and where it is obeyed (left). (Only the base pairs closest to the acridines are
shown). From Rao, S. N. Nucleic Acid. Targeted Drug Design ; Propst, C. L., Perun, T. J.

(eds);Marcel Dekker; New York; 1992
; 65-91.
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binding by molecules at nearby sites.39.73 The actual mechanics might be a combination of

both effects. It has been observed that the size of chains or appended groups attached to the

main intercalating structure can affect the size of the binding site.

Intercalative binding affects not only the conformation of ds DNA but also causes

the intercalated ligand to be rigidly held while in this complex. As a result experimental

evidence for this type of binding can be obtained from changes in the physical properties of

both the nucleic acids and the intercalator. There are a number of experimental techniques

available for determining intercalative binding. Viscometric measurements detect increases

in the solution viscosity of bulk DNA due to intercalation, while the electrophoretic

mobility of closed circular DNA is decreased upon intercalation due to the unwinding of the

helix .
74 These changes in higher order structure can also be evaluated through fluorescence

microscopy which quantitatively measures the changes in persistent length and contour

length .

11

Dichroic methods, such as circular and linear dichroism, can be used to measure the

orientation of molecules bound to DNA. In the technique of circular dichroism the changes

in left and right circularly polarized light are monitored after passing through an optically

active medium. Thus CD is useful in tracking the changes induced in the optical activity of

molecules upon incorporation into a structured matrix like ds DNA, as well as detecting

changes in the intrinsic CD bands ofDNA itself when molecules bind to the double-helix.

Linear dichroism measures the absorption anisotropy of a sample. Here absorption

measurements are performed using plane polarized light which is polarized parallel and

perpendicular to the z axis. Those portions of the sample which are in ordered arrays,

depending on whether they are oriented perpendicular or parallel to the incident light, will

show strong absorption in the direction of light which is parallel to their orientation. LC is

particularly useful in defining the orientation of molecules bound to DNA. By measuring

the LD signal of a molecule bound to DNA and comparing it to the LD signal of the DNA

bases, one can determine the orientation angle of the bound chromophore relative to the
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base pairs. Fluorescence polarization similarly measures the orientation of the intercalated

complex through detecting increases in polarized fluorescence due to the reduced mobility

of the rigidly held chromophore.

Electronic interactions between the bound ligand and the nucleic acid bases provide

the basis for another set of experiments for detection of intercalation. Hypochromism

(decreased absorption) and red shifts in the UV-visible long-wavelength absorption bands

of the intercalating moiety are strong evidence of a stacked array of molecules. The effect is

due to electronic interactions between the dipole moment of the absorbing chromophore and

the induced dipoles of the nearby DNA bases. When the dipoles are oriented parallel to

each other, as in an ordered stack, they are in a repulsive array and result in reduction of

the transition intensity. Dispersion forces involving the coupling of lower energy

transitions in the chromophore with higher energy ones in the DNA bases also contribute to

hypochromic effects.75 *76

For molecules which luminesce, increases or decreases in emission upon binding

can be followed by emission spectroscopic techniques. As mentioned earlier, parameters

which can be measured include steady-state emission quantum yield, luminescence

intensity, emission maximum, luminescence lifetime, fluorescence polarization, and

rotational correlation time. Increases in emission upon intercalation can be derived from

several sources. For some chromophores, such as ethidium bromide, removal from the

quenching solvent into the hydrophobic environment of the DNA bases produces dramatic

increases in its fluorescence quantum yield.77 This has also been demonstrated for

ruthenium78 and rhenium79 metal complexes which contain the DPPZ ligand (dipyrido[3,2-

a:2',3'-c]phenazine)whose emission is strongly quenched by excited state protonation in

aqueous solution but increases considerably when bound to DNA. The protective

environment of the DNA bases additionally shields the bound chromophore from

collisional quenching by the solvent, again resulting in increased emission quantum yield

and excited state lifetime. Luminescence decreases have been attributed to quenching of
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emission from the bound chromophore by the DNA bases. Several groups are currently

investigating this phenomenon in order to determine the mechanism by which it

occurs. 80 ’81 For some intercalators, such as adriamycin, the fluorescence quenching has

been suggested to be due to reductive electron transfer from the bases to the bound

chromophore.31

Alternative Probes: Electron Transfer and Energy Transfer Systems

Since there are a limited number ofDNA intercalating compounds which exhibit

luminescent properties, innovative techniques are being sought in order to expand this area

of research. One such route is to exploit the distance dependence of energy and electron

transfer processes. These reactions are particularly useful because of their strong

dependence upon distance and orientation between the participating molecules (particularly

in the case of energy transfer).

These techniques have been extensively applied to protein studies in measurement

of distances between binding sites of a protein,82 determining association of

macromolecules in solution,83 following conformation changes of proteins and

membranes84 and monitoring the activities of proteins.85

In contrast, in only a few instances have electron transfer and energy transfer been

used to study DNA conformations and distances between binding sites or base-pair sites.

Studies concerning electron transfer (ET) between molecules bound to ds DNA have

focused on: (1) the dynamics of ET between two different intercalated molecules and the

effect of the interspersed bases;86 (2) ET between an intercalated molecule and a condensed

mobile cationic species;87 (3) ET or EnT between covalently attached labels.88 In some

cases the quenching activity of the reducing agent was related to its biological activity.77 In

general electron transfer processes have not been utilized in molecular probe technology,

but rather in the fast growing area of photodynamic therapy.89
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Fluorescence energy transfer (EnT) has been more directly applied to studies of the

solution structure and distances between bound molecules and sequences in ds DNA.

Several techniques have been used such as: (1) monitoring the EnT efficiency between

DNA intercalated homodimeric90 and heterodimeric91 complexes and applying the results

to Forster energy transfer theory; (2) measuring EnT between two separate intercalated

molecules92 and relating the results to conformation changes upon binding; (3) EnT

between covalently attached labels on separate strands to determine unusual conformations

of the helix93 ’94 and orientation of oligodeoxynucleotides and;95 (4) EnT between

heterodimeric intercalated dyes for multiplex detection of various targets.96 In the latter

study, the complexes were composed of donor molecules that all had a common strong

absorption maximum at 488 nm but with different covalently attached acceptor

chromophores having distinctive fluorescence emission maxima. Efficient energy transfer

was observed in the DNA-bound heterodimers ( > 90% quenching of donor emission),

with large enhancements in the acceptor fluorescence. They observed differential binding

strengths of the heterodimers depending on the chromophores used. The properties of these

intercalating complexes clearly demonstrate the potential feasibility of dimeric

chromophore-quencher complexes as probes for nucleic acids.

Brief Description of Electron-Transfer Theory

The study of ET in excited-state species has been extensively studied on account of

the fact that the electronically excited state of a molecule will act as a more powerful

electron donor (reductant) or acceptor (oxidant) compared to the ground state.97 This

reactivity makes photoinduced ET (PET) an integral step in many bimolecular photoactive

systems. An important result of the ET process is that the electron transfer step quenches

the emission of the excited chromophore. General expressions for photoinduced electron

transfer between an excited molecule (M*) and a quenching species (Q) is given by:

M + Q — M* + Q 1.3a
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M* + Q ) M +
* + Q

*

1.3b

M * + Q —gT > M“ + Q
+ *

1.3c

where eqn. 1.3a is the excitation step, eqn. 1.3b depicts oxidative ET quenching of the

excited state species and eqn. 1.3c represents reductive ET quenching. In the ET equations

FET indicates forward electron transfer and the symbols + • and - • represent the oxidized

and the reduced molecules, respectively. The mechanisms by which the quenching occurs

(i.e., oxidative or reductive quenching) will depend on the redox properties of the donor-

acceptor pair. This ability of an excited state to act as either an electron donor (D) or an

electron acceptor (A) is illustrated in Figure 1.12.The overall free energy change (AG° also

called the thermodynamic driving force) for the photoinduced ET reaction is determined

from the redox potentials of the reactants combined with the 0-0 excitation energy of the

excited species to obtain:

for the donor and acceptor, respectively, and AE
0_0 is the excited-state energy.

The rate of photoinduced ET between a donor/acceptor pair can be determined from

experimental quantities such as the emission lifetime (x) or quantum yield
(<J))

of the donor

in the absence and presence of the acceptor. Equations which have been used for

calculating ET rate (kgj) constants are provided by the following:

4G° = E,n(D/D' )
- Em(A/A~

)
- 4E,0-0 1.4

4G° = £„;(D/D* )
- E^A/A-

)
- AE,

'A*
0-0 1.5

where £
1/2
(d/D +

)
and E

1/2
(a/A

)
are the half-wave oxidation and reduction potentials

1.6

ket{ tp) —
1

1.7
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[a] |d* + A —— D+
~ + A'~

LUMO
A

1
LUMO

hv

HOMO
D*

HOMO

b. D + A* — D+
- + A'-

LUMO

HOMO

LUMO

hv

HOMO

Figure 1.12. Enhanced ET Reactivity of Excited States, (a) Excited-State electron donor
(oxidative quenching), (b) Excited-State electron acceptor (reductive quenching).
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where x and <)) are the emission lifetime and quantum yield, respectively, of the donor in the

presence of the acceptor, while xD and <))„ are the same parameters in the absence of the

acceptor. These equations are valid ifD and A are linked by a spacer chain or through a

matrix and if the attachment does not significandy alter the electronic properties of the two

molecules (i.e., the intrinsic decay rate ofD is not changed by the attachment).

According to semiclassical theory the ET rate constant can be expressed as the

product of an effective nuclear-vibration frequency (vn), an electronic transmission

coefficient (Kei) and a nuclear transmission coefficient (Kn):
77 >98

*£T = VnKel
Kn 1.8

where Kn = exp\-
(ag^ + a

)

2

4ART
1.9

vnKe>

_ \
2(hJ

h

[ _3 t 1/2

1.10a

* = K + *ou, 1.10b

In eqn. 1.9, AG° is the free energy change for ET, R is the gas constant, T is temperature,

and X is the total reorganization energy. In eqn. 1.10, Hab is the donor-acceptor electronic

coupling matrix element and h is Planck's constant. This equation is for the case of non-

adiabatic ET (Kei < 1 for nonadiabatic, while Kei = 1 for adiabatic). The reorganization

energy, X, is the energy necessary for moving from the equilibrium configuration of the

reactants to the equilibrium configuration of the products while remaining on the reactant

free-energy surface. The reorganization energy (eqn. 1.10b) is comprised of an inner

sphere component, Ajn , which is associated with bond length and angle changes within D

and A, and an outer sphere component, AoUt , which is related to solvent reorganization
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around D and A. Marcus and Hush derived a two-sphere dielectric continuum model to

estimate the contribution of AoUt to the total reorganization energy such that.

1

1

1 1
'

1 l

_
2rD 2rA rDA _ 3,

where e is the electron charge, it) and ta are the radii of the donor and acceptor, it>A is the

donor-acceptor separation distance, and EoP and es are the optical and static dielectric

constants, respectively. In nonpolar solvents Aou t
is small since the polarization of the

solvent does not change to any great degree as the electron is transferred, however as the

solvent polarity increases, the contribution from AoUt also increases. Moreover, notice that

Aout increases as the radii of the reactants decrease or as the donor-acceptor separation

increases. The decay of Kn with increasing donor-acceptor separation has been mainly

attributed to the effect of distance on AoU t,
although the other the terms in eqn. 1.9 also

contribute to the effect. The distance dependence ofET arises not only from the

reorganization energy but also from the electronic coupling matrix element, Hab, according

to equation 1.12:

HAB 1.12

where r is the center-to-center separation distance between D and A, r0 is the sum of the

van der Waals radii of D and A, HAB is the electronic coupling when r = rQ and (3/2 is a

term which expresses the dependence of electronic coupling on distance. From eqn. 1.12 it

is evident that as the separation between D and A increases, Hab exponentially decreases,

and consequently Kei decreases according to eqn. 1.10a.

Considering all the factors which contribute to the distance dependence of Icet, a

general expression can be given as follows:

InMr) = -P{r-r0 )
+ In Kn (r )

+ In vn 1.13
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Theory of Electronic Energy Transfer

Introduction

A second mechanism by which molecular luminescence can be quenched is energy

transfer (EnT). This is a bimolecular process involving the transfer of excited state energy

from a donor (M) to an acceptor (Q), and can be written as:

M*+ Q -> M + Q* 1.14

Energy which is initially provided to the donor (M) via absorption of a photon ends up in

Q, concomitant with a reduction in the concentration of excited M molecules and therefore a

reduction in the total emission from M*. A requirement of this reaction is that the energy

level of Q* must be lower or equal to the energy level of M*.

There are three different mechanisms by which energy transfer can occur. These

mechanisms are radiative, nonradiative coulombic and nonradiative electron

exchange.99 ’100 Each will be considered separately.

Radiative energy transfer

Radiative energy transfer, often referred to as "trivial", is the process where the

emission of a quantum of light emitted by M* is reabsorbed by Q. It is a two-step process

wherein no physical interaction is involved between M* and Q. The reaction is depicted by

eqn. 1.15:

M * —» M + hv
1.15

Q + hv —
> Q*

Since the trivial mechanism requires that the photon emitted by M* is absorbed by

Q, radiative energy transfer follows the same principles that determine the intensity of

absorption transitions. Therefore, the probability of energy transfer from M* to produce Q*

depends on (1) the emission quantum yield of M* (d>f ), (2) the concentration of acceptor

molecules (Q) in the path of the emitted photons from M*, (3) the strength of the light
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absorption transition in Q, and (4) the extent of the overlap between the emission spectrum

of M* and the absorption spectrum of Q.

Radiative transfer is most favorable when each of the four factors is maximized.

That is, when <t>^~l, the concentration ofQ is high, the molar absorptivity of Q is large,

and there is good overlap between the experimental absorption curve of Q and the emission

curve of M*.

The requirement that Q have a large molar absorptivity in the spectral region where

M* emission occurs rules out the possibility of singlet-triplet and triplet-triplet radiative

transfer. This is due to the low intensity of the spin-forbidden S 0
-4 T, absorption

transition. The predominant transfer processes for the radiative mechanism are:

'M* —» 'M + hv', 'Q + hV —»'Q* singlet - singlet

, , , , .... 1.16
M* —» *M + hv', Q + hv' -» 'Q* triplet - singlet

The fourth of the above listed factors which affect radiative transfer, called the spectral

overlap integral, J , is depicted in Figure 1.13. It corresponds to the area of the overlap of

the emission spectrum of M* and the absorption spectrum of Q. The spectral overlap

integral is described mathematically as (1.17):

/ =
J0
FM(v)ee(v)dv 1.17

where FM (v) corresponds to the graph of the emission spectrum of M*, v represents the

wavenumber, and e2 (v) represents the absorption spectrum of Q.

The probability of radiative energy transfer, Prt, can then be given by (1.18):

PRT ~ 2 - 3026 [Q] / £Fm (v) e
Q
(v) dv 1.18

where / is the path length. From eqn. 1.18 it can be seen that by using concentrations less

than ~10'3 M and small path lengths during experimental measurements of energy transfer

emission, one can substantially reduce the contribution of trivial emission reabsorption.
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Intensity

o

Figure 1.13. Overlap between the absorption spectrum (Eq( v)) of an energy acceptor (Q)
and the emission spectrum (FM ( v)) of the donor (M*) where the shaded area is the
overlap, termed the spectral overlap integral, J.
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Nonradiative Energy Transfer

In contrast to radiative energy transfer which does not require any specific

interaction between donor and acceptor, the nonradiative mechanisms involve mutual

perturbation of the electronic structures of M* and Q. According to Fermi's Golden Rule

the rate of occurrence of transitions between two states is related to the magnitude of the

perturbation or force which alters the positions or motions of the particles of the initial state

( Ym ) in such a way that
\f/m evolves to the final state ( if/® ). The expression used to

describe the rate of change of the probability of finding the molecule in the final state y/f as

a function of time is given by eqn. 1.19:

= ~P,{vQ.\h\v:)
7

1.19

where Pn refers to the probability of the final "n" state, the matrix element H' refers to the

perturbation which couples the initial wavefunction and the final wavefunction y/f

,

and pn corresponds to the number or density of final vibronic (acceptor) states which are

isoenergetic with the vibronic level in the initial state. In solution phase the initial vibronic

state will be the lowest vibrational level of the initial electronic state since for most organic

molecules k
ic
(S

n
- ~) 5,) occurs with a rate constant of the order of that for vibrational

motion (10 11 - 10 13 sec 1
).

When considering nonradiative transitions, the term y/% in eqn. 1.19 represents the

initial state y/(M *)y/(Q), while y/f corresponds to the final state y/(M)y/(Q *), and the

perturbation part of the Hamiltonian H' represents the matrix elements responsible for

causing energy splittings of states. In the case of radiative transitions, the perturbation part

of the Hamiltonian responsible for the transition is the scalar product of the electric field

and dipole moment vectors.

According to the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation,
( y/f |//'| can be factored

into an electronic matrix element and a vibrational overlap integral:
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1.20

where H ' is the interaction Hamiltonian which is responsible for the energy transfer

process, E is the electronic wavefunction and N is the nuclear wavefunction. The

electronic matrix element in eqn. 1 .20 can be defined as /3t = {E^\H'\E^ if the

assumption is made that it does not vary significantly for different pairs of m, n vibronic

levels. Therefore the overall radiative rate can be written as:

Equation 1.21 can be simplified by noting that the last term, the probability density

of the area of the vibrational overlap integral (Franck-Condon factor) times the density of

vibrational levels in the acceptor, is closely related to the spectral overlap integral ( J ) such

that:

Equation 1.22 is a general description of energy transfer and can be applied to either

one of the nonradiative mechanisms. The difference lies in the electronic matrix element (5e

two types of interaction, an electrostatic (Coulombic) interaction and an electronic

(exchange) interaction. These nonradiative mechanisms can be visualized from Figure

1.14. The coulombic mechanism is a long-range dipole-dipole interaction in which the

oscillating electron in the LUMO of M* induces a corresponding oscillation of an electron

in the HOMO of a neighboring acceptor molecule (Q). This interaction can occur over large

intermolecular distances (up to 100 A) and electrons that are resident on M* remain on the

de-excited M.

Electron exchange energy transfer presents a different mechanism of interaction

1.21

1.22

that contains the interaction Hamiltonian H'. The electronic matrix term can be split up into

between the donor (M*) and acceptor (Q). In this case there is a double exchange of
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LUMO

HOMO

Coulombic Interaction

M* Q M Q*

LUMO

Electron Exchange Interaction

HOMO ii iL
M* Q

Figure 1.14. Coulombic (top) and Electron Exchange (bottom) Energy Transfer

Interactions. He and He are the interaction Hamiltonians for the coulombic and electron

exchange energy transfer mechanisms, respectively.
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electrons whereby the excited electron in the LUMO of M* transfers to the corresponding

LUMO of Q, while at the same time an electron in the HOMO of the ground state ofQ

"hops" over into the HOMO of M*. The net result is excitation ofQ to give Q* and de-

excitation of M* to give M. Close physical contact between donor and acceptor (6-20 A) is

required in this process in order to allow overlap of the electron orbitals involved. To

understand the exact nature of these two mechanisms theoretical treatment is necessary.

Coulombic Energy Transfer: F orster Mechanism

Long-range or Coulombic energy transfer involves an electrostatic interaction of the

electronic charge clouds of donor (M*) and acceptor (Q) molecules. Classical theory is

used to describe the factors which determine the magnitude of the Coulombic interaction

and relate it to the rate of M* to Q energy transfer. An electronically excited molecule is

surrounded by an electric field that is considered to behave like a field generated by an

oscillating dipole possessing a frequency of oscillation, v, and an instantaneous dipole

moment, /j.

.

The energy of interaction between two electric dipoles is defined by:

where fJ.M and
fj.Q are the dipole moments of M* and Q, respectively, and r is the distance

between them. Substituting this quantity into equation 1.22 gives the following expression:

In his theory of energy transfer Forster101 -102 related the transition dipole moments of the

donor/acceptor pair to the oscillator strengths for the M* —> M and Q —
> Q * radiative

electronic transitions. The following equation (1.25) illustrates the relationship between the

transition dipole moment and the oscillator strength:

E~A « ^4
r

1.23

4_p = 2* tiA
j 1.24
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/nm

%n2mc
3e

2
h

1.25

where m
t

is the mass of an electron, c is the speed of light, e is electronic charge and vm
is the wavenumber of the transition ( v^). Forster was consequently able to show how

the theoretical quantities were related to the experimental absorption coefficient of Q and the

inherent radiative lifetime of M* using the following equations (1.26 and 1.27):

=
T 4£

o^C
2
ln(10)

L
na*

2 J e(t)) dt) 1.26

3.417x10’
-Je(t))dt) 1.27

where eo is the permittivity of a vacuum, NA is Avogadro's constant, n is the mean

refractive index of the solvent k° is the radiative rate coefficient, z°
r

is the natural lifetime

of a radiative transition and |e(t)) dt) is the integrated absorption coefficient which is

earned out over the whole absorption band. The final expression is therefore (1.28):

0.5291 x
2

«
4NA r

6
rM

1.28

where k is an orientation factor which accounts for the fact that the interaction between the

two dipoles depends on the orientation of the dipoles in space. In solution the molecules

would have a random distribution of their dipoles and k
2

would have the value 2/3. To

simplify equation (1.28) it is convenient to define a critical transfer distance such that:

ro
= 0.5291

«
4N a

\yM {v)eQ(v)^ 1.29
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and therefore

The critical transfer distance r0 is the distance between M and Q for which there is equal

probability of energy transfer from M* to Q and emission from M*(i.e., 50% quenching of

M* luminescence). Thus when r <ra energy transfer will be the dominant process, while

if r > rc then deactivation of M* will be the major process. Experimentally r0 can be

measured by examination of the steady-state or time-resolved kinetics of the M* emission

as a function of [Q],

Energy transfer by the Coulombic mechanism is most favorable when there is good

overlap between the emission spectrum of M* and the absorption spectrum of Q, the

magnitude of e™ for Q is large, M* has a large radiative rate, and the two molecules are

close to each other (<100 A). The requirement for a large e™ for the acceptor rules out

processes which involve a change in spin multiplicity since these would have small e7“

values, and consequently inefficient energy transfer. Therefore the processes which are

allowed for the Forster mechanism are:

'M*-!- 'Q —> *M +'Q*

'M*+ 3Q—» + 3Q* 1.31

Electron-Exchange Energy Transfer

The second non-radiative energy transfer mechanism depicted in the lower portion

of Figure 1.14 involves a double electron transfer between M* and Q. The distinguishing

feature of this mechanism is the requirement that M* and Q be sufficiently close together to

allow overlap of the electron orbitals involved (ca. 6-20 A). Recall that the electronic matrix

element /3e (eqn. 1.20) can be split into two terms:
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A=<E?|H'|E")=

[((/(M »)v'(Q)| Hc |

Vf(M)|KQ *)>
2

+

(^(M*)lKQ)|He|v'(M)^(Q*))
2

'

1.32

where H
c is the coulombic interaction Hamiltonian and He is the exchange interaction

Hamiltonian. The the second term in eqn. 1.32 represents the part of the electronic matrix

element that describes the electron exchange mechanism. Since electron densities usually

decrease exponentially as the distance between the electron and the nucleus increases, it

follows that the rate for energy transfer by electron exchange would decrease exponentially

as the separation distance between M* and Q increases. This distance dependence of the

electron exchange EnT mechanism is similar to the electronic coupling matrix element,

Hab- for electron transfer described by eqn. 1.12. Therefore exchange energy transfer

occurs only when M* and Q have small separation such as in an encounter complex. As

shown in eqn. 1.22, the general expression for non-radiative EnT, the energy transfer rate

also depends on the overlap of the emission spectrum of M* and the absorption spectrum

of Q (spectral overlap integral J) normalized to the extinction coefficient of Q.

The phenomenon of electron exchange energy transfer was first explained by

Dexter103 who showed that the transfer probability by the exchange mechanism could be

written as (1.33):

1.33

The parameter Z 2
was found by Dexter to be:

Z 2 - e-
2r,‘

where r is the distance between donor and acceptor molecules and / is the van der Waals

radius of the donor-acceptor pair. The value of Z 2
increases the closer the molecules
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approach and rapidly diminishes as they separate beyond the sum of their van der Waals

radii.

There is an important difference between J for the exchange (Dexter) mechanism

as compared to J in the coulombic (Forster) mechanism. Since in the Dexter mechanism

J is normalized for eA , it does not depend on the magnitude of eA and therefore the rate is

independent of the absorption characteristics of the acceptor. Consequently, the exchange

mechanism allows transfer to and excitation of Q by all types of allowed and forbidden

transitions. The formation of an encounter complex between M* and Q means the

restrictions on electron spin changes are determined by the total spin of the formed

complex. This is based on the Wigner 1®4 rule of spin conservation which requires the total

spin (Sr) of the reactant molecules have at least one value in common with the total spin of

the products.

Description of the Present Study

The purpose of the present study is to apply a novel approach to the detection of

nucleic acids by utilizing the spectroscopic and photophysical properties of rhenium-based

chromophore-quencher (CQ) complexes which also possess the ability to bind to DNA.

The complexes are composed of thefac -(tyRe^COb-L chromophore (where (b) is a

bidentate diimine ligand) covalently attached by way of a flexible linker chain to either an

energy acceptor or electron donor / acceptor moiety (designated the quenching species).

Rhenium-based CQ complexes have been extensively studied in regards to their rates of ET

and EnT and the factors affecting their photophysical properties. 105,106,107,108,109,1 10

However, systems of this type have not been exploited for their potential bio-medical

applications.

For the purposes of this study the design of the CQ complexes consists of two

possible approaches: (system I) where the linked quenching (Q) molecule also serves as a

DNA intercalator, or (system II) where the diimine ligand directly attached to the Re
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chromophore is responsible for binding to DNA while the Q moiety attached through the

flexible linker is strictly a quenching species and does not participate in intercalative

binding. The premise operating behind their design rests on the assumption that in solution

the emission from the Re chromophore in the CQ complexes would be highly quenched

due to energy transfer or electron transfer to or from Q. However, upon binding to ds DNA

contact between Re and Q would be hindered by the bulky helix and therefore would result

in a reduction in quenching and an increase in Re emission. Essentially this mimics the

turning on of a light switch upon attachment to nucleic acids. Important aspects of these

studies include (1) the emphasis placed on characterizing the DNA binding of these

complexes through changes in their photophysical properties and (2) relying on an

intercalative interaction as the major binding force to ds DNA.

The favorable synthetic and photophysical properties of thefac -(tyRe^CO^-L

chromophore lend this study a variety of alternative approaches. In addition to its synthetic

versatility pointed out above, the chromophore posseses moderately long-lived

luminescence in solution which is assigned to a d7t (Re) —> Jt* (diimine) metal-to-ligand

charge-transfer (MLCT) state. 111 - 112 ’ 113 The energy of the MLCT state can be selectively

tuned by varying the type of diimine ligand attached to Re as well as by varying

substituents on the diimine ligand. Therefore the photophysical and redox properties of the

Re chromophore can be changed to suit the needs of a particular study.

In Chapter 2 the interactions of two different CQ complexes with DNA are

examined. Their mechanisms of quenching operate through reductive ET from the attached

quencher to photo-excited Re, however their binding modes to DNA differ. The first CQ

complex, (b)RePTZ (b = bipyridyl, PTZ = phenothiazine), interacts with the nucleic acids

by way of its linked PTZ quencher and thus is a type I system. The second complex,

phenReCH2Q (phen = 1, 10-phenanthroline), is a type II system where the phenanthroline

diimine ligand which is directly attached to Re is responsible for DNA binding.
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Chapter 3 encompasses a comprehensive study of the DNA binding properties of a

series of (b)Re-AN (b = bipyridyl, AN = anthracene) energy transfer CQ complexes which

are of the type I system. The investigation examines the distance dependence of the EnT

mechanism by varying the length of the linker chain between Re and AN and determines

how this affects the binding properties of these complexes.

The synthetic procedures and general materials and methods for all the studies are

contained in Chapter 4.



CHAPTER 2
REPTZ AND (PHEN)RECH2Q COMPLEXES: PHOTOPHYSICAL AND DNA

BINDING STUDIES

Introduction

This chapter presents the results of spectroscopic DNA binding studies conducted

on two different chromophore-quencher (CQ) complexes whose quenching mechanisms

operate through reductive ET (see Figure 1.12 in Chapter 1). The term quenching, in

general, refers to a mechanism by which the luminescence from the metal-to-ligand charge-

transfer state (
3MLCT*) of photoexcited Re is significantly reduced. For both complexes in

this study the quencher (Q) serves as the electron donor and the excited (b)ReI(CO)3

chromophore is the electron acceptor as illustrated in Figure 2.1. This is a common feature

of Re(I)-based CQ complexes since (b)ReI(CO)3 is a stronger oxidant and thus favorable to

reduction by even moderately strong electron donors. 113 The sensitivity of the ET

mechanism to the distance between the donor and acceptor molecules fueled the concept of

utilizing CQ complexes as luminescent probes for nucleic acids. Previous studies

examining long-range photoinduced ET from a dimethylaniline electron donor to

photoexcited (bpy)Re1(CO)3 across conformationally restricted peptide spacers showed the

rate of forward ET (Icfet) decreased by a factor of 20 with each added amino acid

residue. 1 14 The attenuation in rate was attributed to reductions in both the nuclear and

electronic terms (Kn and Kej, eqn. 1.8) with increasing separation distance. As discussed in

Chapter I, these dependencies arise specifically from attenuation in the electronic coupling

which decays exponentially as the distance between D and A becomes larger, and from

increases in outer-sphere reorganizational energy, Ao, with increasing D-A separation (eqn.

1.8 - 1.13). Based on these properties, by linking the Re chromophore to a quenching

44
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3mlct* (b”' )Re
II
(CO) 3

»/\-ru^/v'Q
FET
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(b”’ )Re I(CO) 3
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Figure 2. 1 Intramolecular quenching of the Re ^MLCT* state in a CQ complex by forward
electron transfer (FET) to give the charge-separated state which can then relax to the ground

state by back ET (BET). The FET step quenches the emission of light from the ^MLCT*
state.
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species via a relatively long flexible linker chain, the rate of ET could be varied depending

upon the conformation of the chain. In solution theses complexes would prefer to be folded

over such that Re and Q are in close proximity, experiencing strong electronic coupling

and, as a result, efficient ET quenching of the Re excited state. However, if the CQ

complex is placed in an environment, such as a matrix, where Re and Q are constrained

from close contact, then a significant reduction in ET quenching should occur, resulting in

a large increase in Re luminescence. A large polymer like ds DNA could function as such a

matrix and, through incorporation of a DNA-binding moiety into the CQ complexes, they

could be made to bind to the double helix and experience decreased ET quenching activity.

This interaction is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The attractive feature of these nucleic acid

probes is their relative absence of emission in solution, but immediate luminescent response

upon binding to the ds polymer. In addition, the nature of Re-Q compounds enables the

flexible design of complexes where either the Re moiety or the Q moiety could incorporate

a ligand which possesses DNA-binding properties.

Structures of the two complexes examined in this study, RePTZ and phenReCH2Q

are illustrated in Figure 2.2, along with their model complexes. As discussed in Chapter I,

the RePTZ CQ complex is a Type I system since the quencher, PTZ, serves as the DNA

binder, while the phenReCH2Q complex is a Type II system since the diimine ligand, 1,10-

phenanthroline, which is directly attached to the Re chromophore, is primarily responsible

for DNA-binding. The results of the photophysical and DNA binding studies of these two

CQ complexes will be discussed separately beginning with RePTZ.

Studies of RePTZ

Previous work by Meyer et al.
115 -

116 has shown that PTZ strongly quenches the

d7t(Re) —> 7t*(bpy) metal-to-ligand charge transfer state (
3MLCT*) by reductive ET as

shown in eqn. 2.1 - 2.3. The first step in this scheme is the generation of the 3MLCT* state

(2.1) which is subsequently followed by forward ET (FET) from PTZ to form the charge-
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Figure 2.2. Structures of the CQ complexes, RePTZ and (phen)ReCH2Q with their model
compounds.
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separated state (2.2). The charge-separated state consequently returns to the ground state

(2.3) by back ET (BET) through ligand-to-ligand charge transfer (LLCT). The driving

force for FET is exothermic with a value of AG°~ -0.4 eV in CH3CN. This is calculated

according to eqn. 1.5 where Ei/2(PTZ°/+) = 0.85 eV, Ei/2(Re+/0) = -1.164 eV 113 and Eo-o

= 2.4 eV.

(bpy^eI
(CO) 3v/w'prz

hv »- (bpy ' )Re
n
(CO)3

'/vrv/'PTZ
(2 . 1 )

(bpy ‘ )Re
n
(CO)3^WTTZ — - (bpy ')Re

I
(CO)3

'/vvTTZ + ’

(2 .2)

(bpy • )Re
I
(CO)3

'/w'PTZ +
- -BET - (bpy)Re

I
(CO) 3v/w'PTZ (2.3)

Scheme 2.1.

In addition to its favorable electronic properties, PTZ is among a large class of

biologically active compounds .

117 Phenothiazine and its many derivatives are clinically

prescribed drugs used for treatment of medical conditions such as psychoses, nausea and

allergies .
11 ^* 1 19 Biological stains, such as Methylene Blue and Toluidine Blue (see Figure

2.3a), are derivatives of PTZ which exhibit anti-cancer activity and are known to bind to ds

DNA via intercalation .
1211'121 Studies on the antitumor activity of phenothiazines in

combination with cyclophosphoamide against sarcoma 180 ascites tumor in mice, produced

the following observations: (1) the PTZ ring may be essential for antitumor activity, (2) the

aliphatic side chain at 10-position must be a propylene rather than ethylene linkage, (3 ) a

heterocyclic ring, in particular a piperazine, in the side chain increases both the antitumor

and enhancing activities and (4) substitution of the 2-position with CF3 , SC2H5 , OCH3 or

Cl increases the antitumor effects .
122

' 123 Chlorpromazine (CPZ), a tranquilizer used in

treatment of psychiatric disorders, causes several undesirable side effects including

photoallergy, enhanced sensitivity of exposed areas of the skin to sunlight,

hyperpigmentation of the skin and ocular opacity .
118 CPZ is known to be photomutagenic
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Figure 2.3. (a) Derivatives of PTZ; the dyes Methylene Blue & Toluidine Blue, and
clinically used drugs Biologically active Chlorpromazine and Compazine.
Cyclophosphoamide is shown since it has been used in conjunction with phenothiazines for

enhanced reactivity of the latter compounds, (b) Mechanisms suggested to be responsible

for photoxicity of chlorinated PTZ derivatives.
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to DNA, and results from one study suggest its highest reactivity to be with the DNA base

guanine. 124 The exact mechanism responsible for its in vivo phototoxicity, although not

entirely known, has been suggested to be due primarily to reaction of the unstable

promazinyl radical with cellular biological molecules, where the radical is formed by

dechlorination (Figure 2.3b). 12^ Other studies support these findings which indicate that

among the PTZ derivatives, those containing a chlorine substituent are the most potent

photomutagens. One exception to this finding is the compound methylene blue, which does

not contain a chlorine substituent but is known to photooxidize guanine residues. 11^ It is

believed the mutagenic action of the latter compound differs significantly from that of the

chlorinated analogs due to its difference in structure, specifically the presence of two amino

groups attached to the ring at carbons 3 and 7. Greater activity was also found among those

compounds containing an amine in the side chain attached to the N-10 ring position,

possibly indicating greater DNA intercalating activity. A second major photoproduct

produced from irradiation of PTZ derivatives, aside from dechlorination, is ionization to the

radical cation which can subsequently react with molecular oxygen to produce the sulfoxide

(Figure 2.3b). The major metabolic route in vivo for CPZ has been found to be

sulfoxidation of the central thiazine ring, however the sulfoxidized compound is not

considered to play a major role in the phototoxic and photoallergic reactions observed in

v/vo. 125

Synthesis of RePTZ

A complete experimental procedure for the synthesis of the RePTZ complex is

provided in Chapter 4. The synthetic route is outlined in entirety in Figure 2.4. The

pyrpnPTZ ligand was built in four steps starting with the readily available parent

compound, phenothiazine. In the first step N-alkylation was achieved through Michael

addition to acrylonitrile in the presence of N-benzyltrimethyl ammonium hydroxide in 40%

MeOH (Triton B) to give the PTZ-propionitrile in 69% yield. The nitrile was converted to

the carboxylic acid (step 2) through alkaline hydrolysis for 16 hr. under reflux (30% yield
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Figure 2.4. Sythesis of RePTZ CQ complex.
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after recrystallization). The 4-(aminomethyl)pyridine could not be directly coupled with the

carboxylic acid. Therefore the most successful approach involved a method used in peptide

synthesis (step 3) where the acid was converted to the N-hydoxy-succinimide ester in the

presence ofEDC (l-(3-dimethyl-aminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide) in room temperature

dimethyl formamide (DMF) to yield 52% of the activated ester. Subsequent nucleophilic

substitution with 4-(aminomethyl)pyridine in DMF with mild heating (step 4) followed by

silica column purification achieved 78% of pyrpnPTZ ligand (8.5% overall). The target

metal complex was prepared via routine chemistry developed by our group for formation of

rhenium complexes. In approximately 2 to 1 ligand to metal ratios pyrpnPTZ was coupled

with the bpyRe(CO) 3Cl complex (step 5) in DMF at 70° C in the presence of AgPF6 salt to

produce 39% of the final product, RePTZ, after column purification.

Photophvsical Characterization of RePTZ

UV-visible absorption

In Figure 2.5 overlays of the relative UV-visible absorption spectra for RePTZ, the

model ReCH2B, and the pyrpnPTZ ligand, all in 5 mM Tris/50 mM NaCl buffer, are

displayed. This figure clearly shows the spectrum of the RePTZ complex to be a sum of the

spectra of the component chromophores, indicating the electronic interaction between Re

and PTZ upon linkage is very weak. The lowest energy band centered around 350 nm

corresponds to the d7t(Re) —> n* (bpy) MLCT transitions, while the peak at 320 nm is

both n-K* (bpy) and n-n* (PTZ) in character as is the higher energy peak centered at

254 nm. The assignments and molar absorptivities for peaks in the RePTZ absorbance

spectrum in ethanol solution are listed in Table 2.1 along with corresponding values for the

ReCH2B model. The spectrum of RePTZ is essentially the same in the polar alcoholic

solvent as in buffer, thus allowing extrapolation of the e values to buffer solutions and

circumventing problems associated with the low solubility of the PF6 salt of RePTZ in

aqueous solvent.
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Overlay of UV-Visible Absorption Spectra

RePTZ with ReCH
2
B Model and PTZ Ligand

Figure 2.5. UV/visible absorption spectra for ReCH2B, RePTZ and pyrpnPTZ ligand in 5

mM Tris/50mM NaCl buffer pH 7.1 where the concentration of all samples is 3.0 x 10"5

M.
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Table 2.1. UV-Visible Absorption Characteristics of RePTZ and ReCH2B Model

Compound3 Abs. A. (nm) Assignment e (M^cnr 1
)

RePTZb 254 K-n* (PTZ 43,540 ± 1%

& bpy)

320
xc - 7t* (bpy 13,311 ± 1%

& PTZ)
350 MLCT 3740 ± 2%

ReCH2Bc 254
7t - n* ( bpy) 26,600d ± 1%

320 k — 7i* (bpy )
11,800 ± 1%

350 MLCT 3400 ± 1%

a Complexes are PF6 salts (e.g. [Re^TZJfPFe"]).
b Measured in ethanol solutions.

c Measured in 20% MeOH/Buffer solutions unless otherwise noted,

d In ethanol solution.
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Steadv-state emission spectra

An overlay of the "normalized" steady-state emission spectra for RePTZ, ReCH2B

and the pyrpnPTZ ligand in buffer solutions is displayed in Figure 2.6. Samples were

excited at 350 nm (the ligand was excited at 304 nm), however the spectra were recorded at

different concentrations and conditions (different slit widths in the monochromators) and

are presented purely for the purpose of comparing the position of transitions in the

component chromophores. If the spectra were recorded under the same instrumental

conditions at equal concentrations, the RePTZ spectrum would be substantially weaker by

comparison to the model because of the ET quenching mechanism. Both RePTZ and

ReCH2B exhibit a broad unstructured band centered at 590 nm which corresponds to

3MLCT* luminescence. It is important to note that the 3MLCT* luminescence band for

RePTZ is superimposable over the corresponding radiative transition in the model

compound thus confirming the luminescence originates from the same excited state (and is

of the same energy). The PTZ chromophore shows weak fluorescence centered at 450 nm

as indicated by the ligand spectrum. In the CQ complex this emission is observed due to

fact that the PTZ chromophore has a weak absorption at the excitation wavelength used for

the studies (350 nm). Emission quantum yields for the 3MLCT* state (<|)emRe) for RePTZ

and ReCH2B determined in several different solvents are listed in Table 2.2 as well as the

positions of the band maxima. An interesting feature in the spectra are the shifts observed

in the maxima of the MLCT bands for both complexes upon going from ethanol to buffer

solutions. This is characteristic of the unsymmetrically-shaped/ac-(b)Re(CO)3L

chromophore where the energy of its ^MLCT* state is influenced by the polarity of the

surrounding solvent. 1^ The lower energy of the (bpy'-)Re^(CO)3 MLCT* state in

aqueous solvent, as compared to the less polar ethanol, indicates a greater degree of

stabilization of the excited state in the former solvent. Most important among the data listed

in Table 2.2 are the difference in emission quantum yields between the model ReCH^B and

the CQ complex RePTZ. The
(t)emRe for RePTZ are significantly reduced in value compared
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Overlay of Emission Spectra for RePTZ,
ReCH

2
B and pyrPTZ in Tris Buffer

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 2.6. Steady-state emission spectra for ReCH2B, RePTZ and PTZ ligand in air

saturated 5 mM Tris/50 raM NaCl pH 7.1 buffer solutions illustrating the similarity in

position of the 3MLCT* emission band of RePTZ and the model compound. RePTZ and

ReCH2B were excited at 350 nm, while pyrPTZ was excited at 340 nm. The spectra were
recorded under different instrumental conditions therefore their intensities cannot be direcdy

compared.
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Table 2.2. Steady-State Emission Characteristics of RePTZ with and without DNA.

Compound Solvent X Em. Peak

(nm)
^emRe3

0 [DNA]bp
$emRe

DNA
= 20b

Re

Incr.
<t)eniRe

c

20xDNA

0DNA
RePTZ ETOH 585 — —

5 mM Tris/

50 mM NaCl
591 0.0007e

± 15%
0.0008

± 15%
1.14

± 0.1

30% MeOH/
Tris pH 7.1

580 0.002

± 15%
0.0019

± 15%
0.95

± 0.1

30% MeOH/
Aceti1 pH 6.

1

580 0.0009

± 15%
0.0010

± 15%
1.11

± 0.1

ReCH2B ETOH 584 — — —

5 mM Tris 590 0.023

± 2%
0.022

± 2%
0.96

± 0.05

10 % MeOH/
Tris pH 7.1

590 0.027

± 2%
0.026

± 2%
0.96

± 0.05
a Quantum yields calculated according to eqn. 4.1 in Chapter 4 using the integrated area
of the MLCT emission in the 500 to 770 nm region. The yields were determined relative

to Ru(bpy)3
2+ in air-saturated H2O (0 = 0.0379) and are in argon degassed solvent

unless otherwise noted.
b Refers to the QY where the DNA concentration (in base pairs) is 20 times larger than

the metal complex concentration. [Re] concentrations typically ranged from 2 x 10'5 M
to 6 x 10'5 M.
c Indicates the increase in quantum yield on going from 0 [DNAJbp to 20 times

[DNA]/[Re] ratios and is calculated by dividing the value of <]>emRe at DNA/Re = 20 by

$emRe a^ [DNA] = 0.

d Refers to 0.1 M sodium acetate/50 mM NaCl buffer.
e Measured in air-saturated solutions.
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to <t»emRe for the model. In Tris buffer the 4>emRe for RePTZ is only 3% of ReCH2B's

quantum yield. This reduction of the MLCT emission by nearly 100% strongly supports

the occurrence of an excited-state reaction which effectively quenches the 3MLCT*

radiative transition in the RePTZ complex, and is attributed to reductive ET from PTZ to

Re* as shown in Scheme 2.2.

Further evidence for the quenching mechanism is provided from the steady-state

emission decay data listed in Table 2.3. The samples, in degassed Tris buffer, were excited

at 355 nm and the emission decays collected through a 70 nm wide band pass interference

filter with maximum transmittance at 600 nm. The data are listed as lifetimes (Xj) where i

corresponds to the number of the component (i = 1 , 2 or 3 depending on whether there are

one, two or three components to the overall decay), and the symbol a; corresponds to the

fractional contribution of the corresponding component lifetime to the overall decay profile.

The median lifetime, < x >, is equal to the sum of the component lifetimes multiplied by

their fractional contributions:

<x>=It

„

xa„ 2.4
n

Examination of Table 2.3 shows that the model compound exhibits a mono-exponential

decay with a lifetime of 102 ns, while the decay for RePTZ was fit to triple-exponential

kinetics. The three component lifetimes for RePTZ, x\, x2 and X3 , are composed of a very

short-lived species X\ = 1.05 ns, a slightly longer-lived one x2 = 9.5 ns and a long-lived

species X3 = 103 ns with a lifetime comparable to the model compound. The two short-

lived lifetimes correspond to quenched 3MLCT* emission and the 103 ns lifetime is from

those molecules in which the MLCT luminescence in not quenched. Notice that the

fractional contribution (0C3 ) of X3 is only 8% indicating only a small percentage of the

RePTZ molecules escape ET quenching which would be those complexes which are in a

more extended conformation. The largest contributor to the overall lifetime is Xi with cq =

79%, corresponding to those molecules which are most likely in a tightly folded
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conformation such that Re* and PTZ are sufficiently close together for efficient quenching

by ET. The species with x2 = 9.5 ns, contributing 13% to the overall decay, could be

assigned to molecules in which ET is slightly less efficient due to a loosely-held

arrangement, perhaps intermediate between fully-extended unquenched and tightly-folded

fully quenched. Adding together the component lifetimes multiplied by their fractional

contributions gives a median lifetime of < z > = 10 ns which is considerably shorter than

102 ns for the model.

Transient absorption (TA) experiments provide direct evidence for formation of the

[(bpy"-)ReI(CO)3(PTZ+-)] charge-separated state. The TA spectra for RePTZ in degassed

acetonitrile solution is displayed in Figure 2.7. Following laser flash excitation at 355 nm a

strong absorption feature appeared at ~ 5 1 5 nm which decayed with a lifetime of 27 ns.

This species is not present in the TA spectrum for the model, and previous studies on a

similar complex have identified the ~ 500 nm transient with the PTZ radical cation that had

a lifetime of 25 ns in their complex. 11 ^ These results are therefore consistent with initial

excitation into the ^MLCT* state, followed by intramolecular ET to give the charge-

separated state as shown by step 2 of Scheme 2.1.

DNA Titration Studies

Steady-state emission DNA titrations of RePTZ were conducted where the metal

complex concentration was held constant (typically ~ 2 x 10*5 M) and the amount ofDNA

varied. Solutions were mixed and degassed, while protected from light, and subsequently

their emission spectra recorded. A representative emission titration is illustrated in Figure

2.8 where the [DNA]bp/[Re] ratios are increased from 0 to 15. Addition ofDNA did not

cause any significant changes in the 3MLCT* emission as evidenced by the small irregular

fluctuations in (J)emRe values for RePTZ at high DNA/Re ratios listed in Table 2.2.

Experimental conditions were varied in order to improve the likelihood of binding, such as

lowering the pH in small increments to protonate the N-10 ring nitrogen of PTZ, degassing
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[Emission DNA Titration of RePTZ

Ox DNA
5

7.5

10

15

Figure 2.8. Steady-state emission titration of RePTZ with CT DNA in argon degassed
30% MeOH/0. 1 M Acetate:50 mM NaCl buffer pH 6.1. The DNA concentrations are
expressed as [DNA]bp/[Re] ratios where the [Re] concentration is equal to 3.5 x 10'^ M.
Separate solutions were used for each measurement (fresh aloquots from RePTZ stock
soln.) and the [DNAJbp concentration varied. Excitation was at 350 nm and the slit widths
were 2.50 for excitation and emission monochromators.
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solutions and minimizing light exposure prior to measurements to reduce chances of

premature ET and formation of the radical cation before binding. Occasionally systematic

increases in emission with addition of nucleic acids resulted, however the results were not

reproducible. Titrations of the model ReCH2B suggest that the (bpy)Re(CO)3 chromophore

does not bind to ds DNA, since its <j)emRe and max remained constant in the presence

of nucleic acids (Table 2.2). No changes in the MLCT absorption band are observed in

parallel DNA absorption titration experiments for both the model and Re-PTZ providing

further evidence that the (bpy)Re(CO)3 chromophore does not bind to DNA.

The emission decay of the RePTZ complex in the presence of high DNA

concentration ([DNA]bp/[Re] = 25) remained remarkably similar to the decay in the absence

of DNA (see Table 2.3). The triple-exponential decay contained three component lifetimes

with values nearly equal in length and fractional contribution to the complex when it is free

in solution. A slight decrease in the shortest-lived species (ii) with corresponding increases

in %2 and T3 were apparent, but the changes are within experimental error. The decay of the

model in the presence ofDNA remained single-exponential with the same lifetime of 107 ns

as in the absence of DNA.

Discussion of RePTZ Results

In solution the RePTZ complex displays efficient intramolecular ET evidenced by

attenuation of its emission quantum yields in comparison to the model, ReCH2B, which

does not contain a quenching ligand (Table 2.2). Results from the emission decays support

the steady-state emission data indicating the lifetime of the 3MLCT* state is decreased by >

90% relative to the lifetime of the model. Furthermore, the PTZ radical cation, which is

formed upon ET from PTZ to the photoexcited Re chromophore, is directly seen by

transient absorption spectroscopy as evidenced by a strongly absorbing species at 515 nm

readily formed after 355 nm laser excitation. The rate of decay of the 3MLCT* state and
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formation of the PTZ+- radical could not be resolved within the bounds of this

instrumentation due to the fast kinetics of FET in the CQ complex.

The ultimate goal of this study was to determine whether interaction of the RePTZ

CQ complex with ds DNA would cause a reduction in the intramolecular ET mechanism

and hence an increase in luminescence from the 3MLCT* state, according to Figure 2.1.

Based on the known biological activity of PTZ and its derivatives, and their DNA binding

properties where the relatively planar aromatic heterocyclic structure intercalates in-between

base pairs of the DNA helix, it seemed reasonable to assume the RePTZ complex would

behave in a similar fashion. Intercalation of the PTZ moiety into ds DNA would most likely

occur in such a way that the Re chromophore would be lying in the major groove or

extended outside the polymer. In either mode, the distance between PTZ and the Re

chromophore would be increased enough to show a significant decrease in the ET rates.

However, the results from steady-state emission DNA titrations and the emission decays in

the presence of high [DNA] indicate that addition ofDNA to solutions of the RePTZ

complex have little or no effect on the ET quenching. Several possible explanations could

account for this phenomenon. First, the PTZ complex may not bind to DNA due to

formation of the sulfoxide at the central thiazine ring. The PTZ radical cation is known to

form the sulfoxide (PTZSO) in aqueous solvent. 124,127 Evidence for the presence of

PTZSO can been seen by the formation of absorption peaks at ~ 338 nm, 298 nm, and 270

nm 127 and the presence of an emission feature at 380 nm. 124 Closer inspection of the

emission spectra for the RePTZ complex reveals the tail end of a strongly emissive

component at 400 nm. This feature does not appear to be present in the spectrum of the

ligand, nor that of the model. Slight deformities in the UV-visible absorption of the RePTZ

complex corresponding to grow-in of broad peaks at 270 nm, 500 nm, 340 nm and in

some cases, 516 nm (radical cation peak) appeared in some of the spectra prior to the

titrations. Studies have shown the sulfoxides of several PTZ derivatives to be nearly

completely inactive in a variety of different biological systems, for instance, displaying
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virtually no binding affinity to dopamine D2 receptors in the brain. 123 Molecular mechanics

and computer molecular dynamics simulations on CPZ, levomepromazine (LM),

methoxypromazine (MP) and their sulfoxides indicated that the sulfoxides possessed

greater conformational mobility in the positions of their side chains. 123 The energy

differences between 'up' and down' conformations of the side chains were smaller for the

sulfoxides as were the energy barriers for changing between conformations(see Figure

2.9). The down conformations of the side chain resulted in exposal of strong negative

electrostatic potentials around the sulfoxy group in the sulfoxides. This conformation is

suggested to weaken the electrostatic interaction of the compounds with dopamine

receptors, and to be the cause for inactivity of the sulfoxides in dopamine receptor binding

and related tests. The DNA polymer has a highly charged negative potential due to the

phosphodiester groups which form the backbone of the helix. The initial step in binding of

many intercalating molecules to DNA is considered to be electrostatic in nature, where

positively charged groups on the intercalator associate with the negatively charged

phosphates. A molecule with strong negative potential would be repelled by the phosphate

groups, and as a consequence would not bind to the polymer. Additionally, the

conformation of the sulfoxide, which extends upwards above the plane of the central ring,

could create steric hindrance to intercalative binding. The PTZ radical cation can also

proceed on to degradation, polymerization or react with other nucleophiles to form

undesirable side products. 128 The chain linking Re and PTZ may also inhibit DNA binding

of the complex since it contains no positively-charged amine functionality available for

electrostatic interactions.

In light of preliminary results regarding the binding of RePTZ with ds DNA, the

complex does not appear to possess favorable characteristics for use as a CQ probe for

nucleic acids. Excessive reactivity of the PTZ quencher produces an unstable complex

which seemingly is inactivated towards binding to DNA. Clearly CQ systems with more

suitable properties need to be into considered in the design of complexes for this study.
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Studies of (phenlReC^O

The preceding study emphasized the requirement that CQ complexes must be stable

to their redox (or energy transfer) properties in order to be useful as luminescent DNA

probes. Based on this requirement, a second CQ complex was designed which

incorporated a dimethylaniline quencher (CH2Q) having an oxidation potential of +1.00 V

(vs. SCE in CH3CN),
129 which is +0.15 V higher than the oxidation potential of PTZ, and

therefore is a less reactive quencher. However, since the CH2Q ligand does not possess the

polycyclic aromatic ring structure characteristic ofDNA intercalating compounds it was

inferred that this quencher ligand would not serve well as the binding species within the CQ

complex. Consequently the diimine ligand on the Re chromophore was switched from

2,2'-bipyridyl, which had been used in the previous study and does not interact with DNA,

to 1,10-phenanthroline which is known to bind to DNA by intercalation. The result,

(phen)ReCH2Q, is a type II system where the Re chromophore is largely responsible for

the binding interactions, and the attached CH2Q ligand serves solely as a quencher although

it may participate in some limited binding interactions. The structures of (phen)ReCH2Q

and its model, (phen)ReCH2B, are shown above in Figure 2.2.

As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, the CH2Q ligand quenches the

emission of the ^MLCT* state by reductive ET where the dimethylaniline moiety serves as

the electron donor and photoexcited Re is the acceptor according to Figure 2.1. This

mechanism was determined from previous studies on the CQ complex, (bpy)ReCH2Q,

129

where the driving force for FET in CH3CN was given as AG°Ffrr = -0.22 eV. The

thermodynamic driving force for FET in the (phen)ReCH2Q complex can be calculated

according to eqn. 1.5 using Ei/2(CH2Q0/+
) = 1.0 V, Ei/2(Re+/0) = 1.15 V (vs. SCE in

CH3CN) and Eo-o = 2.44 eV, giving a value of A ~ -0.29 eV. This value is

considerably lower than the FET driving force calculated for the RePTZ complex ( A

~

-0.4 eV), although slightly more exothermic (~ -0.07 eV) than for the bpy analog. Eo-o was

calculated from analysis of the emission spectra of the complex in 30% MeOH/Buffer
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solution. The position of Eo-o is typically near the high-energy side of the emission

maximum, where the intensity is one third the maximum intensity. 107

Studies by Barton et al.
130’33 on the complex [Ru(phen)3]

2+ have indicated that the

metal chromophore binds to DNA with one of the phen ligands intercalated between base

pairs in the double helix and the other two ligands providing van der Waals contacts within

the closely-fitting groove. Emission enhancements of 1.87 (I / Iq where Iq is the intensity in

the absence ofDNA and I is the intensity at high DNA concentrations) and red-shifts of the

emission maximum of 2 nm were observed for this complex in the presence of calf thymus

(CT) DNA. Other studies have clearly demonstrated the DNA intercalating ability of the

1,10-phenanthroline molecule. 131 By inference it seems reasonable that the (phen)ReCH2Q

complex would also bind to DNA with the phenanthroline ligand at the Re center

intercalated in-between DNA base pairs and the CH2Q ligand lying in the groove providing

H-bonding contacts with the amide group in the linker chain and the dimethylamine group

on aniline.

Synthesis

A detailed discussion of the synthesis of (phen)ReCH2Q and the model

(phen)ReCH2B are provided in Chapter 4. A general outline for the (phen)ReCH2Q

synthesis is illustrated in Figure 2.10 starting with (step 1) formation of the

(phen)Re(CO)3Cl by refluxing 1,10-phenanthroline with Re(CO)5Cl in toluene, the routine

procedure used for coupling most diimine ligands to the metal center. The N-(4-

pyridyl)methyl-N',N'-dimethylaminobenzamide ligand (termed CH2Q for simplification in

this study) was previously prepared by D. B. MacQueen in this laboratory (see reference in

materials section Chapter 4). Coupling of the CH2Q ligand with (phen)Re(CO)3Cl (3:1

molar ratio) followed the routine synthesis (step 2) of heating at 70 0 C in DMF solvent in

the presence of AgPF6 salt, yielding 35% pure product after purification by column

chromatography.
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C0 (PF6)

Figure 2.10. Synthesis of (phen)ReCH2Q complex.
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Photophvsical Characterization of (phenlReCTbO

UV-visible absorption

The weak bands centered at 360 nm in the UV-visible absorption spectra for

(phen)ReCH2Q and the model (phen)ReCH2B, corresponding to the d7t(Re) —» 7t*(phen)

MLCT transition, are essentially equal in position and intensity, as shown by Figure 2.1 1.

The MLCT band in the phen complexes is also approximately equal in position to the

MLCT absorption transition in the bpy complexes (see Figure 2.5), demonstrating the

similar electronic properties of the two diimine ligands. The higher energy peaks in the

absorption spectra of (phen)ReCH2Q and (phen)ReCH2B are assigned to intraligand 7t
—

7t* transitions. Table 2.4 lists the molar absorptivities (e) at 350 and 360 nm of the MLCT

for (phen)ReCH2Q and (phen)ReCH2B in 30% MeOH/Tris buffer solutions. In

comparison to the bpy complexes, the e values for the phen complexes are slightly greater

in intensity.

Steadv-state and time resolved emission

The steady-state emission spectrum of (phen)ReCH2Q in 30% MeOH/Buffer

solution displays a broad unstructured envelope in the 470 to 800 nm region which is

superimposable on the 3MLCT* spectrum of the model compound obtained under the same

conditions. This indicates the luminescence of the CQ complex emanates from the same

excited state as that of the model. In contrast to the model spectrum, the intensity of

emission from (phen)ReCH2Q in solution is dramatically reduced compared to the model as

shown in the overlay of their steady-state emission spectra in Figure 2.12. Quantum yields

for 3MLCT* emission in the complexes, which were measured in Tris buffer and in 30%

MeOH/Buffer solutions under air saturated conditions, are listed in Table 2.5. The steady-

state emission spectra and the emission quantum yields clearly show that the luminescence

from (phen)ReCH2Q is quenched by 95% in comparison to the luminescence of the model.

Experimental data from fits of the luminescence decays of (phen)ReCH2Q and

(phen)ReCH2B, in degassed and air-saturated 30% MeOH/Tris buffer, are listed in
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UV-Visible Absorption Spectra of (phen)ReCH
2Q

and (phen)ReCH
2
B

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 2.11. Overlay of UV-visible absorption spectra of (phen)ReCH2B [3.27 x 10*5 M]
and (phen)ReCH2Q [3.24 x 10'5 M] in 30% MeOH/25 mM Tris pH 7.1 showing the long-

wavelength shoulders of the MLCT bands of the chromophores (350 - 420 nm region).
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Table 2.4. UV-Visible Absorption Characteristics of (phen)ReCH2Q and (phen)ReCH2B.a

Compoundb Abs. X (nm) Assignment e (M^cnr 1
)

(phen)ReCH2Q 350 MLCT 4980 ± 15%
360 MLCT 4270 ± 5%

(phen)ReCH2B 350 MLCT 5500 ± 10%
360 MLCT 4960 ± 5%

a

b
Measured in 30% MeOH/25 mM Tris pH 7.1 buffer solutions

Complexes are PFg salts (e.g. [(phen)ReICH2Q][PF6']).
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Relative Steady-State Emission Spectra

for (phen)ReCH2Q and (phen)ReCH
2
B

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 2.12. Steady-state emission spectra of (phen)ReCH2Q and (phen)ReCH2B in air-

saturated 30% MeOH/25 mM Tris pH 7.2 solutions. The spectra have been normalized to

the QY of (phen)ReCH2B in order to illustrate the effect of the intramolecular ET

quenching of the 3MLCT* state by the dimethylaniline ligand in (phen)ReCH2Q. Samples

were excited at 350 nm.
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Table 2.6. Focusing first on the model, its decay follows mono-exponential kinetics with a

lifetime (x) of 1 .024 (is in degassed solution and 550 ns in air-saturated solution. The

shortened lifetime under air-saturated conditions is due to diffusional quenching by oxygen

which can occur within the long time-frame of the 3MLCT* lifetime for this complex. The

lifetime of the CQ complex is considerably shortened in length compared to the model. The

decay of (phen)ReCH2Q was fit to triple-exponential kinetics and showed similar values in

both air-saturated and degassed solutions. Three separate lifetime components were

resolved from the fits composed of a very short-lived species (Xi) with a lifetime of ~ 0.7

ns, an intermediate-lived species (x2) possessing a lifetime of ~ 12 ns and a longer-lived

species (13) that has a lifetime of ~ 168 ns. The contributions of the shorter-lived

components (ij and x2) are similar in magnitude (as evidenced from their fractional

contributions, ai and a2), and the overall lifetime (<x>) is comprised mainly of these two

species. The three lifetime components for (phen)ReCH2Q can be assigned to differentially

quenched complexes where Xi would correspond to molecules in a conformation where the

CH2Q ligand is oriented in a folded position lying within close proximity to the Re

chromophore and able to participate in highly efficient ET. X3 would most likely represent

those molecules which are in a more or less extended conformation and whose ET

quenching rates are slowed by the increased distance between Q and Re, while x2 would

represent molecules where the CH2Q ligand is oriented in a conformation intermediate

between fully-extended and bent over. A three-dimensional structural projection from

molecular modeling studies on the (bpy)ReCH2Q complex129 illustrating the range of

orientations available to the CH2Q ligand is displayed in Figure 2.13. Three representative

structures are superimposed differing in conformation of the CH2Q ligand, where the main

degrees of conformational freedom for the complex were found to be rotation around the

single bonds between the methylene group and the 4-pyridyl carbon and the methylene

group and the amide nitrogen. The modeling was performed using the SYBYL program

with Tripos force field. 132 Although a wide range of conformations are available to the
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Figure 2.13. Computer-generated (SYBYL program) projection of the three-dimensional
structure of (bpy)ReCH2Q showing the superposition of three typical energetically

accessible conformations of the dimethylaniline ligand. From MacQueen, D. B., Schanze,
K. S. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 1991, 113, 7470.
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complex due to the relatively unhindered rotation around the two single bonds, the distance

between the Re atom and the center of the dimethylaminobenzyl ring is shown to remain

within the range of 9.0 - 10.5 A. Importantly the studies indicate that the orientation of the

CH2Q ligand is unconstrained and likely to be fluctuating rapidly on the time scale of the

ET process, however the separation distance between the Re chromophore and the donor

ligand is relatively confined.

The rate for the intramolecular forward ET (kpET) reaction in (phen)ReCH2Q was

calculated from the emission lifetimes (degassed conditions) according to equation 1 .6 ,

giving a value of 1.25 x 108 sec-1
as listed in Table 2.7. The kpET for The phen CQ

complex possesses a greater driving force (A = -0.29 V) and a faster FET rate than the

(bpy)ReCH2Q complex, which displays a kFET = 8.6 x 107 s
_1

in degassed CH3CN with a

driving force of AG°CT = -0.22 V, as stated earlier. This is consistent with semi-classical

theory which has shown that kpET increases with increasing driving force ,

133 *134 however

caution must be taken since comparison of rates in different solvents will affect the

reorganizational energies and therefore the FET rates (see Chapter I, eqn. 1.11).

Transient absorption spectroscopy

Transient absorption spectroscopic experiments were carried out on (phen)ReCH2Q

and its model in argon degassed CH3CN and 30% MeOH/Tris buffer solutions by using

the third harmonic output of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser for excitation (355 nm, 10

mj/pulse, 10 ns fwhm). The spectra for both the CQ complex and the model display strong

transient absorption in the wavelength range from 350 to 700 nm, however the spectra for

(phen)ReCH2Q are markedly different from those of the model. Figures 2.14a and 2.16a

display the TA spectra for the model (phen)ReCH2B in degassed CH3CN and 30%

MeOH/25 mM Tris buffer solutions, respectively, taken at delay times ranging from 0 to

3.2 [is following the laser pulse. The spectra are essentially the same in the two solvents,

showing broad, relatively unstructured absorption which decays by monoexponential

kinetics with a lifetime of x = 1.0 |is (see Table 2.7). This is in close agreement to the
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TA Spectra (phen)ReCH
2B

in degassed CH3CN
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TA Spectra (phen)ReCH
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Figure 2.14. Transient absorption spectra of ReCH2B in (a) degassed CH3CN [1.4 x 10-4

M] and (b) in degassed 30% MeOH/25 mM Tris buffer [2 x 104 M], Samples were excited

at 355 nm and a background emission correction was implimented for the measurements.

The delay times corresponding to the different spectra recorded after excitation are shown

(in |is) in the legends.
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TA Spectra (phen)ReCH
2Q

in CH
3
CN degassed

Wavelength (nm)
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TA Spectra (phen)ReCH
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Figure 2.15. Transient absorption spectra of (phen)ReCH2Q in (a) degassed CH3CN [1.2

x 10
"4 M] (b) degassed 30% MeOH/25 mM Tris buffer [2.4 x 10'4

J. Samples were excited
at 355 nm and the delay times after excitation corresponding with the recorded spectra are

listed as ps in the legend.
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steady-state emission lifetime measured for this complex in degassed solution listed in

Table 2.6. The agreement between the emission and transient absorption lifetimes is strong

evidence that the TA spectra for (phen)ReCH2B can be assigned to the dJt(Re) —

>

7t*(phen) MLCT state. The TA spectra for (phen)ReCH2Q measured in degassed CH3CN

and 30% MeOH/buffer solutions, respectively, taken at delay times ranging from 0 to 400

ns after laser excitation are displayed in Figures 2.14b and 2.15b. The CQ complex

exhibits a strong absorption feature in the 400 to 600 nm region that is centered at 500 nm

and decays with a lifetime of T = 80 ns in either solvent (Table 2.7). The transient

absorption lifetime for (phen)ReCH2Q is considerably shorter than the TA and emission

lifetimes of the MLCT state of the model, however it is longer than the median emission

lifetime, < x > = 7 ns, for the MLCT state of the CQ complex (see Table 2.6). In addition,

TA spectra for the (bpy)ReCH2Q CQ complex show similar absorption in the 450 - 550 nm

region that decays with a lifetime of 77 ns in degassed CH3CN solution. 129 From studies

of substituted dimethylaniline radical cations in low-temperature glasses it is suggested that

the DMAB radical cation should absorb near 500 nm. 135 On these lines of evidence the TA

spectra of (phen)ReCH2Q can be assigned to the ligand-to-ligand charge-transfer (LLCT)

state, [(phen'-)Re1(CO)3-CH2Q+ ]
+

, which is formed from FET according to Figure 2.1.

The TA lifetimes provide a direct route to determination of the back ET rate Qcbet)

according to equation 2.5:

The rates of BET for the (phen)ReCH2Q in CH3CN and 30% MeOH/Buffer are listed in

Table 2.7 along with the estimated thermodynamic driving force for the BET reaction

determined according to equation 2.6:

- Ev(b/b-) - E
ll2
[CH2QlCH2Q*

)

2.6
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where Ei/2(CH2Q/CH2Q+
) is the oxidation potential of the CH2Q quencher and Ei/2(b/b")

is the reduction potential of the diimine ligand on the Re chromophore. Using

Ei/2(CH2Q/CH2Q+
)
= 1.0 V and Ei/2(b/b') = 1.15 V (both vs. SCE in CH3CN) gives

AGfi£T = -2.15 V, which is slightly less exothermic than AGBET for (bpy)ReCH2Q which

has been determined to be -2.25 V in CH3CN with a corresponding BET rate equal to

1.3 x 107 sec' 1
.

Emission DNA Titrations

Having established the general photophysical properties of (phen)ReCH2Q and its

model, steady-state emission DNA titrations were conducted in order to determine whether

the complexes bound to CT DNA and if binding caused changes in their luminescent

properties. The titrations were performed in air saturated 25 mM Tris buffer and 30%

MeOH/25 mM Tris where the metal complex concentration was held constant and the

[DNA]bp concentration varied. Separate solutions, prepared from the same metal complex

stock solution with the appropriate amount of added DNA, were used for each

measurement. Samples were excited at either 350 or 360 nm and their emission monitored

from 400 to 800 nm. A more detailed description of the experimental conditions can be

found in the experimental section of Chapter 4. Figure 2.16 displays the emission spectra

from the titration of (phen)ReCH2Q with increasing amounts of CT DNA (up to

[DNA]bp/[Re] = 35 where [DNA]bp/[Re] (or DNA/Re) refers to the concentration ofDNA

in base pairs divided by the concentration of the metal complex). The spectra, in general,

show gradual luminescence enhancements with added increments ofDNA although the

increases are not completely linear. Slight red-shifts, ~ 3 -4 nm, of the MLCT emission

bands are evidenced in the spectra with increasing DNA. Table 2.5 lists the quantum yields

for (phen)ReCH2Q and the model at high DNA/Re ratios, and the relative increases in QY

which were determined from the MLCT emission QY in the presence of high [DNA]bp

(<t>emDNA) divided by the MLCT emission QY in the absence ofDNA
(<J>emRe)-
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Emission DNA Titration of (phen)ReCH
2Q

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 2.16. Steady-state emission titration of (phen)ReCH2Q [ 3.2 x 10'5 M1 with CT
DNA in air-saturated 30% MeOH/25 mM Tris buffer pH 7.2. Excitation was at 350 nm and

the slit widths were 2.5 on the excitation monochromator and 1.25 on the emission

monochromator. DNA concentrations are expressed at [DNA]bp/[Re] ratios and are listed in

the legend.
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Enhancements in the QY for (phen)ReCH2Q range from 40% to 55% while the emission

QY and the Xem max for the model (phen)ReCH2B do not change, within experimental

error, upon addition of nucleic acids. These results indicate that the luminescence

enhancements observed in the titrations of the CQ complex with DNA are due mainly to a

reduction in the quenching ability of the CH2Q ligand and not from changes in the

environment of the metal center. Studies on other transition metal complexes have shown

that intercalation of one of the diimine ligands directly attached to the metal center can result

in luminescence enhancements due to electronic interactions with the DNA bases and

reduction of non-radiative emission processes.74

To better visualize the luminescence increases for (phen)ReCH2Q in the presence

of ds DNA, the emission QY's from several experiments versus [DNA]bp/[Re] ratios are

plotted in Figure 2.17 (points in the graph are the experimental data). It is clear from the

graph that the emission enhancements rise over a wide span ofDNA concentrations and do

not appear to reach saturation by DNA/Re ratios as large as 45. The emission QY data was

analyzed in order to estimate the binding constant, Kb, of the CQ complex to DNA and the

size of the binding site, n, which is the number ofDNA base pairs covered by the bound

molecule. The binding parameters were determined according to a fitting program described

in Appendix A as Method III which is based on the Scatchard equation. From the best fit

curve to the QY data, displayed as the solid line in Figure 2.17, a binding constant of Kb =

5.5 x 103 M' 1 and a site size of n = 5 base pairs were determined for binding of

(phen)ReCH2Q to CT DNA. The site size for this complex is comparable to values

determined for other DNA intercalators, which generally range from 2 to 6 base pairs, and

can vary depending upon the experimental conditions and the type of analysis used. For

instance, the site size for N-methylphenantholinium cation in 10 mM MES (2-(N-

morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid) buffer (5 mM in Na+) was determined by Gabbay et

al.
123 to be n = 4.05 with a binding constant of 4.03 x 104 M' 1

. According to studies by

Barton et al.33 the cationic transition metal complex [Ru(phen)3]2+ possesses a binding
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[DNA]bp
Thousandths

Figure 2.17. Changes in the steady-state emission QY for (phen)ReCH2Q with increasing

[DNAJbp concentration. The markers correspond to data from four different experiments

and the solid line (A) is a best-fit curve generated according to the method HI binding

analysis in Appendix A. The intrinsic binding constant, Kb, and site size, n, were obtained

from the curve-fitting process. Experimental conditions.for the data are as follows: B =

[3.24E-5M] in 30% MeOH/25 mM Tris with tax at 360 nm; C = [3.18E-5] in 30%

MeOH/25 mM Tris with tax at 350 nm; D = [4.1E-5M] in 25mM Tris with tax at 360 nm;

E = [3.14E-5M] in 30% MeOH/5 mM Tris:50 mM NaCl with tax at 350 nm.
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constant for CT DNA of Kb = 5.5 x 10^ M" 1 and a site covering size of 4 base pairs in 5

mM Tris/50 mM NaCl solution. Remarkably the (phen)ReCH2Q complex and

[Ru(phen)3]
2+ share both the same binding constant and site size to CT DNA, within

experimental error. However, these binding constants are relatively weak in comparison to

classical intercalators such as ethidium bromide which binds to CT DNA with an intrinsic

binding constant of 2.5 x 106 M' 1 in 25 mM Tris/15 mM NaCl buffer .
21

Emission decays for (phen)ReCH2Q and (phen)ReCH2B were recorded in 30%

MeOH/Buffer solutions containing [DNA]bp/[Re] ratios of 20 and 25, respectively, under

degassed and air-saturated conditions. Results of the experimental fits to the decays are

listed in Table 2.6 to the right of the decay data in the absence of DNA. Comparing the

median lifetimes, <x>, between 0 DNA and high DNA for both complexes, minor

decreases of approximately 5% in their overall lifetimes are apparent on going from 0 to

high DNA concentration. Focusing on the individual lifetime components for

(phen)ReCH2Q, i\, X2 and 13 , the three lifetimes are essentially the same length as in the

absence of DNA, except for X3 ;
which is slightly attenuated in the presence of DNA, and Xi

in the air-saturated measurements which lengthens from 0.57 to 0.74 ns. The fractional

contributions, ai, (X2 and (X3, show small shifts toward more contribution of X3 in the

presence of DNA. The decrease in overall lifetime for (phen)ReCH2Q appears to be caused

by attenuation of the lifetime of the long-lived species, X3, and since the model experiences

this effect to the same degree it likely is due to disturbance of the MLCT decay rate by the

nucleic acids. The increased contribution of X3 could be a reflection of a greater number of

CQ complexes in a fully extended conformation, due to binding to the DNA, however all

the changes in lifetimes are within experimental error and therefore can not be significantly

weighted in their implicit meaning. The latter is particularly relevant since repeat

experiments produced similar results. More importantly the lack of visible change in the

lifetime of the CQ in the presence ofDNA could indicate that (1) it does not bind very

strongly to the double-helix and therefore the Re chromophore is still accessible to
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quenching by the CH2Q ligand, (2) binding is not occurring or (3) binding enhances the

FET rate.

Measurement of the transient absorption spectra for (phen)ReCH2Q in degassed

30% MeOH/Buffer solution under the same experimental conditions as described above

except for the presence ofDNA (where the DNA/Re ratio was ~22) showed no difference

in the appearance of the transient absorption peak, as illustrated in Figure 2.18, and only a

slight increase in the lifetime of the transient species (x = 83 ns, see Table 2.8).

In order to provide more information towards understanding the binding mode of

(phen)ReCH2Q to ds DNA, Stem-Volmer quenching experiments were performed using

the model (phen)ReCH2B with the quencher [Fe(CN)g]'3 in the absence and presence of

CT DNA. Free in solution the rate of intermolecular quenching of the 3MLCT* state by

[Fe(CN)6]'3 should be diffusion controlled with a quenching constant of kDIF ~ 1010 - 109

M_1
sec

-1
. In the presence of DNA, depending on the binding interaction, the

(phen)ReCH2B complex should be shielded from the quenching species due to repulsion

between the negatively charged quencher and the negative charge on the DNA phosphate

groups resulting in a reduction of the quenching rate. The respective quenching rates are

obtained from plots of the experimental emission quantum yields ( <P°emRJ <pemRe ) versus

quencher concentration [Q] according to eqn. 2.7:

rent Re

QemRe

= 1 + *, T° [Q] 2.7

where
<t>°emRe is the emission QY of the chromophore in the absence of quencher, <pemRl is

the emission QY in the presence of quencher, x° is the emission lifetime of the

chromophore in the absence of quencher (which is equal to l/kr, the inverse of the radiative

rate in the absence of quencher), [Q] is the quencher concentration and kq is the quenching

rate. The experiments were conducted in air saturated 25 mM Tris buffer and the ratio of

[DNAJbp to [Re] in the second experiment was 25. Results of the two experiments are
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TA Spectra (phen)ReCH
2Q w/DNA

30% MeOH/Buffer Degassed
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Figure 2.18. Transient absorption spectra of (phen)ReCH2Q [1 x 10"4 M] with CT DNA
where the [DNA]b

p = 2.25 x 10'3 M. The sample was excited at 355 nm and the time
increments after the laser pulse corresponding to the spectra displayed are given in the

legend as (is.
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plotted in Figure 2.19, and the rates of quenching obtained from the slopes of the lines,

with t° = 500 ns, were determined to be kq0 = 7.93 x 109 M' 1 sec' 1 and kqDNA = 6.08 x

109 M' 1 sec 1 for quenching in the absence and presence of DNA, respectively. Clearly the

quenching rate is decreased with added DNA, showing a 23% reduction in rate, however

the decrease is comparable to a complex experiencing only partial shielding from the

quencher.

Discussion

The picture which emerges from piecing together the results of the DNA binding

studies of the (phen)ReCH2Q complex is that of a molecule which is bound to the double-

helix in a loosely-held fashion in such a way that does not greatly disrupt the ability of the

linked CH2Q ligand to quench the 3MLCT* state. The increases in the MLCT QY’s with

addition ofDNA and the reduction of Stem-Volmer quenching of the model in the presence

ofDNA suggests the complex might be lying in the groove with the phen ligand on the Re

chromophore partially intercalated in-between base pairs. Considering the size of the metal

center and the fact that most transition-metal complexes tend to bind to the major groove of

B-DNA,33
it is likely that (phen)ReCH2Q also binds by way of the more open major

groove. Additionally, the dimethylaniline quencher would likely be neutral at pH 7.0 (pKa

= 5.1) and therefore slightly repulsive to the minor groove which possesses a net negative

potential. Molecular modeling studies using Macromodel suggest that the geometry at the

metal center causes steric constraint to intercalation. The 90 degree angle between the facial

diimine (phen) and the CH2Q ligand, as well as the 90° angle between phen and the

adjacent carbonyls attached at the Re center, allow the metal complex to only partially insert

in-between base pairs, and more likely lie within the major groove (Figure 2.20).

The rate of intramolecular electron-transfer from the DMAB electron donor to

photoexcited Re, according to the steady-state emission quantum yields, show small

reductions in the quenching rate with addition of DNA, however the emission lifetimes
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Stem-Volmer Exp. (phen)ReCH
2
B w/Fe(CN)6

3

in Tris Buffer with and without CT DNA

[FeCCN)^
] (mM)

Figure 2.19. Stem-volmer quenching experiment comparing the quenching of the

3MLCT* state of (phen)ReCH2B by Fe(CN)63 " in solution (diamonds) and in the presence
of 25 times [DNA]bp to [Re] concentration (stars). The [Re] concentration for the

experiment in the absence of DNA was 1.2 x 10"5 M and in the presence ofDNA the [Re]

concentration was 9.2 x 10
"6 M. All measurements were done in air-saturated solutions.

See equation 2.7 for explainations of terms.
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Figure 2.20. Computer-generated model (Macromodel) of (phen)ReCH2Q binding from
the major groove side of a dodecamer of poly dG poly dC. The phenanthroline ligand at the

Re center is partially inserted in-between base pairs. Molecular modeling studies were
performed with the help of Maxwell H. Muir. The model of the dodecamer of poly dG poly

dC was provided by W. D. Wilson.
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indicate slight increases in the quenching rate. These changes, in either case, are not

prominent enough to be considered significant with respect to experimental error. Evidence

suggests that the distance between the Re chromophore and the DMAB quencher, even in

the fully extended orientation, may not be great enough a separation for retardation of the

ET quenching to any great degree. Calculations from molecular modeling studies on the

bpyReCH2Q complex shown in Figure 2.13 indicate that within all the accessible

conformations of the complex, the separation distance between the Re center and the

DMAB ring remains within 9.0 - 10.5 A .
129 This suggests that changes in the

conformation of the complex might not appreciably affect the distance dependence of the

ET rate. Studies of intermolecular ET between donor and acceptor molecules bound to

DNA have demonstrated enhanced FET rates through the DNA matrix suggesting the

nucleic acids play a role in facilitating the ET process. 136 It is possible that this could be

occurring within the (phen)ReCH2Q complex when bound to DNA, however further

studies would be necessary in order to confirm this hypothesis.

Improvements to this type II CQ complex could include: (1) a larger polycyclic

aromatic diimine ligand at the octahedral metal center which is extended out enough to

allow deep intercalation in-between base pairs; (2) a longer linker chain between the

chromophore and quencher moieties that incorporates a greater number of H-bonding

groups (i.e., peptide chains) for groove binding interactions, and positively charged amines

for increased electrostatic association with DNA phosphates and improved water solubility;

and (3) utilizing an intercalating quencher in conjunction with the DNA intercalating ligand

at the Re center therefore increasing the binding constant for the complex. Studies of

bifunctional intercalators have shown that the minimum interchromophore separation

required to permit bis-intercalation is on the order of 10 A (equal to ~ 3 base pairs) which

takes into account neighbor exclusion. 137 Considering the bulky geometry of the Re

chromophore and the exponential dependence of ET on distance, a tether of 12 to 20 A in

length would more likely fulfill the binding and quenching requirements of the complex.



CHAPTER 3

RE-AN COMPLEXES: PHOTOPHYSICAL AND DNA BINDING STUDIES

Introduction

In the previous chapter the photophysical properties of the chromophore-quencher

(CQ) complexes Re-PTZ and (phen)ReCH2Q were examined in the presence of double-

stranded DNA. Their quenching mechanisms operate through electron transfer from the

covalently attached ligands (L = PTZ or DMA) to the photoexcited Re chromophore, a

process which effectively shuts down the Re emission pathway.

(bpy"')Re
n + L ——> (bpy'ORe

1 + L+-

Changes in their quenching rates were monitored with increasing addition ofDNA in order

to determine (1) if the complexes bind to DNA and (2) whether binding causes changes in

the rates of electron transfer quenching within the complexes.

In the Re-PTZ complex studied in chapter two, the quencher, PTZ, served as the

DNA binder. This is categorized as a Type I system where the quencher also is the binder.

The high rate of electron transfer (ET) between PTZ and photoexcited Re caused instability

of the complex and made it difficult to determine binding properties with DNA. This led to

study of the Type II complex (phen)ReCH2Q, in which the diimine ligand, 1,10-

phenanthroline that is directly coordinated to the metal center, served as the DNA binder.

Weak interactions with nucleic acids were observed for this system, and molecular

modeling studies suggested the bulky geometry at the metal center sterically hindered

approach to the stacked DNA bases. Based on the results obtained from these two studies,

the optimal system appeared to be Type I utilizing a quencher which (1) was relatively

stable after photo-excitation processes and (2) exhibited stronger DNA binding properties.

94
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This chapter describes the photophysical and DNA binding characteristics of the

Type I Re-An series of CQ complexes. In these systems the chromophore/ac-(2,2'-

bipyridyl)ReI(CO)3 is covalently linked to an anthracene (AN) quencher by way of a

flexible tether which varies in lengths of 3, 6, 8 and 10 atoms. The structures for these

complexes, their model compounds and the acronyms used to name them are shown in

Figure 3.1.

The choice of anthracene (AN) was based on previous studies which indicated AN

quenches the d7t(Re) --> 7t*(bpy) metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) excited state by

electron-exchange triplet-triplet (TT) energy transfer138 (EnT), and is a strong DNA

intercalator.27

A variety of anthracene derivatives are known to display considerable biological

activity 139 - 140 ’
141 ’ 142 and much evidence attributes their andneoplastic toxicity to activity at

the DNA level. Several groups have studied the DNA binding properties of simple

derivatives of anthracene substituted at different positions with different types of side

chains.27 -143 Their results support the intercalative mode of binding based on the following

observations. The UV/visible absorption spectra display extensive hypochromism, red

shifts and broadening upon binding with various sequences of synthetic and natural DNA.

Fluorescence from the bound compound to DNA is substantially quenched by the DNA

bases,27 the vibronic bands show significant broadening and red shifts,27 and bi-

exponential decay behavior is exhibited in the time-resolved fluorescence spectra27 ’ 145
.

Increases in DNA melting temperature and viscosity are observed upon binding of the

anthracene derivatives.27 ’ 145 All of the above evidence is in agreement with an intercalative

interaction for AN with DNA.

Studies by MacQueen and Schanze 138 on the CQ complex RepyAn, shown in

Figure 3.1, demonstrated the occurrence of triplet-triplet exchange EnT in this complex

with the following experimental evidence. First, the MLCT emission of the AN-substituted

complex is almost completely quenched compared with model Re complexes which do not
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Chromophore-Quencher Complexes

RepyAn3

P
// WCH2-NH-C-CH2-NH-CH2-e J

Re3An

Re6An

CHrNH- C-CCH^j- NH-CH2
~

^

Re8An

«^
e ~ OHj-NH- c- (CH^j-NH—CH2H J

N
(COj , >

Model Compounds

(+i) o

N-Y~0“
CHrNHJi>0

(CO^

ReCH2B

RelOAn

ANMOD

Figure 3.1. Structures and names of the Re-An chromophore-quencher complexes and

their model compounds. a RepyAn was used in previous studies 1 * where the occurence of
exchange energy transfer within this complex was established.
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contain the AN chromophore. Second, nanosecond laser excitation of the RepyAN

complex at a wavelength where > 90% of the light is absorbed by the Re moiety leads to

swift (k > 108s_1 ) formation of the triplet excited state ofAN [
3AN*]. Third, based on

thermodynamic considerations, quenching by a competitive electron transfer pathway from

AN to photoexcited Re in this complex is considered to be unimportant ( A Get = - 0.07

eV).138

Excited state diagrams illustrating the relative energy levels and photophysical

pathways available in the Re-An CQ complexes and the model compounds ReCH2B and

ANMOD are shown in Figure 3.2. Focusing first on ANMOD, (3.2a), photoexcitation

produces the first excited singlet state (*AN*) which can decay radiatively by fluorescence

or nonradiatively through internal conversion (ic) to the ground state (So) or intersystem

crossing (isc) to the lowest triplet state (
3AN*). These processes are illustrated in the

following equations,

AN + hv -> 'AN*

'AN*— AN + hv

'AN* — AN + heat

'AN* —=-> 3AN*

Eqn. 3.1

The triplet state of anthracene is non-emissive at room temperature. This is due to

the fact that phosphorescence is a spin-forbidden process and is very slow relative to non-

radiative decay, therefore non-radiative decay by isc predominates. As mentioned in

previous chapters photoexcitation of ReCH2B (Figure 3.2b) rapidly produces the 3MLCT*

state, and since it contains a non-quenching ligand the complex will relax to its ground state

via normal radiative and nonradiative modes.

In the excited state scheme for the Re-An CQ complexes (Figure 3.2c) additional

decay pathways are available to both the 1AN* state and the 3MLCT* state. The pathway

from 3MLCT* to 3AN*
>
labeled ENTee, represents the electron exchange energy transfer

mechanism which strongly reduces the amount of light emitted from 3MLCT*, effectively
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Excited State Energy Schemes for Models and CQ Complexes

a.

ANMOD*

ANMOD

b.

[ (bpy ••

) Re
n CH2B ]

+

‘MLCT*

MLCT*

+hv
-hvMLCT*Em (k,)

isc (

)

_So

[ (bpy) Re
1 CH2B ]

+

c.

Energy

3.28 eV

2.41 eV

1.79 eV

OeV

[(bpy)Re I (CO)f~w'AN ]

+

Figure 3.2. Excited state energy levels and photophysical processes which can occur upon
photoexcitation of the models (a) ANMOD, (b) ReCH2B and (c) the Re-An CQ complexes.
Energies given in (c) correspond to the Eo-o levels for the excited states of the component
chromophores where *AN* = 3.28 eV, 3MLCT* = 2.41 eV and 3AN* = 1.79 eV.
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quenching the MLCT emission in the complexes.

3MLCT* + AN -
ENTee

> Re + 3AN* Eqn. 3.2

The anthracene moiety also has a new decay pathway available to its Si level; its

energy can be transferred to the MLCT* manifold by way of coulombic energy transfer,

labeled EnTc.

'AN* + Re EnTc
) AN + 3MLCT* Eqn. 3.3

This energy transfer process results in a reduction of excited-state energy in 1AN* which

would normally decay by fluorescence or non-radiative routes.

The sensitivity of luminescence energy transfer to its microenvironment makes it an

inherently useful tool for the study of interactions of small molecules with DNA. This is

particularly relevant regarding electron-exchange energy transfer (ENTee) since the

distinguishing feature of this mechanism is the requirement that the energy donor (M*) and

acceptor (Q) molecules be within "encounter" distance in order for efficient transfer to

occur (ca. 6-20 A). It involves a double electron transfer mechanism where the excited

electron on M* (
3MLCT*) transfers into the LUMO ofQ (

3AN*) with a simultaneous

transfer of an electron from the HOMO of Q (AN) into the corresponding orbital on M
(Re). Therefore energy initially supplied to M ends up on Q in the form of Q*, concomitant

with a reduction in the amount of M* and thus a reduction in total emission from M*. The

mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The short distance dependence is a result of the

necessity for overlap of the electron orbitals involved in the electron "hopping" process. 144

Figure 3.4 illustrates the effect DNA intercalation should have on the intramolecular

quenching by the exchange energy transfer process in the Re-An complexes. Free in buffer

solution the complexes can fold back upon themselves forming encounter complexes

between the Re ("C") and AN ("A") moieties. Upon excitation in this conformation the

3MLCT* state will be efficiently quenched by energy transfer to nearby AN (see eqn. 3.2).

However, ifDNA is added to the solution, AN can intercalate into the DNA double helix

leaving the Re chromophore either extended out in solution or lying in the DNA groove.
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Electron Exchange Interaction

LUMO

HOMO

Figure 3.3. Electron exchange energy transfer mechanism (EnT^). Illustrates how the
energy of an electronically excited compound is quenched by the exchange of the excited
electron in the LUMO of the donor (M* on the left and Q* on the right) with an electron in
the HOMO of the acceptor. He is the electronic matrix coupling element that determines the
favorability of the EnT^ process and is defined in Chapter I.
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Upon excitation, if the complex remains bound to DNA, the efficiency of energy transfer

will be reduced such that the Re chromophore will have time to emit its excited state energy

as a photon of light. Therefore the overall luminescence of the solution will be dramatically

increased in the presence ofDNA much like a molecular signaling device.

With this in mind, the interactions of the different Re-An CQ complexes with DNA

have been examined in order to determine (1) how the length of the tether between Re and

AN affects the efficiency of energy transfer and the changes observed upon DNA binding

and (2) the effect the length of tether has on the strength ofDNA binding of the complexes.

Studies of the UV-visible absorbance characteristics of the complexes in the

absence and presence and DNA will be examined in the results section. Following will be

presented the findings of steady-state emission studies in the absence and presence ofDNA

with calculations of the binding characteristics according to Scatchard analyses. Emission

decay data will also be examined followed by results from transient absorption studies.

Experimental

Materials

All materials and purification procedures for reagents are listed in Chapter 4.

Methods

Buffers employed were 25 mM Tris ( Tris = Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane

hydrochloride) pH 7.2, 20 mM Tris/10 mM NaCl pH 7.2 and 20 mM Tris/0.1 M NaCl.

pH 7.2. To increase solubility of the complexes and decrease precipitation of the DNA at

high Re/DNA ratios 20% MeOH / Buffer solutions were employed for all the studies.

Compared to data obtained in buffer solution without MeOH, the results are not affected by

the presence of the organic solvent except to improve reproducibility and reduce random

noise in the spectra. These low levels of MeOH should not appreciably affect the DNA

145structure.
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Calf thymus DNA Type I was purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. Stock solutions

were typically prepared 12 hrs in advance by dissolving ca. 75 mg ofDNA into 1.5 ml of

buffer, storing at 4° C overnight, mixing thoroughly and passing approximately thirty

times through a 22 gauge syringe needle to reduce the strand lengths. Concentrations of the

stock DNA solutions were approximately 0.01 M in nucleotides (or 0.005 M in base pairs)

and were determined according to Beer's Law using £260 = 6600 M^cnr 1 per

nucleotide. 146

Metal complex concentrations employed ranged from 2.0 x lfr5 M to 5.0 x 10'5 M.

With minimum exposure to light, the metal-DNA solutions were prepared by maintaining

constant metal complex concentration and varying the DNA concentrations. Best results

were obtained by adding a fresh 3 ml aliquot of the metal complex solution via pipet to a

quartz cuvette, adding the appropriate amount ofDNA via syringe and capping with a

rubber septum. Once prepared the solutions were mixed by inverting ~ 30 times, bubbled

with argon gas for 15 min. and the spectra recorded. Fresh aliquots of metal solution were

necessary for each measurement since repeat exposure of the same solution to the

spectroscopic measurements (both absorbance and emission) resulted in increases in the

absorbance at 320 nm and in the emission in the 380 - 500 nm region. These changes were

not observed when separate solutions were used for each measurement.

Instrumentation

Instrumentation and procedures used to conduct the experiments are described in

detail in the corresponding sections in Chapter 4.

Syntheses

Complete experimental procedures for the syntheses of the Re-An compounds are

given in Chapter 4. General outlines for these syntheses are displayed in Figures 3.5 and

3.6. The syntheses of the complexes Re6An, Re8An and RelOAn (Figure 3.5) all followed

the same general route starting with their corresponding CBZ-protected amino acid
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Synthesis of RelOAn, Re8An & Re6An

o

°Y n'^^i

-oh

i

o
+ Cl

oA CH 2C12

TEA (3 eq)

Re6An -CH2
- = 1

0^0T

1) NaBH 3(CN)

MeOH/THF

2) HC1

NaOH

+

Figure 3.5
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Synthesis of Re3An

1)

THF

2) NH4PF6

(PF« )

Figure 3.6.
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derivatives. The protected amino acids were coupled with 4-(aminomethyl)pyridine by way

of their isobutyl chloroformate esters in the presence of triethylamine (steps 1 & 2).Cleaner

products and higher yields were obtained using isobutyl rather than ethyl chloroformate.

The CBZ protecting group was then cleaved by hydrogenolysis using palladium on carbon

catalyst (step 2). This procedure eliminated the problem of excess salts encountered when

removing acid labile protecting groups, and was performed under less rigorous conditions.

The final ligands were obtained by subsequent reductive amination of 9-anthraldehyde with

the free amine using NaBH3(CN) in methanol/tetrahydrofuran solution (step 4). Overall

yields generally ranged from 16% for pyr6An, 36% for pyr8An and 30% for pyrlOAn.

The ligand pyr3An was synthesized through a more straightforward route (Figure 3.6, step

1) by simple reductive amination of 9-anthrylaldehyde with 9-(aminomethyl)pyridine again

using the milder reducing agent NaBH3(CN) in methanol/THF solution to give a yield of

85%.

Formation of the metal complexes (Figure 3.5, step 5; Figure 3.6, step 2) involved

coupling the corresponding ligand with the triflate (bpy)Re(CO)3 complex in THF (or

THF/ethanol) solution in the presence of excess NH4PF6 salt using minimal heat (~ 50°

C), nitrogen atmosphere and minimal exposure to light. The yields were generally fair to

low for these kinds of metal complex reactions ( 35% Re3An; 50% Re6An; 18% Re8An;

30% RelOAn).

Results

Structures of the Re-An Complexes: lH NMR

The *H NMR spectra of each of the Re-An compounds with the corresponding

anthracene-pyridine ligand spectra are shown in Chapter 4 Figures 4. 1 - 4.4. The most

notable features in the resonances for the anthracene-pyridine ligand upon complexation

to the metal center are (1) the down field shifts of the proton resonances for the two
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methylenes in the linker chain connected on either side to the amine functionality, and (2)

the down field shifts for the proton in the #10 position on AN. The spectra for Re3An and

Re6An (Figures 4. 1 & 4.2) do not show any major chemical shift changes in comparison

to their ligand spectra, whereas Re8An and RelOAn (Figures 4.3 & 4.4) both show

significantly large down field chemical shifts for the above mentioned protons. These

changes indicate a decrease in electron density surrounding the protons and could be a

result of the degree of protonation of the amino functionality as well as the type of counter

ion balancing the positively charged aminium ion.

The linker chains have been designed to incorporate an amine functionality which is

protonated in the pH 7.2 buffer solutions. 142,96, 147 These positively charged amino groups

improve the water solubility of the large CQ complexes while also imparting greater affinity

towards the negatively charged phosphate backbone of the DNA strands. Studies on

anthracene-based intercalators have shown a strong correlation between the DNA binding

strengths and the position and number of amino groups in the 9-position chain.

U.V-Visible Absorption Spectra of the Complexes

The absorption spectra for all of the Re-An complexes closely approximate the sum of the

spectra of the component chromophores. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7 which shows an

overlay of the UV-visible absorbance spectrum of Re6An with the model complexes

ReCH2B and ANMOD. At 340 nm the absorbance of the Re MLCT band is nearly equal to

or slightly larger than that of AN, thus the distribution of excitation energy at this

wavelength would be approximately 50 % for each chromophore. In Table 3.1 are listed

the assignments for the peaks of the Re-An complexes (20% MeOH/Buffer) in the 308 to

388 nm region and their experimentally determined molar absorptivities (£a). Molar

absorptivity values for the model compounds are listed as well as calculated £a values

determined from additive values of the model compounds. Determination of the molar

absorptivities of the Re-An compounds was complicated due to the presence of excess salts
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Figure 3.7. Overlay of UV-visible absorption spectra ofANMOD, ReCH^B and Re6An in

20% MeOH/Buffer solutions. Concentrations are approximately 8.0 x 10-5M for all

samples shown.
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in the purified samples. This is reflected in the overall suppression of their Ea values from

the additive values of the models, particularly for Re8An. A relative measure of purity for

each complex was determined through evaluation of the E308/ £388 ratios or the £320/ £388

ratios, which correspond to an estimate of the Re content versus AN content, respectively.

Examination of these ratios implicates Re6An (£308/£388 = 1-47) and RelOAn (£308/£388 =

1.51) as the closest to the ratio from the calculated model values (£308/£388 = 1-49). These

two complexes were the easiest to purify by column chromatography since the unreacted

starting materials (pyridine-anthracene ligand and metal complex) were more readily

separable from the final Re-An complexes. Re3An formed impurities soon after

purification, as indicated by strong 3MLCT* emission. Evidence for this impurity included

unusually high steady state MLCT emission from solutions of the impure samples and

identification by TLC of an emitting species which migrated with an Rf similar to

uncomplexed Re. Samples of Re8An appeared to contain excess salts (possibly PF6') since

the optical densities of solutions of this complex were considerably lower in value than

what was expected based on the weight of the samples. Additional evidence of excess salts

was the persistent presence of a white solid (in contrast to the yellow color of the complex)

that remained when dissolving Re8An samples in less polar organic solvent, but which was

soluble in certain solvents of higher polarity.

DNA absorbance titrations

In order to examine the binding interaction of the different Re-An complexes with

double-stranded DNA, the changes in their electronic absorption bands in the 350 to 400

nm region were monitored in the presence of increasing amounts of calf thymus DNA. In

these and other spectra the DNA concentrations are expressed as [DNA]bp/[Re] ratios (or

DNA/Re ratios) where [DNA]bp is the concentration of nucleic acids in molar base pairs

and [Re] is the molar concentration of the Re-An complex. Using this notation the

concentration of nucleic acids will often be referred to as the amount ofDNA times (or " x

") the Re concentration. For example, 2x DNA is two times the amount of DNA base pair
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Figure 3.8. (a) UV/visible absorption titration of Re8An [4.8 x 10'5 M] with CT DNA in

20% MeOH/20 mM Tris:10mM NaCl pH 7.2. The concentrations ofDNA in the legend are

expressed as ratios of [DNA]bp/[Re]. (b) Enlargement of the long wave-length absorption
bands from the DNA titration of Re8An shown in (a) and the corresponding transitions for

the DNA titration of the model ANMOD [7.8 x 10’5 M] in 20% MeOH/20 mM Tris:10 mM
NaCl pH 7.2. The [DNA]bp/[AN] concentrations are listed to the right of the figure.
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concentration to Re concentration. A typical spectroscopic titration of Re8An with up to 6

times [DNAJbp to [Re] ratios is shown in Figure 3.8a. The large peak growing in at ~ 270

nm is due to the increasing nucleic acid concentration. Distortions in the spectra appear

once the absorbance rises above 2.0 AU due to instrument response. In the lower portion

of Figure 3.8 is shown the enlargement of the long wavelength bands for the DNA

absorbance titration of Re8An in comparison to spectra for the titration of the model

ANMOD. The addition of increasing amounts ofDNA to solutions of the Re-An complexes

causes hypochromism and red shifts in the anthracene chromophore absorption bands in

the 350 to 400 nm region similar to the behavior of the ANMOD model. In Figure 3.9 the

spectral titrations for all the complexes in the long wavelength region are displayed.

Saturation of binding to the nucleic acids occurs by 6 times [DNA] bp to [Re] ratios for the

complexes as shown in Figure 3.10 by the reciprocal plots of their normalized absorption at

388 nm vs. DNA/Re ratios, where A0/A is the ratio of the 388 nm absorbance intensity at

zero [DNA]bp divided by the 388 nm absorbance intensity at the respective DNA

concentration. Two different titrations are plotted for Re6An and Re3An in order to

illustrate the repeatability of the results. Comparison of the graphs indicates that the largest

degrees of hypochromism are seen in RelOAn and Re8An. Quantitatively this can be

visualized in Table 3.2 which lists the percent decreases in the spectra at 388 nm in going

from 0 to 6x DNA, along with their corresponding red shifts. The decreases were

determined by 148

A
oDNA

x 100 = % Decrease in Intensity at 388 nm Eqn. 3.4

where A„
dna

is the absorbance of the corresponding peak for the free complex and A
6dna

is

the 388 nm absorbance at 6 times DNA to Re ratio. For all the complexes the largest

decreases occur at 388 nm since at this wavelength the Re MLCT band contributes

minimally to the absorbance. At shorter wavelengths the underlying MLCT band interferes
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Absorbance DNA Titrations of Re-An Complexes
Changes in Absorbance at 388 nm

± 1 1 I I I J L

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

[DNA]
bp
/[Re] Ratio

Figure 3.10. Reciprocal plots of the changes in the UV/visible absorbance intensities at

388 nm for the Re-An complexes with increasing amounts of [DNA]bp . The term A°/A
refers to the absorbance at 388 nm in the absence ofDNA divided by the absorbance at 388
nm with added DNA. Experimental data from two separate titrations are shown for Re3An
and Re6An . All experiments were performed in 20% MeOH/Tris buffer solutions.
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Table 3.2. Absorbance Changes of Re-An Compounds with DNA.a

Complex Abs Shift

@ 350 nm
(%)b Deer.

Intensity

350 nm

Abs Shift

@ 368 nm
(%) Deer.

Intensity

368 nm

Abs Shift

@ 388 nm
(%) Deer.

Intensity

388 nm

Re3An 4 nm 8 %
(±16%)

2 nm 18%
(±8%)

2 nm 20%
(±10%)

Re6An 6 28 %
(±20%)

6 38%
(±20%)

6 43%
(±12%)

Re8An 6 33 %
(±15%)

8 42%
(±16%)

8 48%
(±15%)

RelOAn 6 35 %
(±20%)

6 44%
(±16%)

6 50%
(±16%)

ANMOD 8 51 %
(±8%)

6 56%
(±9%)

6 60%
(±9%)

ReCH 2B 0 0%
(±2%)

0 0%
(±2%)

0 0%
(±2%)

— AV/A jwiuuuuo miwv U1V muu UI
[DNA]bp.concentration to [ReAn] concentration was equal to 6 ([DNA]bp/[Re] = 6). The
numbers in parentheses given as ±% indicate the percent error in the data,
b Refers to the decrease in the absorbance intensity at the corresponding wavelength given
as a percentage of the intensity in the absence ofDNA according to eqn. 3.4.
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with the hypochromic effects. Among the Re-An complexes the hypochromism increases in

the order Re3An« Re6An < Re8An < RelOAn. The model ANMOD displays the largest

percent decrease overall (60 % at 388 nm), in approximate agreement with values obtained

for similar anthracene intercalators.27 >143 ReCH2B, which does not contain a DNA

interactive ligand, shows no changes in its spectrum. The hypochromism observed at 388

nm for RelOAn, in comparison to ANMOD, is approximately 83 % of that observed in the

model, while Re8An shows nearly the same amount at 80 %.

The changes in absorbance at 388 nm with increasing additions ofDNA were used

to determine intrinsic binding constants (Kb) for the complexes and ANMOD to calf

thymus DNA according to an analysis described as Method I in Appendix A. The binding

equation utilized in Method I (eqn. A.5) is based on a neighbor-exclusion binding model of

the Scatchard equation and has been applied to the absorption titration data of several other

DNA intercalating compounds.27 ’33 ’ 14^ intrinsic binding constants, which were extracted

from plots of the absorption data constructed according to Eqn. A.5 (shown in Figures A.l

and A.2, Appendix A), are listed in Table 3.3. Data in the range of 60-100 % binding was

chosen except for RelOAn which gave a straight line at lower values. Large experimental

error was observed at very low DNA/Re ratios, and can be attributed to nonspecific binding

modes since there are so many drug molecules per base pair involved. These binding

modes, which could include stacking of the drug molecules on top of each other, have been

observed in previous studies of anthracene intercalators. 142

Emission Spectra of the Complexes

In Figure 3. 1 la is shown an overlay of the steady state emission spectra of the

models ANMOD and ReCH2B normalized to that of RelOAn. The bands in the 380 nm to

500 nm region correspond to !AN* fluorescence, and the broad envelope in the 500 nm to

800 nm region corresponds to 3MLCT* luminescence. It is clear that the energies for the

peaks in the CQ complex match the energies of the peaks in the individual model
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Table 3.3 Absorbance Titration Binding Parameters

According to Method I.
a

Compound15

|Ae|388nmd Kb(M-l) Stnd Dev.e

Re3An 2050 1.6 x 104 0.94

Re6An 3626 3.5 x 104 0.97

Re8An 3160 4.9 x 104 0.98

RelOAn 3950 5.1 x 104 0.99

ANMODc 4355 4.7 x 104 0.99

a See appendix A for description of Method I.

b Measured in 30% MeOH/Buffer solutions unless otherwise

noted.

c Measured in 25 mM Tris buffer.

d |Ae| is the absolute value of the difference between the molar

absorptivities of the complex in the absence ofDNA and in the

presence of 6x DNA determined from the slopes of the graphs.

e Standard deviation of the data determined from least squares

linear regression analysis of the binding plots constructed

according to eqn. A.5 in appendix A.
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Wavelength (nm)

Figure 3.11. (a) Overlay of the steady-state emission spectrum ofRelOAn normalized to

the 3MLCT* emission band of ReCH^B (500-800 nm) and the fluorescence bands of
ANMOD (380-500 nm). The model spectra were obtained in degassed 25 mM Tris buffer,
and RelOAn in degassed 20% MeOH/20 mMTris:10mM NaCl. (b) Overlay of emission
spectrum of RelOAn relative to the model emission spectra using a scale based on their QY
values. This illustrates the efficiency of the EnT quenching mechanisms in RelOAn.
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chromophores and hence complexation does not disturb the electronic levels in the Re and

An moieties. Figure 3.1 lb displays the steady state emission spectra for the models relative

to that of RelOAn. This overlay clearly illustrates the efficient quenching of the 3MLCT*

state in the CQ complex relative to the model. Additionally it is evident that the AN

fluorescence in the CQ complex is dramatically reduced relative to its model ANMOD.

Steady state emission spectra for all of the Re-An complexes in 20% MeOH/buffer pH 7.2

solution are shown in Figure 3.12. Focusing on the individual emission spectra for the

complexes several features are worth noting. In all of the spectra the Re MLCT emission is

nearly completely quenched. Table 3.4 lists quantum yield values pertaining to 3MLCT*

emission (0EmRe) and !AN* fluorescence (<t>EmAN) in the Re-An complexes and the

models. Comparing the femRe values of the CQ complexes to the unquenched ReCH2B

model it is very clear the complexes display highly efficient energy transfer quenching,

with their yields ranging from 2 % to 8 % of that of the Re model. The short-chained

Re3An possesses the greatest degree of quenching (lowest (femRe) and the quenching

becomes slightly less efficient as the length of the linker chain in the complexes increases

(0EmRe increases: Re3An < Re6An < Re8An < RelOAn).

The second feature worth noting is the difference in the quantum yields of emission

for AN (<|>EmAN) in the complexes. It is evident that an overall quenching mechanism is

occurring to reduce the AN fluorescence in the complexes to a level significantly lower than

that of the ANMOD model (femAN values for the complexes range from 0.03 % to 1.0 %

of ANMOD). Additionally, the quenching efficiency parallels the length of the linker chains

in the order of <(>EmAN Re3An < Re6An < Re8An < RelOAn. This quenching phenomenon,

mentioned earlier in Figure 3.2, is attributed to coulombic energy transfer from JAN* to the

MLCT manifold. It occurs through a dipole-dipole interaction between the two

chromophores, as described in Chapter 1, and can take place over large distances (20 to

100 A). This will be further addressed in the section on AN photophysics.
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Steadv-state emission DNA titrations for Re

Addition of increasing amounts ofDNA to solutions of the Re-An complexes (20%

MeOH/Buffer) causes dramatic increases in the luminescence from the 3MLCT* state (500-

800 nm region). This can be visualized from the spectra of the emission DNA titrations for

each of the Re-An complexes displayed in Figures 3.13-3.16. The emission intensities of

the 3MLCT* in the complexes show step-wise increases with each addition ofDNA and

reach saturation when the [DNA]bjV[Re] ratios are = 6. The model ReCH2B, which does

not possess a DNA binding ligand, shows no changes in its MLCT emission in the

presence of DNA. Quantum yields for the MLCT emission (femRe) at [DNA]bp/[Re] = 6,

were determined according to equation 4.1 in Chapter 4 and are listed in Table 3.5.

RelOAn displays the highest <)>EmRe in the presence of excess nucleic acids (<)>EmRe =

0.0126) while the QY's of the other complexes follow in the order RelOAn > Re6An >

Re8An» Re3An. It is interesting that Re6An shows higher QY's than Re8An at high

DNA/Re ratios, however the QY's for all three of the longer-chained complexes are within

close proximity to each other. When comparing the QY increases of each complex, Re6An

clearly has the largest change (20x increase) from its QY in the absence of DNA. The small

changes in the <t>EmRe for Re3An with DNA is expected since its short chain likely allows

energy transfer to occur even when it is bound to DNA. To better visualize the relative

modulations in (femRe f°r the CQ complexes, their QY changes with increasing additions of

DNA are plotted in Figure 3.17. Close inspection reveals that there are slight differences in

the binding behavior between the longer-chained complexes even if they do display

similarly large increases in their QY's.

Analysis of emission titration data for DNA binding parameters

The enhancements in the MLCT emission of the Re-An complexes with increasing

additions of CT DNA provide valuable information towards determination of the extent of

binding of the CQ complexes to the ds nucleic acids. The MLCT QY data was analyzed for

binding affinities according to two different methods, termed Method II and Method IE,
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Re 10An

— 6x DNA— 4.5

---3.5
..... 3

2.5

2— 1.5

--- 1— 0

Figure 3.13. Steady-state emission DNA titration of RelOAn [4.5 x 10’5 M] with CT DNA
in degassed 20% MeOH/20 mM Tris:10 mM NaCl pH 7.2. Excitation was at 340 nm and
slit widths were 2.50 and 1.25, respectively, on the excitation monochromator and 1.25 x
2 on the emission monochromator. Fresh solutions were used for each measurement where
the metal complex concentration was held constant and the [DNAJbp concentration was
varied. DNA concentrations are expressed as [DNA]bp/[Re] ratios and are listed to the right

of the figure.
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Re8An

Wavelength (nm)

— 6x DNA— 3.5

---2.5

2

1.5

1.25— 0.75
— - - 0.25

0

Figure 3.14. Steady-state emission DNA titration of Re8An [4.7 x 10'5 M] with CT DNA
in degassed 20% MeOH/20 mM Tris:10 mM NaCl pH 7.2. Conditions were exactly as
described in the caption for Figure 3.13. The DNA concentrations are described as
[DNA]bp/[Re] ratios and are listed to the right of the figure. Arrows indicate the step-wise

increases in the ^MLCT* band and the decreases in the ^AN* fluorescence bands with
increasing concentrations of [DNA]bp.
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Re6An

Wavelength (nm)
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7

5

3

1.5

0.5

0

Figure 3.15. Steady-state emission DNA titration of Re6An [4.9 x 10’5 M] with CT DNA
in degassed 20% MeOH/ 20 mM Tris: 10 mM NaCl pH 7.2. The same instrumental

conditions and experimental procedures as listed in the caption of Figure 3. 13 apply to this

titration. The DNA concentrations are listed as [DNA]bp/[Re] ratios to the right of the

figure. For this complex step-wise increases in the 3MLCT* band were evident with

increasing [DNAJbp concentrations while the AN fluorescence bands generally showed
variable small increases.
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Wavelength (nm)

— 6x DNA— 3

1

— - - 0.25

0

Figure 3.16. Steady-state emission titration of Re3An [4.7 x 10*5 M] with CT DNA in

degassed 20% MeOH/25 mM Tris pH 7.2. Excitation was at 340 nm and the slit widths
were 2.5 x 2 on the excitation monochromator and 1.25 x 2 on the emission
monochromator. Due to the difference in instrumental conditions the intensity scale of this

experiment can not be directly compared to the other spectra. However the QY's are

determined relative to the actinometer Ru(bpy)32+ which then cancels out differences in

experimental conditions. DNA concentrations are expressed as [DNA]bp/[Re] ratios to the

right of the figure.
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Table 3.5. Steady-State Emission Characteristics of 3MLCT* state in

Re-An Compounds with DNA.a

Compound ^Em peak
3MLCT*
(nm)

<t>EmRe
d

0 DNA
temRe
6x DNAe

Increase^

in 0EmRe

Re3Anb 590 0.00046 0.0025 5

±10% ±15%
Re6An 590 0.00055 0.0115 20

±15% ±5%
Re8an 590 0.0012 0.0105 8.75

±3% ±3%
RelOAn 590 0.0018 0.0126 7

±7% ±4%
ReCH 2Bc 590 0.023 0.022 0

±1% ±2%
a Measured in argon degassed 20% MeOH/2C mM Tris: 10 mM NaCl buffer
pH 7.2 unless otherwise noted. Samples excited at 340 nm.
b Measured in degassed 20% MeOH/25 mM Tris buffer pH 7.2.
c In degassed 25 mM Tris buffer pH 7.0.

d Emission quantum yeilds calculated from the integrated area of emission in

the 490 - 762 nm region, relative to [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ in air saturated H2O where

0EmRu = 0.0379.

e Indicates the concentration of [DNAJbp was "six times" (6x) the concentration
of Re-An complex in solution. That is, the ratio of DNA concentration to Re-An
concentration was equal to [DNA]bp/[Re] = 6
f Determined by dividing the (femRe at 6x DNA by the <t>EmRe at 0 DNA.
& The numbers given as ±% indicate the percent error in the QY values.
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Em. QY's of Re with Increasing DNA

Figure 3.17. Changes in the steady-state 3MLCT* emission QY's of the Re-An complexes
with increasing [DNA]bp . The DNA concentrations are expressed as [DNA]bp/[Re] ratios
Experimental conditions are listed under Table 3.5.
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which are described in detail in Appendix A. Both analyses provide DNA equilibrium

binding constants, Kb, and binding site sizes, n, where n is the number of base pairs on the

ds helix covered by the bound molecule. An additional parameter, co, the co-operativity

constant, is provided by method II only and is the unitless equilibrium constant for the

process of moving a bound ligand from an isolated binding site to a binding site next to

another ligand. In Method II the experimental QY data was used to construct plots

according to an equation derived by McGhee and von Hippel72 - 142 which is a modification

of the Scatchard 150 equation that takes into account both neighbor exclusion (n) and ligand-

ligand co-operativity (co). Theoretical curves based on this equation were then fit to the

experimental data by varying the values of Kb, n and co until adequate fits were obtained,

thus providing the binding parameters. Method III followed a procedure where a

mathematically generated curve that is based on the Scatchard equation was directly fit to

plots of the experimental QY data vs. [DNA]bp. From this curve-fitting procedure the

binding parameters Kb and n were extracted. The values for the binding parameters Kb and

n from both methods, and co from method II, are listed in Table 3.6.

Data in the range from approximately 60 - 100 % binding was used for the analyses

since accurate fitting of the entire range of data for most of the complexes could not be

achieved with satisfactory results. At very low [DNA]bp/[Re] ratios the experimental error

is significant on account of there being a large number of Re-An molecules per DNA base

pair which can bind in nonspecific modes other than intercalation. This was particularly

noticeable with Re3An where at low DNA/Re ratios the strands of polymer visibly

precipitated out of solution. Many intercalators will precipitate nucleic acids at [DNA

phosphate]/[ligand] ratios lower than 2, 10 due to the fact that at low DNA/ligand ratios the

cationic charges of the ligand neutralize the negatively charged phosphates on the DNA

backbone. This removes the repulsive charges within the polymer such that it condenses in

solution. In addition to the binding complications for the Re-An complexes, the signal-to-

noise is poor at small DNA/Re ratios since the QY's are very low in this range.
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Table 3.6. DNA Binding Parameters for Re-AN Complexes and ANMOD from

Emission QY Data3

Compound
Kb

DNA Binding

Method IF

(M-l)

DNA Binding

Method IIId

Site Size (n)

Base Pairs

IF m

Cooperativity

Const.c (to)

Re3An 3.0 x 105 1.5 x 105 2.5 3.6 0.05

Re6An 4.8 x 105 2.5 x 105 2.8 3.7 0.09

Re8An 8.0 x 105 5.7 x 105 2.8 3.1 0.10

RelOAn 6.8 x 105 2.9 x 105 2.6 3.4 0.05

ANMODb 6.5 x 105 6.5 x 105 2.1 2.3 0.001

xit /V I111V1 1115. 1U lllivi pn /.Z unless
otherwise noted. Calf thymus DNA was used for all studies. Quantum yields (QY)
were determinedfrom the steady-state emission DNA titrations.

b Measurements done in degassed 25 mM Tris pH 7.2.
c Determined according to Method II in Appendix A.
b Determined according to Method III in Appendix A.
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Focusing first on the equilibrium binding constants for the complexes determined by

method II, it can be seen that Re8An displays the largest Kb at 8.0 x 105 M_1
, while

RelOAn and Re6An show slightly lower values at 6.8 x 105 M' 1 and 4.8 x 105 M* 1
,

respectively. This might appear surprising since RelOAn and Re6An both reach higher QY

values at saturation of binding than Re8An, however the binding constant reflects the step-

wise changes in QY with increasing DNA, and not necessarily the absolute increase in QY

over the entire data range. Re8An consistently reaches saturation of binding at lower

DNA/Re ratios than the latter complexes, thus indicating a stronger binding interaction.

Rc3An possesses the lowest binding constant at 3.0 x 10^ M'^, as expected from its small

QY changes. Notice similar general trends are observed within the binding constants

determined by method III. Again Re8An possesses the largest Kb at 5.7 x 105 M' 1 and the

Kb's for the other CQ complexes follow in the order Re8An (5.7 x 105 ) > RelOAn (2.9 x

105) > Re6An (2.5 x 10^) > Re3An (1.5 x 10^). All the complexes have similar binding

site sizes, approximately 3 base pairs according to method II and between 3 and 4 base

pairs as determined by method III. These site sizes are close to the neighbor exclusion

model of n = 2 base pairs, and are within good agreement to site sizes found for other DNA

intercalators, as will be addressed further in the discussion section. The cooperativity

constants, CO, are less than one for all the data, which is indicative of anti-co-operative

behavior.72 Anti-co-operativity has been attributed to charge repulsions upon binding of

cationic complexes. Condensation theory predicts that 0.2 - 0.3 sodium counter-ions

should be released from the negatively-charged phosphate groups with the binding of a

compound to DNA, regardless of the compound's positive charge. If a compound

possesses a higher cationic charge, it will counter-balance a larger number of negative

phosphate charges, therefore reducing the affinity of nearby compounds towards binding to

the helix. The Re-An complexes should be dications on account of the protonated amine in

the linker chain and the +1 charge of the Re chromophore. Closer inspection of the

experimental fits to the emission QY plots (Figures A.3 & A.4, Appendix A) reveals that
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the data for some of the complexes (Re8An and Re6an, in particular) show a slight

sigmoidal shape to their curves which also is evidence of an anti-co-operative process. 1®

However, interpretation of the individual values of both co and n can be complicated since

they are highly correlated for compounds which have negative cooperativity and site

exclusion. 151 Adequate fits to the data can be achieved with slight variations in co and n

while Kb is much less flexible. It should be noted that the co values are generally low for all

the complexes which indicates the degree of co-operativity is not very large.

Comparison between the binding parameters obtained by methods II and III (Table

3.6) indicates that the Kb values are consistently larger for method II, except for the model

ANMOD, and the site sizes (n) are consistently smaller by this method. Method III does

not take into account co-operativity effects (co), in which case the co values are absorbed by

the site size parameter resulting in larger values for n by this method. The equilibrium

constants determined by method III, as well, give relative binding affinities in the absence

of co-operative effects from other molecules, while Kb's calculated from method II take

into account these effects and give binding constants from a range of concentrations of

bound and unbound complexes. It is of interest to note that Kb for the model ANMOD is

the same by either binding analysis, suggesting lower sensitivity of this monocationic

compound to co-operative effects.

Emission Decays

Emission lifetimes for the 3MLCT* state in the absence and presence of increasing

amounts of calf thymus DNA were obtained for all complexes. Multi exponential decays

are exhibited by all the CQ complexes free in solution, while the model ReCH2B shows

only a single exponential decay. The emission decays were fitted to a 3-component

exponential decay function (eqn. 3.5),

IOT (*) = i <*&
i=i

Eqn. 3.5
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where tj and a; are, respectively, the lifetime and amplitude of the i* components. The

amplitudes are normalized according to

la, = 1.0 Eqn. 3.6

A median lifetime < x > was calculated for each decay using the normalized amplitudes

( a') in the following equation,

3

< r > = £ a'f. Eqn. 3.7
i=i

The parameter < x > is proportional to the total emission yield for the complex. The product

oq x Ti is proportional to the emission quantum yield of the i
th component according to

equation 3.6,

emission yield for i* component = 0*™
,
x ~f~r Eqn. 3.8

(v

The decay data for the complexes free in solution and in the presence of CT DNA is

listed in Table 3.7. Inspection of the decay data for the complexes free in solution reveals

several trends. Each complex displays a short-lived component (ii), an intermediate-lived

component (X2) and a long-lived one (T3). The longest-lived component, since it has a

lifetime comparable to the ReCH2B model, can be assigned to emission from unquenched

3MLCT* which originates from those molecules which are in fully extended

conformations. In extended conformations, the separation distance between the Re

chromophore and AN is large enough that the efficiency of EnT quenching should be

reduced such that there is sufficient time for emission of a photon from the 3MLCT* state

to occur before quenching can take place. Notice that the amplitude (0C3) of this component

for all the complexes is very small, which suggests few of the molecules exist in this

conformation in solution. The large value of 0C3 for Re3An is due to small amounts of

impurity which formed soon after purification.The shortest-lived component ti represents

the lifetime of molecules in which the 3MLCT* state is efficiently quenched. This

component emanates from molecules which are folded over such that Re and AN are in
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close proximity to each other, enabling quenching to occur rapidly after excitation. Clearly

Re3An and Re6an display the largest percentages of this short-lived quenched species as

indicated by the large amplitudes (ai) of this component for these complexes. This would

be in agreement with their structures which contain shorter linker chains placing Re and AN

in closer proximity and allowing more efficient energy transfer. Re8An and RelOAn

contain much lower percentages of tj, indicating the lower probability of Re and AN to

achieve the proper conformation for EnT to occur efficiently.

The middle component %2 represents lifetimes of those complexes where the

orientation of the AN ligand is intermediate between fully extended away from Re and

completely folded over in close proximity to the Re center. In this conformation EnT is not

as efficient as when Re and AN are very close together, therefore the 3MLCT* state is

slightly longer-lived. For the longer-chained RelOAn and Re8An this component (X2) has

the largest contribution to their lifetimes in solution, as evidenced by the large amplitudes

((X2) of this component displayed by these complexes. The linker chains of Re8An and

RelOAn contain more rotational freedom due to the increased number of methylene

linkages, which results in a greater number of conformations for these complexes.

The median lifetimes < x > for all the CQ complexes in solution are considerably

reduced in comparison to the model, in agreement with the reductions in emission quantum

yields for these complexes compared to the unquenched model. The median lifetimes

follow the same trend as the emission quantum yields (Table 3.4) within the CQ complexes

where < x > is greatest for RelOAn at 6.7 ns and slightly lower for Re8An (3.3 ns) and

Re6An (3.2 ns). The median lifetime for Re3An cannot be accurately determined due to the

presence of impurities.

Emission Decays with DNA

The 3MLCT* emission decays of the CQ complexes show complex changes, but

overall are characterized by decreases in decay rates upon addition of calf thymus DNA.

Triple-exponential decay functions were used to fit the emission decays of the Re-An
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complexes while the model compound was fit to a monoexponential decay function. Table

3.7 lists the median lifetimes, < T >, and the three component lifetimes which comprise

each decay for all the complexes in the presence of [DNA]bp/[Re] ratios equal to 6. The

changes in tau median, < x >, for each complex with increasing additions ofDNA are

plotted in Figure 3.18 (individual x and a values for data corresponding to DNA/Re ratios

below 6 are listed in Appendix B). From this graph it is clear that the three longer-chained

complexes all show significant increases in their median lifetimes with saturation occurring

at [DNA]bjV[Re] = 6, while Re3An shows only a slight increase. Quantitatively (Table 3.7)

RelOAn and Re6An possess the longest median lifetimes (< x >) in the presence of high

[DNA]bp with < x > = 66 ns and 65 ns, respectively, and Re8An is just 10 ns lower at 55

ns. The changes parallel those seen in the emission QY's and indicate that the same effects

are being monitored in both experiments.

Interesting trends can be seen in the individual component lifetimes (Xi, X2, X3) of

each complex at 6x [DNAjbp in comparison to their values at zero [DNA], All the

complexes retain a short-lived species, an intermediate-lived species and a long-lived

species in the presence of DNA, but their lifetimes and contributions of the components to

the total emission decay change. For RelOAn, Re8An and Re6An there is a significant

increase in the contribution of X3 in the presence of DNA. In fact this component shows the

largest overall change of the three lifetime components (xi, X2, X3) for the three longer-

chained complexes (see also Appendix B). The change can be visualized from Figure

3.19(a-c) which shows the individual x components multiplied by their normalized

amplitudes {(xj x ai), (X2 x 0.2), (X3 x (X3)} versus DNA/Re ratios for each complex.

These products (a; x Xj) are proportional to the emission quantum yields of the individual

components (1, 2 & 3) according to eqn. 3.8 and therefore are a valuable measure of which

components contribute the most to the overall lifetime. Although the lifetime of X3 for

RelOAn and Re8An in the presence of DNA is shorter than the lifetime of the unquenched

model complex, this component is still considered to represent those molecules whose
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Median Lifetimes of Re with Increasing DNA

Figure 3.18. Changes in the median 3MLCT* emission lifetimes of the Re-An complexes
with increasing concentrations of [DNAJ^p. DNA concentrations are expressed as

[DNA]bp/[Re] ratios. Median lifetimes <x > were calculated according to eqn. 3.7.

Experimental conditions are listed under Table 3.7.
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(a)

-ffi- Re10An
-x- Re8An
— Re6An
-o- Re3An

-a- Re 10An
-x- Re8An
— Re6An
-o- Re3An

-x- Re 10An
-x- Re8An
— Re6An
-o- Re3An

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

DNA/Re Ratio

Figure 3.19. (a) Changes in (a) (ti x aj), (b) (X2 x CL2) and (c) (X3 x 03 ) with increasing

[DNA]bp[Re] ratios for the Re-An complexes. The (xj x otj) values are proportional to the

emission QY of the i^ component according to eqn. 3.8, therefore indicating the

component’s contribution to the overall lifetime (<x>). Plots (a) and (b) have the the same
y-axis scale while the y-axis scale of (c) is three times larger. Experimental conditions are
listed under Table 3.7.
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3MLCT* emission is quenched weakly or not at all by the EnT mechanism. The amplitude

for T3 among the complexes increases in the order Re3An« Re6An < Re8An < RelOAn,

and as seen from Figure 3. 19c, indicates the longer-chained complexes posses significantly

large amounts of this long-lived species in the presence of high DNA concentrations.

Significant changes are also seen in the contribution of x\ for Re3An and Re6An. There is a

57% reduction in the contribution of x\ for Re3An, a 76% reduction for Re6An and a 41%

reduction in its contribution for Re8An. Notice that RelOAn essentially shows no change in

its X] component. Finally, the intermediate-lived component %2 appears to increase in its

length for all the complexes (~20 - 30 ns) while its fractional contribution shows prominent

decreases for RelOAn and Re8An, a moderate increase for Re6An and a dramatic increase

incontribution for Re3An.

The relative changes for the Xj x otj values with increasing [DNA] bp within the four

Re-An complexes are plotted in Figure 3.20. Again it can be seen that T3 (X3 exhibits the

largest overall increases for RelOAn, Re8An and Re6An and is the major contributor to the

overall lifetime changes in these complexes. Re3An exhibits the largest changes in T2 0.2

among all the complexes, and it is this component that contributes the most to the overall

lifetime increases seen in Re3An. Since tj is so short, its changes can not be visualized as

readily. Clearly these changes in decay behavior of the CQ complexes in the presence of

DNA can be attributed to a decrease in the energy transfer quenching of the 3MLCT* state

due to binding of the complexes to the double helix.

Photophvsics ofAN moietv

Steady-state emission studies of AN

Recall from the first section in which the emission characteristics of the Re-An

complexes was presented that the fluorescence from the AN moiety within the complexes

was observed to be quenched, presumably by energy transfer to the Re MLCT state. The

efficiency of quenching was shown to parallel the length of the linker chains in the order of
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^EmAN Re3An < Re6An < Re8An < RelOAn. This quenching phenomenon, mentioned

earlier in Figure 3.2, is attributed to coulombic energy transfer (EnTc ) from JAN* to the

Re MLCT manifold (see eqn. 3.3). It occurs through a dipole-dipole interaction between

the two chromophores and can take place over larger distances (20 to 100 A).

In light of these photophysical phenomena, it is expected that the fluorescence

quantum yields for the AN moiety in the complexes would exhibit complicated changes in

the presence of calf thymus DNA. These changes as a function ofDNA/Re ratios are

plotted in Figure 3.21. Values of the AN QY's for the complexes and the model at 0 and 6x

DNA/Re are listed in Table 3.8. Focusing on the graph, RelOAn and Re8An both show

decreases in their AN QY's which level out by [DNA]bp/[Re] = 5. The AN QY’s for

Re6An increase up to the same plateau as Re8An, while Re3An displays a very slight

increase in QY remaining approximately one order of magnitude below the other

complexes. The model ANMOD behaves in a similar fashion to the longer-chained

complexes, although its QY decreases more dramatically, down to 20% of its original value

(see Table 3.8).

Previous studies on anthracene derivatives have shown that DNA strongly

quenches the fluorescence of the bound complex.^7 The luminescence of other polycyclic

aromatic chromophores such as pyrene^2 and the anthracycline compounds^ is also

quenched when bound to DNA. The mechanism for this quenching, although not fully

understood as of yet, has been suggested to be due to electron transfer quenching between

the bound molecules and the DNA bases.^7>80,88,l53 js known that only some of the

DNA bases participate in the quenching, therefore the AN fluorescence does not disappear

completely. An estimate of the ability of the nucleosides to participate in ET with *AN* can

be calculated from the redox potentials of the ground state compounds and the energy of the

excited state of *AN according to equations 1.4 and 1.5 in Chapter I. Guanosine

monophosphate (GMP), considered the easiest DNA base to oxidize, has been estimated to

have a reduction potential for its cation (GMP+ /GMP vs. SCE) of > 0.92 V.81,154
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Em. QY's of An with Increasing DNA

[DNA]
bp
/[Re] Ratio

Figure 3.21. Changes in the steady-state emission QY's for *AN* in the Re-An complexes
with increasing concentrations of CT DNA. The DNA concentrations are expressed as

[DNA]bp/[ReAn] ratios. Measurements were performed in degassed 20% MeOH/Tris
buffer solutions with excitation at 340 nm.
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Table 3.8. Steady-State Emission Characteristics of *AN* in Re-An Compounds with and

without DNA.a

Compound AEm peaks

An (nm)
temAn^
0 DNA

^EmAn
6x DNAe

x6xDNA
YemAN f

^0DNA
t emAN

XEm peaks®

w/ 6x DNA

Re3Anb 395, 415 0.0001 0.0002 2 410, 434
442, 470 ±15% ±15% (Incr.) 458

Re6An 395, 415 0.0004 0.0013 3.25 410, 434
442, 470 ±10% ±15% (Incr.) 458

Re8an 395, 415 0.002 0.0013 0.65 410, 433
442, 470 ±9% ±12% (Deer.) 458

RelOAn 395, 415 0.004 0.0017 0.42 410, 432
442, 470 ±14% ±8% (Deer.) 455

ANMODc 398, 422 0.44 0.087 0.20
445, 470 ±7% ±1% (Deer.)

a Measured in argon degassed 20% MeOH/20 mM Tris:10mM NaCl buffer pH 7.2 unless
otherwise noted. Samples excited at 340 nm.
b Measured in degassed 20% MeOH/25 mM Tris buffer pH 7.2.

c Measured in degassed 25 mM Tris buffer pH 7.0.

d Quantum yields determined from the integrated area of emission in the 380-490 nm
region for the Re-An complexes relative to fluorescein in air saturated 0.1 M NaOH (<j)emfi

= 0.87) and calculated according to eqn. 4.1 in Chapter 4.

e Indicates the [DNAJbp concentration was "six times" (6x) the concentration of Re-An
complex in solution (i.e. [DNA]bp/[Re] = 6).

f This is the ratio of the femAn in the presence of 6x DNA divided by the 4>EmAn in the

absence of DNA. Incr. means "increase" and Deer, means "decrease".

8 The error in these values is approximately ± 3 nm. The central peak (-434 nm region)

shows the greatest intensity.
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The base thymidine is easily reduced with a reduction potential for unprotonated thymidine

monophosphate (TMP/TMP -
- vs. SCE) of -1.35 V. 154 >81 The reduced form of cytosine is

known to be quickly protonated by its base-paired partner guanosine, and therefore because

of this reaction, protonated reduced cytosine is estimated to be 0.2 V easier to form than the

reduced thymidine radical in ds DNA. 154 ’81 The redox potential of the nucleoside

adenosine is not considered favorable for ET reactivity. Using the above redox potentials

for the nucleosides, a reduction potential for AN (AN/AN*- vs. SCE) of -1.93 V, 155 an

oxidation potential for AN (AN+-/AN vs. SCE) equal to 1.16 V 156 and an excited state

energy (Eo-o) for ]AN* of 3.28 V 157
-
158 the free energies for excited state ET with the

DNA bases have been calculated using equations 1.4 and 1.5 and are given by the

following values: AG^GME^/AN') = -0.43 eV; A G°(TMP- /AN+ )
= -0.77 eV; and

A G°(CMP'7AN+ -) = -0.97 eV. The large negative free energy values determined from

these estimates, although only approximate, never-the-less suggest that ET between the

DNA bases and ]AN* is highly favorable, with the greatest reactivity expected to be

reductive ET from the pyrimidine bases (thymidine and cytosine) to ^N*. The changes

exhibited by the AN moiety in the Re-An complexes reflect this interaction with DNA.

Since RelOAn and Re8AN retain some degree of unquenched AN in solution, due to

slightly less efficient energy transfer to Re, upon intercalation into DNA their excited state

energy will be quenched by certain of the bases. The AN fluorescence of Re6An in solution

is quenched intramolecularly more efficiently than when it is bound to DNA, therefore the

0EmAN for this complex increases in the presence of DNA. Notice that both Re8An and

Re6An level out to the same value for (femAN at high DNA. This could indicate that they

are bound to the same degree and prefer similar kinds of base pair sites.

The position of the AN fluorescence bands in the steady-state spectra for all the Re-

An compounds display broadening and red shifts in addition to their QY changes (Figure

3.22). The broadening is due to overlap of the spectra of bound and free forms of the

complexes. The red shifts are characteristic changes exhibited by intercalating ligands and
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are attributed to the hydrophobic environment of the DNA bases which lowers the energy

of the AN emission bands.27

Emission decays for AN moietv

Emission decay lifetimes of the AN moiety in the Re-An complexes were measured

in degassed 20% MeOH/Buffer solution in the absence and presence of [DNA]bp/[Re]

ratios equal to 6. The decays were fit to double exponential (in some cases) and triple

exponential kinetic traces (most cases), and the results are listed in Table 3.9. The lifetime

for the model ANMOD is also listed for comparison. Free in solution the Re-AN

complexes possess very short median lifetimes (< x >), generally < 1 ns. Their individual

component lifetimes (ti, X2, 13) are composed of a short-lived species of less than one

nanosecond (Xi), and one or more species (X2, X3) with a lifetime close to that of the model.

The short-lived component (xi) overwhelmingly contributes 90 - 99% of the total emission

decay of the complexes in solution, and represents those molecules which are quenched by

the energy transfer mechanism to the Re MLCT state. Re6An and Re3An both contain a

third component (X3) with a lifetime longer than that of the model. This component is due

to an impurity which could not be completely removed before data collection.

In the presence of high concentrations of CT DNA ([DNA]bp/[Re] = 6), all the

decays of the Re-An complexes, as well as the model ANMOD, were fit to triple-

exponential kinetics. The decays consist of a short-lived component (xi < 1 ns), a slightly

longer-lived component (X2), and a third component with the longest lifetime (X3) ranging

from 8.5 - 28 ns. The longest-lived species is assigned to intercalated AN whose excited-

state is not quenched by the DNA bases. 27 The model ANMOD shows an amplitude (0C3)

for X3 at 11%, while the Re-An complexes show only small percentages of this component

contributing to their overall lifetimes. For Re3An and Re6An 0C3 has the same value as

when they were free in solution. This would lead one to suspect that this species is merely

an impurity and not representative of intercalated complex. X3 for RelOAn is nearly the

same in length and fractional contribution as X2 in its solution phase. It appears that for the
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lifetimes of the complexes in the presence ofDNA it is the intermediate-lived component X2

that represents those AN moieties which are intercalated but quenched by the DNA bases.

The length of this lifetime is close to the shortest-lived lifetime in the model. This species

was not present in the complexes or the model when free in solution. The shortest-lived X\

in the complexes is most likely due to intramolecularly quenched AN, but it cannot be

assumed to be solely from those molecules which are not bound to DNA. It is possible that

energy transfer from *AN* to Re can occur even in the bound forms of the complexes,

particularly since this type of transfer is less distance dependent than the electron-exchange

mechanism which occurs from the 3MLCT* to 3AN*.

Transient absorbance studies

Transient absorption spectroscopy was carried out on ANMOD, RelOAn and

Re6An in degassed 20% MeOH/buffer solutions in the absence and presence of

[DNA]bp/[Re] ratios equal to 7.5. The studies were conducted in order to compare the

decays and relative intensities of the AN triplet observed in the complexes and the model in

solution and to determine how intercalation into DNA affects these intensities and lifetimes.

The samples were excited by using the third harmonic output of a Q-switched Nd:YAG

laser (355 nm, 10 ns fwhm, 5 mj/pulse). Decays for all the samples in solution in the

absence ofDNA were obtained using a 50 ps/division time scale, and decays for the

samples in the presence of [DNA]bp/[Re] = 7.5 were collected on a 200 ps/division time

scale. An example of the transient absorption spectra for ANMOD in degassed solution

taken at delay times ranging from 0 to 0.80 ps following laser excitation is illustrated in

Figure 3.23a. The spectra show a characteristic intense peak centered at 426 nm with a less

intense broad shoulder in the 390 - 415 nm region. These spectra are in agreement with

those reported for anthracene and 9-methylanthracene. 138
> 159 Decays of the transient

spectra forANMOD were determined using a 50 ps/division time scale and fit to double-

exponential kinetics with ti = 18 ps (oci = 63%) and X2 = 67 ps (0C2 = 37%) as listed in

Table 3.10. Figures 3.24a and 3.25a illustrate the transient absorption spectra for Re6An
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(a)
TA Spectrum ANMOD in Solution

lOOns/div lOmj/pulse Ex=355nm

-a- Ops
—t— 0.08

-o- 0.16

—A— 0.24

0.48

-X- 0.72

(b) TA Spectrum ANMOD w/7.5x DNA
lOOns/div lOmj/pulse Ex=355nm

-H— 0.08
-0- 0.16

—A— 0.24

-X- 0.48— 0.80

Figure 3.23. Transient absorption spectra ofANMOD in argon degassed 20% MeOH/20
mM Tris:10mM NaCl pH 7.2 solutions (a) in the absence ofDNA where [AN] = 7.2 x

10-5 M (OD@355nm = 0.389) and (b) in the presence of [DNA]bp/[AN] = 7.5 where [AN]
= 7.6 x 10'5 M (optical density not obtained).
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(a) TA Spectrum Re6An
50 ns/div 5 mj/pulse No Em Corr.

HD- 0 (is

—t— 0.04

-O- 0.08

-A- 0.12

0.24— 0.36

TA Spectrum Re6An w/DNA
50 ns/div 5 mj/pulse No Em. Corr.

HD- 0 (is

-4— 0.04

0.08

—A— 0.12

-X- 0.16

0.24— 0.36

Figure 3.24. Transient absorption spectra of Re6An in argon degassed 20% MeOH/20
mM Tris:10 mM NaCl pH 7.2 solutions in (a) the absence of DNA where [Re] = 7.2 x
10’5 M (OD@355nm — 0.449) and (b) the presence of [DNA]bp/[Re] = 7.5 where [Re] =

9.5 x 10 -5 M (OD@355nm = 0.496).
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(a)
TA Spectrum RelOAn

50 ns/div 5mj/pulse Emission Corrected

(b) TA Spectrum RelOAn w/7.5x DNA
50 ns/div 5 mj/pulse Emission Corrected

No Emission Correction

-a- 0 [is

—t— 0.04
-0- 0.08

—A— 0.12

-X- 0.16

0.24— 0.36

Figure 3.25. Transient absorption spectra of RelOAn in argon degassed 20% MeOH/20
mM Tris:10 mM NaCl pH 7.2 solutions in (a) the absence of DNA where [Re] = 6.2 x
10'5 M (OD@355nm 0.0.447) &nd (b) the presence of* ] bp/t^ej 7 .5 where [Re] —

8.7 x 10
“5 M (OD@355nm 0.476). ^^n emission correction factor implemented in these

spectra caused over-corrected peaks at 0 time. The spectra at 0 |is appear normal when the

correction is turned off as seen from the inset for (b).
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and RelOAn, respectively, in degassed solution taken at delay times ranging from 0 - 0.36

|is after laser excitation. An instrumental emission correction factor was implemented in the

spectra for RelOAn and caused an over-correction to occur at zero time after the laser pulse.

This can be observed by the multiple intense peaks displayed at 0 time that resemble AN

emission bands in Figures 3.25a and b, and should not be considered as triplet species.

Similar to ANMOD, the transient spectra for the CQ complexes in solution exhibit sharp

intense peaks at 426 nm and broad shoulders in the 400 to 415 nm region which are

characteristic of the AN T
2
<— T, transition. The region from 340 to 390 nm would

normally show a broad absorption assigned to the d7t(Re) -» 7t*(bpy) MLCT state of the

Re-An complexes. Its absence is in accordance with the quenching of this state in solution

by intramolecular energy transfer to AN. Decays for the 426 nm transients in the Re-An

complexes obey double-exponential kinetics with values of X\ = 17 (is (57%) and x2 = 84

M’S (43%) for Re6An, and Xi = 28 |is (46%) and x2 = 100 |j.s (54%) for RelOAn (see Table

3.10). Median lifetimes, < x >, were calculated from the individual component lifetimes

according to eqn. 3.7, and are listed in Table 3.10. The median lifetimes indicate RelOAn

has the longest-lived overall transient species at 67 (is, Re6An has the second longest at 46

|is, and ANMOD possesses the shortest overall lifetime of 36 (is.

Intensities of the 426 nm transient absorption for ANMOD, RelOAn and Re6An

were measured relative to the actinometer ReBz, and were calculated using the formula:

TA Intensity = {(TA Int. Sample/fr. hvsample )/(TA Int. ReBz/fr. Av**)} Eqn. 3.9

where TA Int.Sample is the experimentally measured maximum intensity of the sample at

426 nm after laser excitation, TA Int. ReBz is the experimentally measured maximum

intensity of ReBz at 370 nm after laser excitation, fr. hvsample and fr. hvReBt are the

fractional absorbances of the sample and ReBz, respectively, determined from their optical

densities at 355 nm with the following equation:

fr. hv — (l - 10
(-^^@355

~")) Eqn. 3 10
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Table 3.1 1 lists values obtained for the relative intensities of the 426 nm transients

observed for ANMOD, RelOAn and Re6An in degassed 20% MeOH/buffer solution and in

the presence of 7.5x DNA. For the solution samples it is clear that RelOAn displays the

highest triplet intensity of 1.13 which is 2.75 times larger in value than the triplet intensity

ofANMOD (0.41). Re6An exhibits an intensity of 0.743 for the 426 nm transient which is

1.8 times larger than the value forANMOD and only 0.66 as large as the value for

RelOAn.

Transient absorption spectra forANMOD in the presence of 7.5x DNA at delay

times ranging from 0 to 0.80 ps after laser excitation are displayed in Figure 3.23b. The

spectra are nearly identical to the spectra ofANMOD alone in solution with a sharp peak at

426 nm and a lower intensity broad shoulder centered at 400 nm. The intensity of the 426

nm transient for ANMOD in the presence of 7.5x DNA, listed as 0.05 in Table 3.1 1, is

considerably lower in yield than that observed forANMOD in solution. Similar behavior

has been observed for the complex 9-(aminomethyl)anthracene (9-AMAC)27 when

intercalated into calf thymus DNA. Kumar suggested that quenching of the triplet when AN

was intercalated into DNA indicated either that the singlet excited state was quenched

directly to form the ground state without intervention of the triplet or that the triplet was

quenched faster than it was produced.27 The 426 nm transient forANMOD in the presence

of 7.5x DNA decays by triple-exponential kinetics with Ti = 8.5 ps (55%), %2 = 82 ps

(23%), and x3 = 392 ps (22%) (Table 3.10).

Figures 3.24b and 3.25b illustrate transient absorption spectra for Re6An and

RelOAn, respectively, in the presence of [DNA]bp/[Re] = 7.5 at delay times ranging from 0

to 0.36 ps after laser excitation. Unlike the spectra for the complexes alone in solution, a

considerable amount ofMLCT absorption is observed in the 340 to 390 nm region for the

complexes in the presence of 7.5x DNA. Decays of the 3MLCT* transients at 370 nm were

fit to single-exponential kinetics giving lifetimes of 81 ns for Re6An and 76 ns for RelOAn

(see Table 3.10). These lifetimes are similar to those obtained from the time-correlated
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single photon counting method listed in Table 3.7. The appearance of the MLCT transient

for the Re-An complexes in the presence ofDNA is attributed to a reduction in the 3MLCT*

excited state energy transfer to 3AN* by way of the electron-exchange mechanism (ENTee).

Coinciding with the appearance of the 3MLCT* transient species is a definite reduction in

the yield of the 3AN* transient in the 426 nm region. The triplet peaks are considerably

broadened and less well-defined than the solution spectra. Comparing the relative triplet

intensities from Table 3. 1 1 for ANMOD, RelOAn and Re6An in the presence of 7.5x

[DNAJbp indicates that the CQ complexes show considerably larger triplet intensities than

ANMOD. Re6An exhibits the largest value at 0.21, which is 4.3 times higher than

ANMOD, while RelOAn displays a slightly lower yield at 0.16, which is 3.2 times larger

than ANMOD. This would indicate that there is still some energy transfer occurring from

the 3MLCT* to 3AN* even when the CQ complexes are bound to DNA. If the triplet

intensities in the presence of DNA are compared to the intensities in solution it is clear that

both the complexes and ANMOD experience reductions in their triplet yields when in the

presence of DNA. The intensities for ANMOD, RelOAn and Re6An in the presence of

7.5x [DNAJbp are 12 %, 14 % and 28 %, respectively, of their values in solution. These

correspond to reductions of 88 %, 86 % and 72 % for ANMOD, RelOAn and Re6An,

respectively, upon going from solution to [DNA]bp/[Re] = 7.5.

The decays for the 426 nm transient of the CQ complexes in the presence ofDNA

were fit to triple-exponential kinetics and are listed in Table 3.10. Similar to the model they

exhibit a relatively short-lived species, an intermediate-lived species and a long-lived

species, but overall the lifetimes are longer than those of the model. The complexes show

more of the longest lived species (~39 %), than the model (22 %), and about half as much

of the short-lived species (~26 %) as ANMOD (55 %). In general, all the lifetimes are

considerably lengthened as compared to when in the absence of DNA.
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Discussion

Photophvsics of Re-An Complexes

General UY-visible and emission characteristics

The UV-visible absorption spectra of the Re-An CQ complexes are an exact

superposition of the combined absorption spectra of the model compounds ReCH2B and

ANMOD, as represented in the overlay of Figure 3.7. The three structured peaks in the 350

to 388 nm region are characteristic of the AN S0 -» S, tc - tc* transitions and are elevated

by the underlying weak dJt(Re) -»Tc*(bpy) MLCT transitions. The peak at 320 nm is

almost exclusively attributed to tc
- tc* (bpy) while the higher energy transitions are

summations of AN, diimine and intraligand transitions. The fact that the transitions for the

component chromophores in the Re-An complexes retain their shapes and positions

indicates that there is at best only weak electronic interaction between the Re and AN

moieties within the complexes. Therefore the energy levels of the ground and excited states

of the complexes can be considered to be equal to the energies of the individual model

compounds, as illustrated in Figure 3.2.

The bands in the steady- state emission spectra of the CQ complexes also retain their

positions relative to the spectra for the Re and AN models (Figure 3.1 la). The resolved

vibronic bands in the 380 to 500 nm region of the complexes are a superposition of the

5,
—» S0 fluorescence transitions for ANMOD, while the broad unstructured emission

envelope centered at 590 nm matches the model ReCH2B 3MLCT* transition. This

strongly suggests that the emission spectra of the CQ complexes emanate from the same

excited states as the model compounds.

In contrast to the steady-state emission spectra of the models, the spectra for the CQ

complexes are drastically reduced in intensity as evidenced in Figure 3.1 lb and Table 3.4.

Additionally the emission lifetimes for the Re-An complexes are sharply reduced in length

and exhibit multi-dimensional decay behavior in contrast to the single-exponential decays of
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the respective models (see Table 3.7 for Re and Table 3.9 for AN). The extremely low

quantum yields of emission and short lifetimes displayed by the CQ complexes clearly

demonstrate the occurrence of quenching phenomena for both Re and AN.

TT EnT quenching of MLCT state

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, it has been established from

previous studies that AN quenches the Re 3MLCT* state by triplet-triplet (TT) exchange

energy transfer 1 *’ labeled Ef/Tee in Figure 3.2. The reaction, shown below, involves a

double electron-transfer between the excited 3MLCT* state to ground state AN, producing

the 3AN* and simultaneously reducing emission from the 3MLCT* (see Figure 3.3 for the

electron-exchange mechanism).

3Re * + AN EnT“
) Re + 3AN *

The (bpy)Re(CO)3 chromophore is known to react from its lowest-lying 3MLCT*

state, 1®1 ’ 1111 which lies ~20 kcal/mol 12^ below the 'AN* state 137 and -14.3 kcal/mol above

the 3AN* state.^b 1^, 163 Energy transfer from the 3MLCT level of Re to the 'AN* level

would be highly endothermic ( AE EnT = + 0.87 eV ) while transfer to the 3AN* level is

exothermic ( AEEnT = - 0.62 eV ) (

A

E
E//T values were determined from the differences, in

eV, of the corresponding energy levels for the respective chromophores). Energy transfer

from the Re 'MLCT* state to 3MLCT*, while also exothermic, is too slow to compete with

the rate of isc for this state (-10 12
s'

1
)
164

.

The rate for exchange energy transfer (EnT^), as determined by Dexter, 103 is

dependent on (1) the exponential of the distance (r) between the donor (M*) and acceptor

(Q) and (2) the spectral overlap integral (7 ), which is the overlap of the emission spectrum

of M* and the absorption spectrum of Q according to eqn. 3.10.

kEnT = exp(-2r/l)J
h

Eqn. 3.10
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where r is the distance between donor and acceptor molecules and l is the van der Waals

radius of the donor-acceptor pair. Figure 3.26a illustrates the near complete overlap

between the Re 3MLCT* emission band and the AN T0 <— S0 absorption bands. 165

The transient absorption studies clearly show a higher production of the 3AN* state

within the Re-An complexes relative to the model (Table 3.1 1). Anthracene and its

derivatives are known to exhibit large intersystem crossing efficiencies, with quantum

yields (tj^c) in the range of 0.70 for anthracene and 0.65 for 9-

methylanthracene. 157. 1 59, 166,167 The elevated production of 3AN* in the Re-An

complexes, above that produced in AN alone, coupled with the dramatic reduction of

3MLCT* emission, would support an energy transfer mechanism from a triplet donor to

AN.

Due to an exponential distance dependence the efficiency of exchange energy

transfer rapidly diminishes as the donor-acceptor separate beyond the sum of their van der

Waals radii. Although the 3MLCT* state of all the Re-An complexes is highly quenched in

solution (very low QY's), the efficiency of quenching of the emission from this state

appears to follow the order Re3An > Re6An > Re8An > RelOAn (Table 3.4). This

decrease in quenching parallels the increase in length of the linker chain between the

acceptor Re and the donor AN in the complexes.

The median lifetimes of the complexes in solution follow similar trends to the

quantum yields. MLCT quenching rates (kqRe) in the Re-An complexes were calculated

using equation 3.11:

kqRe ~ {^/< ^ > ReAn)
~ Eqn. 3.11

where <T> values are the 3MLCT* median lifetimes of the Re-An and ReCH2B complexes,

respectively. The values for k
qRe are listed in Table 3.12 (also listed are the rates for

quenching of the ^AN* state (kqAN) which will be discussed in the following section).

Focusing on kqRe , the overall quenching rates follow the order kqRe Re6An > Re8An

>Re3An > RelOAn. Re3An shows a slower rate due to the presence of a long-lived
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impurity which could not be completely removed prior to measurement. If the rates are

calculated in the same manner except with the exclusion of 1:3 from Table 3.7 (which

contributes minimally to the median lifetimes in solution), the quenching rates become kqRe

Re3An (7.6 x 108 s'
1
) > Re6An (4.85 x 108 s'

1
) > Re8An (3.55 x 108 s' 1

) > RelOAn

(1.55 x 108 s'
1
). These corrected rates clearly show a strong correlation between the rate of

quenching of the 3MLCT* state and the length of the flexible tether between Re and AN in

the CQ complexes. Overall the quenching rates reflect the behavior observed in the

quantum yield studies and provide direct evidence of the distance dependence of the EnT

mechanism.

Importantly, the individual component lifetimes (xi, X2, X3) of the 3MLCT* state in

the complexes (Table 3.7) give a more detailed picture of the differences in energy transfer

kinetics between the complexes. The lifetimes of Re6An and Re3An are almost completely

dominated (97% and 94%, respectively) by a very short-lived component (Xi) that has a

lifetime of less than 2 ns and a decay rate that is on the order of 5 - 9 x 108 s'
1

. This short-

lived component has been assigned to 3MLCT* states which are rapidly quenched after

excitation, and occurs within complexes where the Re and AN chromophores are folded

over in close proximity to each other. In contrast, the lifetimes of RelOAn and Re8An,

although they do exhibit small percentages of this short-lived component (Xi), are

dominated by a slightly longer-lived species (X2) (contributing 86% and 61%, respectively)

that has a lifetime of 7 ns for RelOAn and 4 ns for Re8An with decay rates of 1.5 x 108 s'
1

and 2.8 x 108 s' 1
, respectively. This component (X2) is considered to emanate from CQ

complexes that are in conformations intermediate between tightly folded over and fully

extended. Thus the results indicate that in solution both Re3An and Re6An are able to attain

the closely folded conformation necessary for efficient EnT more easily than Re8An and

RelOAn. The difference in folding capabilities lies in the length of the linker chains

separating the Re and AN chromophores. As more methylene linkages are added to the

chain, more degrees of rotational freedom are available therefore increasing the number of
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orientations of the AN ligand. Only a small percentage of RelOAn molecules and slightly

more of Re8An complexes appear to achieve a tightly folded conformation, and instead

seem to remain in an intermediate conformation where Re and AN are not as close together

resulting in slightly slower EnT quenching rates. It is important to note that all of the

complexes show a fractional percentage of a species (13) that has a lifetime on the order of

unquenched Re emission. The presence of this component would indicate that the lifetimes

are originating from the same MLCT state as the model.

Energy transfer quenching ofAN : Coulombic mechanism

A second type of quenching phenomenon appears to take place in the Re-An

complexes evoking a sharp reduction of the JAN* fluorescence as evidenced from the

steady-state emission spectra (Figure 3.12). Since at 340 nm AN absorbs approximately

50% of the excitation light, and its fluorescence spectrum partially overlaps the Re MLCT

emission, it is possible for energy from JAN* to transfer to lower-lying MLCT excited

states. The most probable mechanism would involve EnT from *AN* to produce the

^LCT* state, which lies -0.68 eV below the *AN* level, followed by rapid relaxation of

the 1MLCT* to 3MLCT*. This would be considered singlet-singlet energy transfer in

which spin is conserved and consequently is an allowed transition by either coulombic or

electron-exchange energy transfer. An overlay of the absorption spectrum for ReCH2B

(acceptor) with the fluorescence spectrum ofANMOD (Figure 3.26b) illustrates their

region of spectral overlap (J), which is a requirement of either mechanism.

Direct evidence for the occurrence of energy transfer from AN* to Re is provided

from excitation emission spectra of the Re-An complexes. Emission derived solely from the

3MLCT* state was monitored (590 nm) while excitation of an optically dilute solution of

the Re-An complex was scanned from 320 to 450 nm. This was compared to an excitation

spectrum, obtained under the same conditions, of the model ReCH2B which does not

contain an energy donor. The excitation emission spectra normalized to the respective

absorption spectra for ReCH2B, RelOAn and Re6An in degassed 30% MeOH/Tris buffer
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Excitation Emission Spectra Normalized

to Absorption Spectra

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (nra)

Figure 3.27. Excitation emission spectra for (a)ReCH2B, (b) RelOAn, (c) RelOAn with

6x [DNAJbp and (d) Re6An w/ 6x fDNA]bp normalized to their absorption spectra. In the

excitation emission experiments samples were excited from 320 to 500 nm and emission

monitored at 600 nm where light is emitted exclusively by the Re chromophore. All

measurements were done in degassed 20% MeOH/buffer solutions pH 7.2.
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are displayed in Figure 3.27(a-d). In the absence of the AN energy donor, the excitation

spectrum of the Re chromophore resembles its MLCT absorption spectrum, as seen for

ReCH2B (Figure 3.27a). For the Re-An complexes, if energy initially supplied to AN is

transferred to the Re MLCT, then it will be signaled by peaks in the spectrum which

resemble the AN absorption transitions. Again, since the emission is monitored in a region

where only 3MLCT* emits, then it indicates the observed spectral peaks are due to energy

transfer from *AN* to Re. The emission excitation spectra for RelOAn in solution (b) and

RelOAn and Re6An in the presence of 6x [DNAJbp (d & c, respectively) normalized to

their absorption spectra are shown in Figure 3.27. It is clearly evident that the excitation

spectra for the CQ complexes contain peaks that closely resemble the AN absorption

transitions, and which are not present in the excitation spectrum for the model (3.27a). This

is unequivocal evidence for the occurrence of energy transfer from JAN to the Re MLCT.

Notice the excitation spectra for the CQ complexes in the presence of DNA are red-shifted

similar to their absorption spectra. In the absence ofDNA the 3MLCT emission of the CQ

complexes is very weak due to EnT to 3AN*, thus the excitation emission signal to noise

ratios are poor and the spectra show slight distortions as evidenced in 3.27b.

Table 3.12 lists the quenching rates of the }AN* state (kqAN) in the Re-An

complexes, which were calculated using the equation,

kqAN = (l/< T >ReAN )

—
(V<t>/wmod) Eqn. 3.12

where <T> values are the median JAN* fluorescence lifetimes of the Re-An complexes and

ANMOD, respectively. Re3An, as mentioned above, possesses a unusually slow rate

which is likely due to the presence of impurities in the sample. The fastest quenching rate is

displayed by Re6An (kqAN = 2.9 x 109 s"
1
) while Re8An and RelOAn have nearly

equivalent rates (1.2 x 109 s'
1 and 1.5 x 109 s

_1
,
respectively) which are approximately

one-half the value for Re6An. The data show trends similar to the 3MLCT* quenching rate

constants in that the shorter-chained Re6An possesses the most efficient energy transfer

quenching. The results are more ambiguous for the other complexes and this could be
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caused by interference from slight amounts of impurity. More importantly, comparing the

kqAN values to the kqRe values in solution it is clear the *AN* EnT quenching occurs on a

time scale which is nearly an order of magnitude faster than the 3MLCT* quenching rates.

The energy gap for the EnT processes, AE
E/tT , calculated from the equation AE

EfiT
= Ea -

Ed where Ea is the energy of the excited state of the acceptor and Ed is the excited state

energy of the donor, was calculated for the quenching of the 3MLCT* by 3AN* (-0.62 eV)

and quenching of *AN* by the ^MLCT* (-0.68 eV). The AE
e>/T

values are very close for

the two processes, although AE
Ef/T

for the latter mechanism is slightly more exothermic.

However, the difference is not large enough to explain the faster quenching rates of ^AN*.

The most probable cause for the higher EnT rates of kqAN versus kqRe , likely lies in the

mechanism through which the process occurs. Recall that the rate of exchange energy

transfer (EnT^), as shown in eqn. 3.10, depends on the exponent of the distance (r)

between donor and acceptor, in which case the efficiency of EnT^ falls off substantially

beyond a separation distance of 10 A between donor and acceptor molecules. The rate of

Coulombic energy transfer (EnTc) has an inverse sixth dependence (1/r6) upon the distance

(r) between the donor and acceptor molecules (eqn. 1.29, Chapter I). This is due to the fact

that the mechanism occurs through a long-range dipole-dipole interaction. Thus energy

transfer by the Coulombic mechanism can occur over much larger distances (up to 100 A)

than by exchange transfer. Taking this into consideration when comparing kqAN and kqRe ,
it

is evident that within the same complexes *AN* fluorescence is quenched at a rate that is

nearly an order of magnitude faster than the rate of quenching of 3MLCT* emission. This

would strongly suggest that energy transfer occurs from JAN* to the Re MLCT by way of

the Coulombic mechanism.

DNA binding studies

Having established the basic photophysical properties of the CQ complexes in

solution, the changes in their properties with the addition of increasing amounts of CT

DNA were monitored and used in determination of binding coefficients. A wide variety of
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methods are available for the study of the interactions of small molecules with DNA,

however the purpose of this study was to take advantage of the readily accessible light

absorbing and emitting properties of these CQ complexes and, in particular, their energy

transfer properties. The sensitivity of energy transfer to a local environment serves as a

powerful tool for probing interactions of small molecules with nucleic acids. The optical

methods utilized in characterization of the DNA interactions of the Re-An complexes

included UV-visible absorption, steady-state and time-resolved emission and transient

absorption spectroscopies. Of these different physical methods all except the first

mentioned can directly measure the changes in the energy transfer properties of the

complexes with DNA. Two types of energy transfer were available for study in the Re-An

complexes due to unavoidable direct excitation of both chromophores. While Coulombic

energy transfer from 'AN* to Re complicated the present study, excitation of the AN

chromophore provided additional useful information regarding the binding of these

complexes.

Absorption titrations

The manifestation of hypochromism and red-shifts in the long-wavelength UV-

visible absorption bands ofAN upon addition ofDNA to solutions of the Re-An complexes

provides direct evidence of strong interaction with the nucleic acids. As discussed in

Chapter I, the extent of hypochromism depends on the inverse cube of the distance between

interacting chromophores since it involves coupling of the transition dipole moment of the

absorbing chromophore with the induced dipoles of neighboring chromophores.76 Only

molecules that are within close proximity to each other and stacked in a parallel array will

exhibit this effect, therefore it is useful in determining the degree of order between the CQ

complexes and the DNA helix. The binding constants determined from the absorption

titrations according to method I (Appendix A) are listed for comparison in Table 4.13 along

with binding parameters from the steady-state emission titrations. The Kb's from method I

for the Re-An complexes are within range of values of Kb determined through the same
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method by Kumar for 9-AMAC (1.5 ± 0.5 x lCf* M'^)^ and by Barton et al. for a series

of mixed-ligand Ru 11 complexes.33 Within the series of Re-An complexes the trends in

binding strength by method I appear to follow the order Kb RelOAn > Re8An > Re6An >

Re3An, which parallels the length of linker chains from longest to shortest. This could

indicate that the longer-chained complexes have less steric bulk when intercalating in-

between base pairs of the DNA helix since the Re chromophore can extend farther away

from the AN chromophore. The flat aromatic AN chromophore would have increased

freedom to imbed more deeply into the hydrophobic environment of the helix therefore

enabling greater overlap of its polycyclic rings with the DNA base pairs. Notice the Kb's

for Re8An and RelOAn are approximately equivalent to Kb forANMOD which does not

contain sterically hindering appendages. Although the binding constants from method I are

about an order of magnitude lower than the values found from the emission titrations, they

do reflect similar trends in relative behavior among the complexes. That is RelOAn, Re8An

and Re6An consistently show stronger interactions (greater changes in light absorbing and

emitting properties) with calf thymus DNA than does Re3An. This observation is important

when considering the nature of the changes observed in the emission studies and will be

elaborated upon in the discussion of the latter data. The depressed Kb values of method I

are likely due to the nature of the binding analysis since the equation used for method I

does not take into consideration effects caused by interactions between neighboring

chromophores. It is most accurate at very high concentrations ofDNA where restrictions

on the number of potential binding sites can be neglected. It should be emphasized that the

values obtained from the absorption titrations contain an inherent degree of error since they

are based on a limited number of measurements. Additionally, interference from the

underlying MLCT band at 388 nm, although considered to be minimal at this wavelength,

might give falsely elevated absorption values. For comparison to other methods as well as a

test of accuracy of the present analysis, it would be useful to apply the other binding

methods to the absorbance data.
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Emission DNA titrations

Results of the emission DNA titrations showed dramatic increases in 3MLCT*

luminescence, substantial lengthening of the 3MLCT* emission lifetimes and broadening

and red-shifts in the 1AN* fluorescence bands for the CQ complexes in the presence of

DNA. Taken as a whole the data provide unequivocal evidence that the complexes bind

strongly to the double helix. Individually the studies reveal a microscopic view of the

macro-interactions between the different complexes and the biopolymer.

RelOAn, Re8An and Re6An all showed profound increases in their <()EmRe with

addition ofDNA while for Re3An only small increases of 0EmRe were detected (Table

3.5). At saturation ([DNA]bp/[Re] = 6) the order of emission yields from greatest to lowest

was RelOAn > Re6An > Re8An» Re3An. This was also the order of the lengths of

median lifetimes of the complexes in the presence of 6x DNA (Table 3.7). However, if the

overall enhancements in going from free to bound forms are considered then a different

picture emerges. The largest enhancement in femRe is seen for Re6An at 20 times,

followed by Re8An at 8.8 times, RelOAn at 7 times and Re3An at 5 times increase. These

values are comparable to the enhancements observed in the median lifetimes for Re in the

complexes which are Re6An (20x) > Re8An (17x) > RelOAn (lOx) > Re3An (3.6x). This

reflects the differences in efficiency of intramolecular quenching of the 3MLCT* between

the bound and free forms of the complexes. Re6An and Re3An both display the most

efficient exchange energy transfer (EnT^) quenching in solution (lowest quantum yields).

In the presence ofDNA this energy transfer mechanism is effectively reduced for Re6An

resulting in a large increase in emission from the 3MLCT* state to a level that is

approximately equal to that of RelOAn. Whereas Re3An does not experience any

appreciable decrease in this energy transfer sink which could indicate either that (1) the

complex can intercalate into DNA but binding does not attenuate the EpfTee mechanism

because of the short linker chain between Re and AN or (2) the complex does not

intercalate into the DNA helix but rather binds along the surface of the polymer in a mode
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that does not drastically disturb the quenching route. If the above evidence is combined

with the DNA absorbance titration results it would appear that Re3An has a significantly

weaker interaction with the DNA bases than the other complexes due to the steric bulk of

the nearby Re chromophore. Based on the small amount of hypochromism of the AN

absorbance bands and the shift of the emission lifetimes from a very short-lived species

(1.1 ns, 94 %) assigned to quenched Re to an intermediate-lived species (20 ns, 55 %) that

is still substantially shorter in lifetime than the unquenched model, the most probable

binding mode for Re3An would be a partially intercalated surface-bound complex with

DNA. The linker chain in this complex does not contain the additional amide linkage that

the other CQ complexes posses, which can provide H-bonding contacts with the DNA

groove, and the large bulky Re chromophore may create steric contacts with the ds

polymer. Even in the fully extended form of the Re3An complex, that would result from

intercalation of the AN chromophore, the separation between Re and AN is at most 7 A

which is within the distance requirement for efficient EnT to occur.

DNA binding constants from emission titrations

Parameters for binding of the CQ complexes to DNA determined from the steady-

state emission titration data by the two different analyses described in Appendix A as

method II and method III are listed in Table 3.13. Similar to the binding constants

determined by method I (absorption titrations), although not following exactly the same

order, the Kb's from methods II and III decrease in the order Kb Re8An > RelOAn >

Re6An > Re3An. The binding strength of Re8An according to these analyses is

consistently larger than the binding strengths of the other complexes, however the Kb's for

RelOAn and Re6An are only slightly lower in value. The binding site sizes (n) are

consistent among the complexes where n ranges between 2.5 - 4 base pairs depending on

the method of analysis. The co-operativity parameter, co, which takes into account any kind

of positive or negative interaction between the bound ligands, is less than one for all the

complexes which indicates anti-co-operativity. However, as the value of co becomes
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increasing less than one (i.e., as co approaches zero) it's contribution to the binding

equation is reduced. 168 Therefore since the co values for the Re-An complexes are

considerably lower than one, their anti-co-operative behavior is considered to be small. The

extracted binding parameters obtained from the fits of the Re-An complexes are within the

ranges found for other anthracene-based intercalating compounds27 - 142 -143 - 151 - 169,170 ancj

classically known intercalators such as ethidium bromide,21 -48 propidium48 -71 and the

anthracycline antibiotics.30 Examples of experimentally determined binding parameters for

the above mentioned DNA intercalating compounds are listed in Table 3.14 with structures

for the numbered complexes shown in Figure 3.29. The differences in binding parameters

among structurally similar compounds (listed in Table 3.14), in some cases, are a result of

the use of different binding analyses, fitting of different regions of the binding curves

and/or differences in ionic strength of the solutions. A dependence of Kb on [Na+] has

been studied for several of the listed compounds in Table 3.14 and, in general, the binding

affinities decrease as the salt concentrations are raised.48 -71 At low salt concentrations, as

well, the association of the ligands with DNA have been found to depend primarily on the

charge of the intercalator.48 -71 -
151 In comparing the value of Kb determined for the model

compound ANMOD in Table 3.13, which is approximately 8 times larger than Kb obtained

for the structurally similar 9-AMAC, it might appear that salt effects play a role in

differences in binding strengths for these compounds. (It is unlikely that the additional

methyl substituent would have a significant influence on the binding constant.) However,

the largest contributor to the difference between the binding results obtained from this study

on ANMOD and those obtained by Kumar on 9-AMAC is most likely due to the differences

in analyses used and error involved in the fitting of the data.

Considering the similarity in binding parameters for the Re-An complexes to

binding parameters of other anthracene derivatives listed in Table 3.14, it would be

reasonable to extrapolate some of the binding characteristics of the latterDNA intercalators

to the binding of the Re-An complexes. The experimental evidence strongly suggests that
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2CHCH2N(CH2CH 2OH>2 HC1

Ri =CH 2NH(CH 2)3N(CH3) 2

R2 = H

R
l =CH 2NH? HC1

R2=H

H
N.

R 1.2
=CH=NNH—^ J

Ru = CH 2NH(CH 2)2N(CH3) 2

OH 0 NH(CH 2)2NH(CH 2)2OH

OH O NH(CH 2)2NH(CH 2)2OH

3

9-AMAC

Bisantrene

4

Mitoxantrone

Proflavine

Figure 3.28. Structures of compounds listed in Table 3.14 except for Ethidium, Propidium

and Duanomycin which are shown in Figures 1.2 and 1.3 in Chapter I. Mitoxantrone is not

listed in Table 3.14, however it is displayed in a computer-generated intercalation complex
with duplex DNA in Figure 3.30.
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RelOAn, Re8An and Re6An intercalate between the base pairs of the DNA double helix.

However, it is unclear what the exact binding geometry of the complexes might be and

whether the Re chromophore extends into or out of the major or minor grooves. Molecular

modeling studies of mitoxantrone intercalated in a tetradeoxyribonucleotide duplex 171

suggested that intercalation into the minor groove was favored by 2-8 kcal mol' 1
, and a

geometry where the anthraquinone skeleton was nearly perpendicular to the line joining the

base pairs appeared to be a more favorable arrangement (see Figure 3.30). A major

contribution to stabilization of the complex was found from H-bonds between the

phosphate groups and the two terminal amino and hydroxy groups of the side chain.

Although the skeletal structure of mitoxantrone is the same as AN, the number and

attachment of substituent groups differs widely and therefore makes it difficult to relate the

binding of this complex to the binding of the Re-An complexes. A closer example might be

the crystal structures of complexes between proflavin dCpG (Figure 3.31a) and proflavin

CpG (Figure 3.31b) 172 which are typical of many small molecule-dinucleotide phosphate

complexes. In this case the long axis of the acridine ring lies perpendicular to the long axis

of the base pairs therefore allowing substantial overlap with the heteroaromatic ring

systems of the nucleotides. It is likely that the geometry of the AN chromophore in the Re-

An complexes might also prefer to be situated between the base pairs in this manner,

therefore optimizing stacking interactions between the hydrophobic aromatic ring system

with the base pairs. Studies of compound 1 in Table 3. 14, where a spermine side chain

was attached at the 9-position of AN, suggest that the AN chromophore intercalates in

between base pairs with the side chain preferring to lie down the major groove where the

positively charged amines of the spermine can make H-bonds to guanines in the groove. 170

It should be noted that the side chains often dictate the major or minor groove preference of

compounds. For complex 1 previous studies on spermine have suggested that the most

stable binding mode for this polyamine is one with the spermine lying down the major

groove of DNA, 170 ’17 ^ therefore imparting major groove preference for the side chain of
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Figure 3.29. (a) Computer modeled structure of mitoxantrone intercalated in a

tetradeoxynucleotide duplex shown in a side view parallel to the axis of the helix, (b)

Enery-minimized intercalation complex of mitoxantrone and a 2-deoxycytidylyl-3',5'-

guanosine duplex [MAXIMIN 2 molecular mechanics calculations with the SYBYL
program]. Atomic coordinates of the base-paired dinucleotide were extracted from an X-ray
analysis. (From Pindur, U., Haber, M., Sattler, K. J. J. Chem. Educ., 1993, 70, 263.)
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the complex and stronger binding to GC base pairs over AT base pairs. The positively

charged amine in the linker chain of the Re-An complexes is too close to the AN

chromophore to be able to make H-bonding contacts with the bases in the groove, however

it can make strong H-bond/ionic interactions with nearby phosphate oxygens of one of the

sugar phosphate backbones. This contact could be more easily achieved with the

phosphates on the major groove side of the helix since the geometry of this groove is more

shallow (wider) than the minor groove. Contact of this sort might rotate the AN

chromophore in the plane of the bases such that it does not overlap as completely with their

long axis. However, as discussed in Chapter I, most groove binding compounds contain a

number of peptide linkages, such as the one in the Re-An linker chains for RelOAn, Re8An

and Re6An, that generally prefer to make H-bond contacts with thymine 0-2 and adenine

N-3 in AT-rich regions of the minor groove. 174 The closer fit of the narrow minor groove

appears to play a part in the preference of groove binding molecules for this side of the

helix. Comparing the structures of the Re-An complexes, the longer chains of RelOAn and

Re8An would allow easier access of the peptide linkage towards establishing H-bonding

contacts in the groove. The additional methylene linkages in the chains would also increase

the hydrophobicity of the complexes resulting in greater affinities of the complexes for the

DNA polymer and increasing the number of van der Waals contacts for the linker chains in

the groove. This could explain the larger binding constants of RelOAn and Re8An over the

Kb's for the shorter-chained complexes. The positively charged Re1 center could possibly

interact favorably with the helix through electrostatic association, however the geometry of

the Re chromophore might create repulsive interactions with the phosphates and bases in

the minor groove. The diameter of the (bpy)ReI(CO)3 chromophore has been estimated to

be ~ 8 A wide. 129 This is substantially smaller than the diameter of Ru(phen)3
2+ (16 A

diameter) 130 which is considered to intercalate into the major groove of B-form DNA. The

widths of the major and minor grooves of B DNA are 1

1

.7 A and 5.7A, respectively, while

the major and minor groove depths are 8.5 A and 7.5 A, respectively. Essentially the
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groove depths are very similar in B DNA, B-form considered to be the common form of

native DNA, however the minor groove is significantly more narrow thus conveying

greater shape selectivity for small molecules. Based on the size of the Re chromophore, it

may prefer the smaller geometry of the minor groove where the bpy ligand would lie on the

floor of the groove making weak van der Waals contacts, at best, with the bases. The CO

groups protruding out from the Re center, however, might possibly create unfavorable

steric and electronic contacts which could counteract any affinity of the chromophore

towards the helix. This has been suggested from molecular modeling studies of the

complex (phen)ReI(CO)3CH2Q, which contains the stronger-binding phen ligand, studied

in Chapter II. Considering the ReCH2B model in this study does not appear to display

significant binding affinity towards DNA, and the Ru(bpy)32+ transition metal complex

from Barton's studies33 also does not interact with DNA, it is safe to assume that any

interaction of the Re chromophore in the Re-An complexes with DNA would be due solely

to anchoring by intercalation ofAN and groove binding contacts of the linker chains.

Again, the longer length of the linker chains in Re8An and RelOAn would suggest that in

these complexes greater groove binding contacts can be achieved by the chains which

would lead to more likelihood of the Re chromophore lying in or close to the groove. In

light of this explanation, re-examination of the 3MLCT* lifetimes in the presence ofDNA

(Table 3.7), and in particular T3, the length of the lifetime of this component follows the

order Re8An (83 ns) < RelOAn (87 ns) < Re6An (109 ns) among these three complexes.

The reduction in lifetime of 13, which is considered to be the equivalent of unquenched

3MLCT* emission, in comparison to the lifetime of the model (107 ns) in the presence of

DNA, would suggest an interaction with the nucleic acids effects the lifetime of the

3MLCT* state. It may very well be that the negative charge on the bpy ligand when

promoted to the excited state [(bpy ')ReII(CO)3L] 1+ encounters negative charge repulsions

from the DNA phosphates or negative potential in the groove which would cause

destabilization of the MLCT state.
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The above proposed picture of the binding geometry of the Re-An complexes with

DNA is helpful in discerning the difference in binding constants and quenching

mechanisms of the bound form of the complexes. As discussed in the results section, the

larger binding constant for Re8An is a result of the fact that the experimental QY curves

(Figures 3.22 and 3.23) and emission lifetime plots (Figure 3.27) for this complex reach

saturation at lower DNA/Re ratios than the other complexes. Yet the emission QY for

Re8An at saturation of binding is not as large as the emission QY's for RelOAn and

Re6An. It appears, based on the 3MLCT* lifetime data, that the lower QY and lifetimes of

the DNA-bound form of this complex emanate from the shorter length of the longest-lived

emissive lifetime component (13), compared to RelOAn and Re6An, combined with a

slightly lower percentage (0C3) of this component in comparison to RelOAn.

The lower percentage of T3 for Re8An has already been established as due to the

shorter linker chain and thus lower number of conformational degrees of freedom for this

complex compared to RelOAn. Even when the complexes are bound to DNA the Re

chromophore, in limited cases, would be able to fold over close to the intercalated AN

chromophore and participate in EnT quenching.

The shorter length of T3, as mentioned above, could be caused by tighter binding of

Re8An. A second consideration is that some EnT quenching of the 3MLCT* state in the

bound form of Re8An can occur through interaction of the Re chromophore in one complex

with an AN chromophore which is intercalated at the next adjacent site. However, if this

was the case, the QY of the complex would continue to increase to a level equal to the other

complexes as the binding density decreased with additional [DNA]bp . A third possibility

might be that the energy transfer kinetics are more favorable in this complex due to a

particularly favorable length of its linker chain. Since the Re8An complex does not appear

to display faster quenching behavior than Re6An in solution, it is doubtful that this could

explain its lower QY (than the QY of Re6An) when bound to DNA.
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The tighter binding kinetics of Re8An, over the other complexes, might be due to a

more favorable structure of its linker chain and possibly a larger degree of protonation of

the amine in the chain. The number of methylene spacers between functional groups in the

side chain of a variety of biologically active compounds have been shown to strongly

influence their toxicities and activity. 127 - 143 Re8An contains three methylene spacers

between the amine and the amide linkage in its chain while RelOAn possesses five

methylene spacers in the same position of its chain. Considering that the vertical DNA base

pair spacing is approximately 3.4 A in the double helix, the three methylene spacers

position the functional groups in the Re8An chain in more favorable proximity for

interaction with the bases. Looking back at Table 3.13, Re8An displays a slightly larger

anti-co-operativity parameter co. The higher the cationic charge of the compound the larger

the value of to should be (when considering co values less than one). Generally compounds

with charges of +1 or less, such as ethidium, show significantly small values of to and

instead fit best to the nearest-neighbor-exclusion binding isotherm that does not take into

account co-operativity. Notice that ANMOD, which is a monocationic species in solution,

has a rather low value for co. Considering that Re8An displays the highest co among the Re-

An complexes might indicate that it has a slightly higher degree of protonation in the pH

7.2 buffer solutions used in the studies. Studies by Wilson et al.
48 have correlated larger

DNA binding constants with increased cationic charge. Their studies associated slower

dissociation kinetics with greater charge of the ligand.

ConglysiQn?

The above studies on the Re-An series of CQ complexes have demonstrated several

interesting and highly useful dimensions to these molecules. Within the same complex, two

types of energy transfer mechanisms, triplet-triplet exchange EnT and coulombic EnT,

have been established to be concurrently operating. For both of these mechanisms the

distance dependence of their mechanisms was demonstrated by differences in quenching
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rates within the series of Re-An complexes, where their rates increased in the order

RelOAn < Re8An < Re6An < Re3An correlating with the decreasing lengths of their spacer

chains between the Re and AN chromophores. Rates of coulombic (EnTc) energy transfer

(ENTc) were approximately an order of magnitude faster than rates for the electron

exchange mechanism (EnT^) in agreement with the differences in their distance

requirements.

DNA binding studies clearly demonstrate the light-switch properties of the CQ

complexes when added to the nucleic acid solutions. The complexes display dramatic

increases in emission quantum yields and emission lifetimes when bound to DNA.

RelOAn, Re8An and Re6An all exhibit the most significant increases and show the

strongest binding interaction with the ds DNA, in a mode where the AN chromophore is

considered to be intercalated in between the DNA bases and the Re chromophore is

extended either in the groove or out into solution. Small differences in binding strengths

among the complexes are attributed to the differences in their linker chains, where Re8An

has the highest equilibrium binding constant and the other complexes follow in the order

RelOAn > Re6An > Re3An. The binding site sizes of the complexes with DNA are all

within 3 to 4 base pairs, similar to other known DNA intercalators. The fact that the

complexes occupy the same site size on the double helix, even though they have

progressively longer spacer chains between the Re and AN chromophores, suggests the Re

chromophore does not interact strongly with neighboring complexes bound on the helix.

Small anti-co-operative effects are seen in their binding behavior attributed to the 2+ charge

of the complexes in pH 7 solutions.

Improvements in the design of the Re-An complexes which might increase their

binding affinities to DNA and the changes seen in their EnT quenching rates upon binding,

would be to include additional positively charged amines in the linker chains and additional

amide linkages for interaction with the grooves of the helix. The inclusion of more of these

groups would also lengthen the linker chains, thus imparting different EnT properties to
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the complexes. Exchanging the bpy ligand on the Re chromophore with a diimine ligand

would help in anchoring Re so that it could not reach the intercalated AN moiety as easily

and therefore result in increased emission QY's of the bound complexes.

Molecular modeling studies on the solution conformations of the Re-An complexes

and their DNA-bound forms would add insight towards interpreting the results obtained

from the experimental studies. Additionally the modeling studies would aid in the design of

new complexes. This has grown into an invaluable technique for the design of potentially

useful drugs for various medical applications.



CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and Syntheses

All materials used in the syntheses were of reagent grade and used as received

unless otherwise noted. Purification and drying of particular solvents was accomplished as

follows: DMF (dimethylformamide, Fisher) was dried over molecular sieves and vacuum

distilled (10 mm Hg, 45°), THF (tetrahydrofuran, Fisher) was distilled twice, the second

time over Na/K benzophenone, TEA (triethylamine, Fisher) was dried over KOH, distilled

with acetic anhydride and redistilled over KOH, CH2CI2 and CH3CN were distilled over

CaH2 .

Silica gel (Merck Kieselgel 60, 230-400 mesh) and Alumina (Fisher, Brockman

activity HI) were used for column chromatography.

Proton and carbon- 13 NMR spectra were obtained on a GE QE-300 MHz

spectrometer at 300 MHz and 75 MHz, respectively. Mass spectra were obtained on a

Finnigan MAT 95 high-resolution mass spectrometer.

The metal complexes Re(CO) 5Cl, (bpy)Re(CO)3Cl and (bpy)Re(CO)3CH2B were

prepared according to previously reported procedures 175 ' 129 and (phen)Re(CO) 3Cl was

prepared using an adaptation of the same procedures. The ligands N-(4-

pyridyl)methylbenzamide (CH2B) and N-(4-pyridyl)methyl-N-(4-dimethyl)benzamide

(CH2Q) were previously prepared in this laboratory .

129 All metal complexes were isolated

as their PF6 salts, and conversion to their chloride salts, when desired, was accomplished

by ion-exchange chromatography on Dowex 1x2-100 ion-exchange resin.
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('ll Synthesis of BpyRePTZ Complex

ft-(10-phenothiazyl)propionitrile (PTZpnCN) (11

The propionitrile was prepared according to a procedure reported by Smith. 176 A

mixture of phenothiazine (200 g, 1.0 mol) (Aldrich) and acrylonitrile (300 ml, 242 g, 4.56

mol) (Kodak) was stirred and cooled to 0° C over an ice bath before 3.0 ml (1.65 mmol) of

Triton B (benzlytrimethylammonium hydroxide in 40% methanol) (Aldrich) was slowly

added. Heat was evolved during the addition and a greyish-green precipitate formed in the

brown solution. The solution was heated with stirring over a steam bath for 1 .5 hrs, and

the resultant brown sludge was cooled, dried under vacuum and the crude product

recrystallized from ethanol/acetone to yield 175 g of fine pale-yellow needle crystals (69%).

Spectral Data: NMR (CDCL3 ) 5 2.8 (t, 2H, -CHo-CHo-CNl. 4.2 (t, 2H, -CHo-CHo-

CN), 6.8 (d, 2H, PTZ), 6.96 (t, 2H, PTZ), 7.17 (d, 4H, PTZ); NMR (CDCL3 ) 5

16.5 (adjacent to -CN), 43.5 (benzylic), 115.4 (PTZ), 117.5 (CN), 123.5, 126.3, 127.5,

127.9, 143.9 (all PTZ). HRMS (El) calc’d for Ci 5Hi2N2S 252.072, found: 252.071.

S-ClOH-phenothiazine-lOlpropionic acid (PTZpnCOOH) (2)

The carboxylic acid was prepared according to the procedure of Godefroi and

Wittle. 177 A solution of methanol/water (195 ml 50:45 v:v) containing 15.0 g (59 mmol) of

PTZpnCN (1) and 15.0 g (375 mmol) of NaOH was refluxed for 16 hrs at which point

TLC analysis (silica benzene) indicated starting material no longer remained. The solution

was cooled and poured into ice-water, acidified with dilute HCL to a pH of 4, then filtered

to obtain a blue solid which was dried under vacuum. Recrystallization from absolute

ethanol gave 8.1 1 g of fine blue-gray needle crystals (30%) mp 160 - 162° C. Spectral

Data: NMR (CDC13 ) 5 2.90 (t, 2H, -CH2-CH2-COOH), 4.23 (t, 2H, -CH2-CH2
-

COOH), 6.9 (m, 4H, PTZ), 7.20 (m, 4H, PTZ); NMR (CDCL3 ) 5 32.7 (adjacent to

carbonyl), 43.4 (benzylic), 116.4, 123.5, 125.6, 128.0, 128.4, 145.8 (all PTZ), 172.7

(carbonyl). HRMS (El) calc’d for Ci 5Hi 302NS 271.067, found 271.066.
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l-r3-n0H-phenothiazine-10)propanovloxvl-2,5-Pvrrolidinedione (TTZonOSUl (31

The following synthesis followed a procedure from the T. J. Meyer group .
178 In a

previously dried 25 ml round bottom flask was dissolved 270 mg (1.0 mmol) of

PTZpnCOOH) (2) in 7 ml of dry DMF. To this stirring solution was added 115 mg (1.0

mmol) of N-hydroxysuccinimide (Aldrich) followed by 191 mg (1.0 mmol) ofEDC (l-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride) (Aldrich). A drierite drying tube

was fitted onto the flask to exclude moisture and the solution was stirred for 25 hrs at room

temperature. The solvent was subsequently removed by rotary evaporation and a light-

maroon colored oil was recovered and dried further under vacuum. Purification was

achieved by refluxing the oily residue in CCI4 (10 ml), decanting the oil away from the hot

CCI4 (making sure to save the oil), and filtering the CCI4 solution while hot through a glass

frit. The CCL4 solution was temporarily set aside while the same oil was run through the

procedure a second time in order to extract out more product. The CCI4 filtrates were then

combined, cooled to room temperature and stored overnight at 5° C. A white solid had

crystallized out of the CCI4 solution by the next day and was collected via filtration to yield

190 mg (52%) of product. Spectral Data: ^ NMR (CDCL3 ) 5 2.84 (s, 4H, CH2's on

succinimide), 3.15 (t, 2H, -CH2-CH2-COOR), 4.30 (t, 2H, -£H2-CH2-COOR), 6.90 (m,

4H, PTZ), 7.20 (m, 4H, PTZ); NMR (CDCL3 ) 6 25.4, 25.6 (CH2’s on succinimide),

29.7 (-CH2-£H2-COOR), 42.4 (benzylic), 115.2, 115.3, 123.1, 125.6, 127.5, 127.8,

144.3(all PTZ), 166.9 (succinimide carbonyls), 168.9 (amide carbonyl).

N-4-(3-(10H-phenothiazine-10')propanovl')aminomethvlpvidine (PTZpnpvf) (41

In an oven-dried 100 ml round bottom flask equipped with a drierite drying tube

was suspended 0.51 ml (0.542 g, 5.0 mmol) of 4-(aminomethyl)pyridine (Aldrich) in 58

ml of dry DMF. To this stirring solution was added 1.50 g (4.08 mmol) of PTZpnOSU

(2). The solution was heated to 40° C over a water bath and stirred for 1 .5 hrs. At this

point TLC analysis indicated formation of mostly lower-lying products (silica,

CH2Cl2/Ethyl Acetate 3:1) therefore the solution was cooled and the solvent removed by
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rotary evaporation to yield a yellow residue. Purification via silica column (50 mm wide)

eluting with 4% MeOH:CHCl3 yielded 1.15 g of product (78%). Spectral Data: NMR

(CDC13) 5 2.70 (d, 2H, adjacent to carbonyl), 4.22 (t, 2H, benzylic), 4.3 (d, 2H, -NH-

CHo-pvridvl). 6.94 (m, 4H, PTZ), 6.98 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 7.18 (m, 4H, PTZ), 8.33 (d,

2H, pyridyl); 13C NMR (CDCL3 ) 5 34.8 (adjacent to carbonyl), 42.5 (benzylic),43.5 (-

NH-CHo-pvridyl). 116 (PTZ), 122.5 (pyridyl) 124, 126.5, 128 (2C), 144 (all PTZ), 147

(pyridyl), 150 (pyridyl), 172 (carbonyl). HRMS (Cl) calc'd for C21H20N3OS d(M + H)

362.133, found 362.133.

/ac-(bpv)Rel(CO)vPTZ (5 )

Due to the photoreactivity of this compound it was necessary to exclude light during

this general procedure. An oven-dried 25 ml round bottom flask equipped with a condenser

and thermometer was purged with N2 gas for 20 min before 0.21 1 g (0.585 mmol) of

PTZpnpyr (4 ), 0.135 g (0.292 mmol) of bpyRe(CO)3Cl and 74 mg (0.292 mmol) of

AgPF6 salt were placed in it and dissolved into 10 ml of dry DMF. The gold-yellow

solution was stirred under N2 and heated to 70° C. After 1 hr of stirring TLC analysis

(silica, CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 30:3:66 v:v:v) showed formation of a small amount of

product, therefore an additional 46 mg (0.182 mmol) of AgPF6 was added and the solution

heated and stirred for 3 more hours. After a total of 4 hrs there appeared to be no further

formation of product so the solution was cooled and the solvent removed by rotary

evaporation. The resultant viscous gold oil was dissolved into CH2CI2 and the cloudy

solution filtered through a glass frit to remove the insoluble AgCl salt. The filtrate was

collected and the solvent was removed by rotary evaporation to yield a gold residue which

was purified via column chromatography using gradient elution (silica, CH3CN/CH2CI2,

1 :9 —> 4:6 v:v). The recovered pure oil was dissolved into a minimal amount of dry

CH2CI2 and precipitated out of dry diethyl ether to yield 105 mg of a powdery yellow solid

(39%). Spectral Data: NMR (CD3CN) 8 2.60 (t, 2H, adjacent to carbonyl), 4.17, (m,

4H, adjacent to pyridyl and benzylic), 6.87 (t, 1H, NH), 7.17 (m, 4H, PTZ), 7.45 (d, 2H,
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pyridyl), 7.97 (m, 4H, PTZ), 7.82 (t, 2H, bpy), 8.01 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 8.28 (t, 2H, bpy),

8.39 (d, 2H, bpy), 9.21 (d, 2H, bpy); 13c NMR (CD3CN) 8 33.2 (adjacent to carbonyl),

40.9 (benzylic), 42.5 (adjacent to pyridyl), 115.6, 122.6 (PTZ), 124.3, 124.5 (bpy),

127.0, 127.4, 127.5 (PTZ), 128.6, 140.9 (bpy), 144.6 (PTZ), 151.0, 153.1 (pyridyl),

153.5, 155.5 (bpy), 170.8 (carbonyl). HRMS (positive ion FAB) calc'd for

C34H27N504ReS 788.134, found 788.104.

Synthesis of fphenlReCFDX Complexes

{Eh£n)R<?(CQ)2£H2B

An oven-dried 25 ml round bottom flask was purged with N2 gas for 20 min before

0.095 g (0.196 mmol) of (phen)Re(CO)3Cl, 7 ml of dry DMF and 0.127 g (0.491 mmol)

of AgPF6 were added. To this stirring solution was added 0. 125 g (0.587 mmol) of CH2B

ligand and the solution was heated to 70° C and stirred under N2 for 1.5 hrs. At this point

an additional 49 mg (0.194 mmol) of AgPF6 was added and the solution heated and stirred

another 3.5 hrs. The solvent was then removed by rotary evaporation, the yellow residue

dissolved into CH2CI2 and filtered through a glass frit, and the solvent evaporated resulting

in a brownish-gold oil. The crude product was initially purified via silica column using

CH3CN/CH2Cl2 (20:80 v:v) as the eluant. A second column using alumina and eluting

with CH3CN/CH2Cl2 (10:90 v:v) was necessary in order to obtain the pure product which

was a gold oil. The oil was dissolved into a minimal amount ofCH2CI2 and precipitated

from 50 ml of dry diethyl ether to yield 60 mg of a bright yellow powdery solid (37%).

Spectral Data: !H NMR (CD3CN) 8 4.39 (d, 2H, adjacent to pyridyl), 7.13 (d, 2H,

pyridyl), 7.48 (m, 4H, benzene), 7.72 (d, 2H, benzene), 8.10 (q, 2H, phen), 8.19 (d & s,

4H, phen & pyridyl), 8.83 (d, 2H, phen), 9.60 (d, 2H, phen); NMR (CD3CN) 8

41.9 (adjacent to pyridyl), 124.3 , 126.5, 126.7, 127.8, 128.2, 130.4, 131.0, 140.0,

150.9, 151.3, 154.2 (all aromatic), 167.6 (carbonyl).
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(phenlRefCOhCTHO

Techniques were used to exclude as much light as possible during this procedure.

To a dry 25 ml round bottom flask which had been flushed for 15 min with N2 gas was

added 0.100 g (0.206 mmol) of phenRe(CO) 3Cl and 7 ml of dry DMF. The solution was

further purged with N2 before 0.144 g (0.568 mmol) of AgPF6 and 0.157 g (0.620 mmol)

of N-(4-pyridyl)methyl-N-(4-dimethyl)benzamide (CH2Q ligand) were added. The solution

was stirred under N2 and heated at 70° C for 1.5 hrs, at which point another 0.090 g

(0.356 mmol) of AgPF6 was added. Heating and stirring under N2 were continued for 3.5

more hrs, by which time there did not appear to be any further increase in product (TLC:

silica, CH3CN/toluene 35:65 v:v). The solvent was evaporated and the residue dissolved

into CH2CI2 , filtered through a fritted filter, and the solvent evaporated to yield an oily

residue, which was stored under vacuum overnight. Two different columns were used to

purify the crude product; an alumina column with CH2CI2/CH3CN (100:0 —> 88:12 v:v)

as eluant was used to remove unreacted metal complex, followed by a silica column using

CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 (25:3:72 v:v:v) as eluant which separated the product from

unreacted ligand. The pure gold oil was dissolved into a minimal amount of CH2CI2 and

precipitated out of 50 ml of n-pentane to give 62 mg of a yellow solid (35%). Spectral Data:

lH NMR (CD 3CN) 8 2.95 (s, 6H, -(CH3)2), 4.31 (d, 2H, adjacent to pyridyl), 6.64 (d,

2H, benzene), 7.12 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 7.27 (broad t, 1H, -NH-), 7.54 (d, 2H, benzene),

8.07 (q, 2H, phen), 8.13 (s, 2H, phen), 8.16 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 8.81 (d, 2H, phen), 9.58

(d, 2H, phen); NMR (CD3CN) 5 40.9 ( -N(CH3 )2), 41.3 (adjacent to pyridyl), 113.4,

124.4, 127.8, 128.4, 131.0, 140.1, 146.3, 153.6, 154.2 (all aromatic), 166.4 (carbonyl).
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Synthesis of Re-An Complexes

Synthesis of Anthrvl Ligands

Pvr3An

N-('4-pvridvl~)methvl-('N-('9-anthrvl')methvDamine (pvr3An)

To a stirring solution of 9-anthraldehyde (0.808 g, 3.92 mmol) (Aldrich) in dry

THF (15 ml) was added 1.2 ml (1.28 g, 1 1.8 mmol) of 4-(aminomethyl)pyridine in 15 ml

of methanol (dried over sieves). The pH of the solution was adjusted to 6.5 with glacial

acetic acid and allowed to stir for 5 min before NaBH3(CN) (0.248 g, 3.95 mmol) was

added followed by 5 ml of methanol. The solution was stirred under N2 gas at 25° C for 1

hr at which point TLC analysis (silica CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 15:2:83 v:v:v) indicated no

presence of the starting aldehyde. The clear solution was brought to pH 2.0 with 4 ml of

aqueous HC1 (5M), during which process the solution turned from orange-gold to cherry

red in color and became cloudy. The solvent was evaporated, the red solid dissolved into

200 ml ofH2O and the pH raised to 10.0 by addition of NaOH pellets. The resulting

cloudy white solution was extracted with ethyl acetate (5x5 ml), the combined organics

washed with saturated NaCl solution (2 x 25 ml), dried over MgSC>4 and the solvent

evaporated to give a tan oil which was stored under vacuum for several hours. A 40 mm

wide silica column eluted with CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 (20:1:79 v:v:v) was used to purify

the crude product resulting in 0.99 g (85%) of a tan oil. Spectral Data: *H NMR (CD3CN)

8 2.2 (br, 1H, NH), 3.70 (s, 2H, adjacent to pyridine), 4.40 (s, 2H, adjacent to AN), 7.12

(d, 2H, pyridyl), 7.43 (quintet, 4H, AN), 7.86 (d, 2H, AN), 8.19 (s & d, 3H, AN), 8.46

(d, 2H, pyridyl); l^C NMR (CDCI 3 ) 6 45.0 (adjacent to pyridine), 52.7 (adjacent to AN),

123.1 (pyridyl), 124.0, 125.0, 126.1, 127.4, 129.2, 130.3, 131.0, 131.5 (all AN),

149.5, 149.7 (pyridyl).
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Pvr6An

(a) N'-(4-Pvridvl~)methyl N-CBZ-ft-aminoethvlamide (pyrGlvCBZ)

A stirring THF/CH2CI2 solution (23 ml 15:8 v:v) of CBZ-Glycine (8.01 g, 38.3

mmol) (Sigma) and triethylamine (16 ml, 115 mmol) was cooled to 0° C with an ice/salt

bath and isobutyl chloroformate (7.45 ml, 57.4 mmol) in CH2CI2/THF (10 ml 1:1 ratio)

was added dropwise via an addition funnel. A white precipitate, indicating the TEA/HC1

salt, formed during the addition, and after 0.5 hrs of stirring 4-(aminomethyl)pyridine

(7.78 ml, 76.5 mmol) in CH2CI2/THF was added dropwise. The resultant thick cloudy

yellow solution was stirred for 24 hrs with slow warming of the ice bath to room

temperature. After evaporation the solid was suspended in CHCI3 (300 ml) and washed

with aqueous Na2C03 (10%) repeatedly (4 x 50 ml). To ensure complete recovery of the

product the aqueous layers were re-extracted with ethyl acetate (4 x 100 ml) and CHCI3 (5

x 100 ml), and a precipitate which had formed in the extraction funnel was collected by

filtration, stirred in CHCI3 ,
and the solvent collected by filtration. All of the organic

fractions were combined, dried (MgSC>4)
and the solvent was evaporated. The crude

product was purified via column chromatography (silica, MeOH/CH2Cl2 10:90 --> 13:87

v:v) to yield 4.96 g (43%) of a powdery white solid. Spectral Data: NMR (DMSO) 5

3.68 (d, 2H, -NH-CO-CFD-NH-CBZ). 4.29 (d, 2H, adjacent to pyridine), 5.03 (s, 2H,

benzyl), 7.23 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 7.29 (m, 5H, benzene), 7.54 (broad t, 1H, -NH-CBZ),

8.46 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 8.51 (broad t, 1H, -NH b to pyridine); 13C NMR (DMSO) 6 41.6

(-CH2- a to amide carbonyl), 44.2 (-CH2 - adjacent to pyridine), 66 .0
,
(-CH2- adjacent to

benzene), 122.46 (pyridyl), 128.12, 128.16, 128, 137.44 (all benzene), 148.8, 149.83

(pyridine), 156.97 (ester carbonyl), 169.96 (amide carbonyl).

(b) N-(4-Pvridvl)methyl p-aminoethvlamide (pvrGlvNH)

A stirring solution of pyrGlyCBZ (3.53 g, 1 1.8 mmol) in methanol/ethyl acetate

(250 ml, 20:5 ratio) was purged with N2 gas for 15 min before 1.25 g (1.18 mmol) of 10%

palladium on activated carbon (Aldrich) was added. The solution was bubbled for 5 min
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with N2 gas, then switched to H2 gas and the solution stirred and bubbled for 5 hrs.

Complete conversion to the product was evidenced by TLC analysis (silica,

CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 30:3:67 v:v:v). The solution was filtered through a medium

porosity fritted filter and the solvent evaporated to yield 1.97 g of a clear tan oil (100%).

Spectral Data: !h NMR (DMSO) 6 3.18 (s, 2H, adjacent to carbonyl), 4.34 (d, 2H,

adjacent to pyridine), 7.26 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 8.48 (d, 2H, pyridyl); 13C NMR (DMSO) 6

41.4 (adjacent to carbonyl), 45.3 (adjacent to pyridine), 150.0, 122.5 (pyridyl), 173.9

(carbonyl).

(c) N-(4-Pyridyl)methvl [HN'-(9-anthrvl)methvl)aminoethvlamide (pvr6An)

To a stirring solution of 9-anthraldehyde (0.821 g, 3.98 mmol) in MeOH/THF (30

ml 1:2 ratio) was added dropwise a solution of pyrGlyNH (1.97 g, 1 1.9 mmol) in MeOH

(33 ml). The pH was adjusted to 6.5 with glacial acetic acid and the solution stirred for 1/2

hr before NaBH3(CN) (0.25 g, 4.0 mmol) was added and the resultant gold tinted solution

stirred under N2 gas for 24 hrs. The solution was acidified to pH 1 .0 with 5M HC1 (5 ml),

the solvent evaporated and the oily residue suspended in 40 ml ofH2O and made basic (pH

10) with NaOH pellets. A thick white precipitate formed at pH 6.0, then partially dissolved

back into solution and the solvent turned pink at higher pH (10). The solution was

extracted with ethyl acetate (4 x 25 ml) and CHCI3 (2 x 25 ml), the organics combined,

dried (MgSC>4) and the solvent evaporated to give a dark yellow residue. Purification by

repeated flash chromatography (silica MeOH/THF/ethyl acetate 3:20:77 v:v:v) resulted in

0.53 g of yellow solid (37%). Spectral Data: *H NMR (CDCI3) 6 2.1 (br, 1H, NH), 3.53

(s, 2H, adjacent to carbonyl), 4.30 (d, 2H, adjacent to pyridine), 4.72 (s, 2H, adjacent to

AN), 6.99 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 7.37 (m, 4H, AN), 7.65 (broad t, 1H, amide -NH), 7.93 (m,

2H, AN), 8.16 (m, 2H, AN), 8.35 (s, 1H, AN), 8.43 (d, 2H, pyridyl); 13C NMR

(CDCI3) 5 41.79 (-CH2 - a to carbonyl), 45.73 (-CH2- adjacent to AN), 52.44 (-CH2-

adjacent to pyridine), 122.25 (pyridine), 123.44, 125.01, 126.42, 127.81, 129.38,

129.96, 130.21, 131.52 (all AN), 147.22, 150.02 (pyridyl), 171.75 (carbonyl).
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Pvr8An

(a) N'-(4-Pvridvr)methvl N-CBZ-y-aminobutvramide (pvrGabCBZ)

A THF/CH2CI2 solution (7 ml, 3:7 ratio) of N-CBZ-y-aminobutyric acid (4.9 g 20

mmol) (Sigma) and TEA (8.5 ml, 61 mmol) was cooled to 0° C with an ice bath and

isobutyl chloroformate (4.0 ml, 31 mmol) dissolved in THF/CH2CI2 (5 ml) was added

dropwise. After 0.5 hr of stirring 4-(aminomethyl)pyridine in CH2CI2 (3 ml) was slowly

added and the resulting thick gold colored solution stirred overnight while allowing the ice

bath to warm to 25° C. After evaporation of the reaction solvent, the product residue was

dissolved into CHCI3 (150 ml), extracted with H20 (100 ml), 2% NaHC03 (4 x 50 ml),

dried (MgSC>4), and evaporated to yield a tan oil that was purified by flash chromatography

(silica) eluting with MeOH/CH3CN/CH2Cl2 (1:3:6 ratio). The product was isolated as a

white solid, yield 3.03 g (45%). Spectral Data: !h NMR (CDCI3) 8 1.71 (quintet, 2H,

-CO-CH2-CH2-CH2-NH-CBZ), 2.18 (t, 2H, -CO-CH2-(CH2)2-NH-CBZ), 3.10 (quartet,

2H, -CO-(CH2)2*CH2-NH-CBZ), 4.26 (d, 2H, adjacent to pyridine), 4.97 (s, 2H,

benzyl), 5.57 (broad t, 1H, -NH-CBZ). 7.07 (d, 2H, pyridine), 7.13 (broad t, 1H, -NH-

P to pyridine), 7.23 (m, 5H, benzene), 8.37 (d, 2H, pyridyl).

(b) N-(4-Pvridvl)methvl y-aminobutvramide (pvrGabNH)

Utilizing the same procedure used for pyrGlyNH, to a stirred solution of

pyrGabCBZ (3.0 g, 9.1 mmol) in methanol (45 ml) previously bubbled with N2 gas, was

added 10% palladium on activated carbon (0.97 g, 0.91 mmol). The resulting solution was

then bubbled with H2 gas and stirred for 3 hrs, filtered twice and evaporated to yield 1.6 g

of a viscous oil (90%). Spectral Data: NMR (DMSO) 8 1.60 (m, 2H, p to carbonyl),

2.20 (t, 2H, adjacent to carbonyl), 2.52 (t, 2H, y to carbonyl), 4.26 (d, 2H, adjacent to

pyridine), 7.20 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 8.51 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 8.58 (broad t, 1H, amide -NH);

NMR (DMSO) 8 29.2 (P to carbonyl), 33.3 (adjacent to carbonyl), 41.5 (y to

carbonyl), 49.0 (adjacent to pyridine), 122.5, 149.2, 149.8 (pyridyl), 173 (carbonyl).
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(c) N-(4-Pvridvl)methyl y-rN^-anthrvllmethvllaminobutyramide (pvr8An)

A solution of pyrGabNH (1.6 g, 8.24 mmol) in methanol (15 ml) was added

dropwise to a stirring solution of 9-anthraldehyde (0.57 g, 2.75 mmol) in dry THF (10

ml), and the pH was adjusted to approximately 6.5. After stirring for 15 min, NaBH3(CN)

(0.17 g, 2.8 mmol) was added and the solution stirred at 25° C under N2 for 42 hrs. The

solution was consequently acidified to pH 2.0 with 5M HC1 and the solvent evaporated.

The resultant residue was dissolved into H2O (250 ml), and the solution was brought up to

pH 10 by addition of NaOH pellets. The aqueous solution was extracted with ethyl acetate

(5 x 50 ml), the organic layers were combined, dried (MgSC>4 ) and evaporated to yield the

crude product as a gummy solid. Purification was achieved by flash chromatography

(silica) with gradient elution using the following solvents in order of application:

CHCiyhexane (1:1 ratio), CHCI3 , ethyl acetate and MeOH/ethyl acetate/THF (0.5:5.5:4

ratio). The product was obtained as a viscous oil, yield 0.94 g (89%). Spectral Data: ^H

NMR (CDCI3 ) 8 1.6 (br, 1H, NH), 1.71 (quintet, 2H, p to carbonyl), 2.14 (t, 2H, a to

carbonyl), 2.72 (t, 2H, y to carbonyl), 3.91 (d, 2H, adjacent to pyridine), 4.50 (s, 2H,

adjacent to AN), 6.75 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 7.35 (m, 4H, AN), 7.60 (broad t, 1H, amide

-NH), 7.82 (d, 2H, AN), 8.16 (s & d, 3H, AN), 8.24, (d, 2H, pyridyl); 13C NMR

(DMSO) 8 25.6 (P to carbonyl), 39.6 (adjacent to carbonyl), 41.9 (y to carbonyl), 45.5

(adjacent to AN), 49.4 (adjacent to pyridine), 122.0 (AN), 123.8 (pyridyl), 125.0, 126.2,

127.4, 129.2, 130.2, 130.9, 131.4 (AN), 147.7 (pyridyl), 149.6 (AN), 173.4 (carbonyl).

PvrlOAn

(a) N'-(4-Pvridvl)methvl N-CBZ-e-aminohexanamide (pvrCapCBZ)

A stirring solution of N-CBZ-caproic acid (5.41 g, 20.4 mmol) (Aldrich) and TEA

(8.5 ml, 61.2 mmol) in dry distilled CH2CI2 (30 ml) was cooled to 0° C with an ice/salt

bath, and isobutyl chloroformate (3.97 ml, 30.6 mmol) in CH2CI2 (10 ml) was added

dropwise via an addition funnel. After 0.5 hr of stirring 4-(aminomethyl)pyridine (4.15 ml,

30.6 mmol) in CH2CI2 (10 ml) was slowly added and the resultant thick light gold colored
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solution was stirred under N2 for 20 hrs with slow warming to room temperature. The

solvent was evaporated and the yellow solid dissolved into CHCI3 (200 ml), washed with

H2O (2 x 50 ml), 5% Na2CC>3 (3 x 50 ml) and H2O (50 ml), dried over NaSC>4 and the

CHCI3 solvent evaporated to yield a gold colored solid which was stored under vacuum.

Purification by flash chromatography (silica) with gradient elution using the following

sequence of solvents: CH3CN/CH2CI2 (3:7 ratio) and CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 (35:2:63

ratio), yielded 3.88 g (53%) of a fine white crystalline solid. Spectral Data: NMR

(CDCI3) 5 1.26 (quintet, 2H, -CO-(CH2)2-ffl2-(CH2)2-NH-CBZ), 1.41 (quintet, 2H,

-CO-(CH2)3-£H2-CH2-NH-CBZ), 1.60 (quintet, 2H, -CO-CH2-£H2-(CH2)3-NH-CBZ),

2.18 (t, 2H, -CO-£H2(-CH2)4-NH-CBZ), 3.10 (quartet, 2H, -CO-(CH2 )4-£H2-NH-

CBZ), 4.33 (d, 2H, adjacent to pyridine), 5.01 (s, 2H, benzyl), 7.10 (d, 3H, pyridyl &

-NH P to pyridyl), 7.28 (m, 5H, benzene), 8.42 (d, 2H, pyridyl).

(b) N-(4-Pvridvl)methvl e-aminohexanamide (pvrCapNH)

Utilizing the same procedure as for pyrGlyNH, substituting pyrCapCBZ (3.88 g,

10.9 mmol), in methanol (80 ml) and using 1.17 g (10.9 mmol) of palladium on activated

carbon, the solution was stirred and bubbled under H2 gas for 3.5 hrs, filtered twice by

gravity filtration and the solvent evaporated to yield 2.6 g (100%) of a clear viscous oil.

Spectral Data: Iff NMR (DMSO) 8 1.32 (m, 4H, 8 & yto carbonyl), 1.53 (m, 2H, |3 to

carbonyl), 2.17 (t, 2H, adjacent to carbonyl), 2.52 (t, 2H, adjacent to amine), 4.28 (d, 2H,

adjacent to pyridyl), 7.23 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 8.49 (d & t, 3H, pyridyl & amide -NH).

(c) N-(4-Pyridvl)methvl-e-rN'-(9-anthrvl)methvllaminohexanamide (pvrlOAn)

A methanol solution (50 ml) of pyrCapNH (2.4 g, 10 mmol) was slowly added to a

THF solution (25 ml) of 9-anthraldehyde (0.75 g, 3.64 mmol) and the pH was adjusted to

7.0 with glacial acetic acid. After 15 min of stirring NaBH3(CN) (0.23 g, 3.66 mmol) was

added and the solution stirred under N2 for 28 hrs protected from light, at which time TLC

analysis (silica CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 30:5:65 v:v:v) indicated little presence of the

starting aldehyde. The pH of the solution was reduced to 2.0 with 5M HC1, the solvent
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evaporated and the oily yellow residue dissolved into H2O (300 ml) and its pH raised to

9.0 with NaOH pellets. The now cloudy white solution was extracted with CHCI3 (5 x 50

ml), the combined organics washed with saturated NaCl solution (50 ml), dried (MgS04)

and evaporated to give a yellow oil which was dried under vacuum. The crude product was

purified by flash chromatography (silica) eluting with CH3CN/MeOH/THF/ethyl acetate

(4:1:5:10 ratio) to yield 0.82 g (55%) of a viscous oil. Spectral Data: NMR (CDCI3) 8

1.35 (m, 2H, y to carbonyl), 1.58 (m, 4H, p & 8 to carbonyl), 2.15 (t, 2H, adjacent to

carbonyl), 2.5 (br, 1H, NH), 2.85 (t, 2H, e to carbonyl), 4.24 (d, 2H, adjacent to

pyridine), 4.68 (s, 2H, adjacent to AN), 6.54 (t, 1H, amide -NH), 7.02 (d, 2H, pyridyl),

7.65 (m, 4H, AN), 7.88 (d, 2H, AN), 8.25 (d, 2H, AN), 8.28 (s, 1H, AN), 8.40 (d, 2H,

pyridyl); 13c NMR (CDCI3) 8.25.46 (-CH2- y to carbonyl), 26.85 (-CH2- (3 to carbonyl),

29.56 (-CH2- 8 to carbonyl), 35.94 (-CH2- a to carbonyl), 41.79 (-CH2- e to carbonyl),

45.56 (-CH2- adjacent to AN), 50.15 (-CH2- adjacent to pyridine), 122.07, (pyridyl),

124.0, 124.9, 126.06, 127.15, 129.09, 130.11, 131.38 (all AN), 148.20, 149.39

(pyridyl), 173.49 (carbonyl).

Metal Complexes

Due to slight variations in the syntheses of the different Re-An metal complexes, a

general recipe could not be applied. Common practices for all syntheses included use of

techniques which excluded any exposure of light to the reactants or products, and nitrogen

atmosphere during syntheses and column purifications. The (bpy)Re(CO)3TFMS 179

complex (TFMS = trifluoromethane sulfonate) was generally prepared the day previous to

synthesis. The *H NMR spectra for the Re-An complexes pictured with their

corresponding ligand spectra are shown in Figures 4.1- 4.4 following the four syntheses

described in this section.
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Re3An

A solution of (bpy)Re(CO)3TFMS (0.50 g, 0.91 mmol), pyr3An (0.46 g, 1.54

mmol) and NH4PF6 (1.5 g, 9.09 mmol) in dry distilled THF (16 ml) was purged with N2

gas and then stirred under N2 for 24 hrs at 25° C. By this time TLC analysis (silica,

CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 4:1:15 v:v:v) showed mostly formation of the desired product (a

dark orange spot which gradually turned bright yellow upon exposure to light, Rf = 0.68)

and near disappearance of the Re-TFMS complex (Rf = 0.5). After evaporation of the

solvent the crude yellow solid was purified by repeated flash chromatography (silica) with

gradient elution using CH3CN/CH2CI2 (13:87 —> 15:85 ratios). The resultant pure oil was

dissolved into CH2CI2 and precipitated from dry diethyl ether (50 ml) to yield 0.28 g

(35%) of a yellow powdery solid. Spectral Data: NMR (CD3CN) 8 3.89 (s, 2H,

adjacent to pyridine), 4.61 (s, 2H, adjacent to AN), 7.08 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 7.46 (m, 4H,

AN), 7.78 (t, 2H, bpy), 8.27 (m, 4H, bpy & AN), 8.37 (d & s, 3H, pyridyl & AN), 9.18

(d, 2H, bpy); 13c NMR (CD3CN) 5 44.4 (adjacent to pyridine), 51.3 (adjacent to AN),

124.1 (AN), 124.4, 124.8 (pyridyl & bpy), 125.0, 125.6, 126.8, 128.5 (AN), 128.6

(bpy), 130.0, 131.2, 131.1 (AN), 140.8, 150.7 (bpy), 153.5 (pyridyl), 155.4 (bpy).

HRMS (Positive ion FAB) calc'd for C34H26N4C>3Re 725.156, found 725.150.

Re6An

A solution of pyr6An (0.17 g, 0.47 mmol) and (bpy)Re(CO) 3TFMS (0.18 g, 0.31

mmol) in THF/ethanol (23 ml, 18:5 v:v) was purged with N2 and stirred under N2 at 35° C

for 20 hrs, before NH4PF6 (0.52 g, 3.2 mmol) was added and the solution stirred at 25° C

for 24 hrs. At this point TLC analysis (silica, CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 15:1:34 v:v:v)

showed complete conversion of the product to its PF6 salt (dark orange spot which turned

to bright gold color over time, Rf = 0.7). After evaporation the yellow residue was

dissolved into CH2CI2 (100 ml), filtered, the solvent evaporated and the crude solid

purified by repeated flash chromatography on silica using CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 (20:1:79

v:v:v). The resultant gold oil was dissolved into CH2CI2 and precipitated out of dry diethyl
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ether to yield 0.146 g (50%) of a fine yellow powdery solid. Spectral data: NMR

(CD3CN) 6 3.42 (s, 2H, adjacent to carbonyl), 4.22 (d, 2H, adjacent to pyridine), 4.70 (s,

2H, adjacent to AN), 7.01 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 7.47 (m, 4H, AN), 7.76 (t, 2H, bpy), 8.05

(m, 4H, pyridyl & AN), 8.20 (t, 2H, bpy), 8.33 (m, 4H, bpy & AN), 8.50 (s, 1H, AN),

9.20 (d, 2H, bpy); 13c NMR (CD3CN) 5 40.76 (-CH2- a to carbonyl), 44.76 (-CH2-

adjacent to pyridine), 51.03 (-CH2- adjacent to AN), 124.0 (AN), 124.5, 124.5 (bpy &

pyridyl), 125.0, 126.2, 127.7, 128.6 (AN), 128.9 (bpy), 129.2, 130.3, 131.3 (AN),

140.9 (bpy), 151.4, 153.0 (pyridyl), 153.6, 155.5 (bpy), 170.9 (carbonyl). HRMS

(Positive ion FAB) calc'd for C36H3oC>4N5PF6Re (M+H+PF6) 928.150, found 928.149.

Peak observed at 782 corresponds to C36H2904N5Re (M+).

Re8An

A stirring solution of bpyRe(CO)3TFMS (0.45 g, 0.78 mmol) and pyr8An (0.51 g,

1.33 mmol) in THF/ethanol (30 ml, 1:1 ratio) was purged with N2 gas, heated to 35° C

and stirred under N2 for 15 hrs, before NH4PF6 (1.28 g, 7.85 mmol) was added and the

solution stirred at 30° C for 24 hrs. TLC analysis (silica, CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 20:2:33

v:v:v) indicated complete conversion to the PF6- salt of the metal complex (Rf = 0.45, a

dark brown spot which slowly turned bright gold upon exposure to light). After

evaporation of the solvent the crude residue was partially dissolved into CH3CN/CH2C12

(1:4 ratio) and filtered, the solvent evaporated and the yellow solid purified by repeated

flash chromatography on silica with gradient elution using the following sequence of

solvents: CH3CN/CH2C12 (5:17, 1:4) and CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 (25:1:74). The gold oil

was dissolved into CH2C12 and precipitated out of dry ether to yield 55 mg of a finely

powdered, yellow solid (18%). Spectral data: NMR (CD3CN) 8 1.90 (m, 2H, (3 to

carbonyl), 2.54 (t, 2H, a to carbonyl), 3.36 (t, 2H, y to carbonyl), 5.1 1 (s, 2H, adjacent

to AN), 4.17 (d, 2H, adjacent to pyridine), 7.13 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 7.48 (m, 4H, AN),

7.76 (t, 2H, bpy), 8.17 (m, 8H, bpy, AN & pyridyl), 8.27 (d, 2H, bpy), 8.72 (s, 1H,

AN), 9.20 (d, 2H, bpy); 13C NMR (CD3CN) 5 28.5 (-CH2- p to carbonyl), 33.66
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(-CH2- a to carbonyl), 41.36 (-CH2- y to carbonyl), 43.32 (-CH2- adjacent to AN), 48.77

(-CH2- adjacent to pyridine), 123.0 (AN), 124.36 (bpy), 124.41 (pyridine), 125.35 (AN),

127.18 (AN), 128.58 (bpy), 129.19, 130.03, 130.5, 131.1 (all AN), 140.87 (bpy),

151.46, 152.28 (pyridyl), 153.56, 155.46 (bpy), 175.03 (carbonyl). HRMS (Positive ion

FAB) calc'd for C3sH34N504Re (M+) 810.208, found 810.206; calc'd for

C38H34N504PF6Re (M+H+PF6) 956.181, found 956.177.

RelOAn

A stirring THF solution (40 ml) of (bpy)Re(CO)3TFMS (0.24 g, 0.42 mmol) and

pyrlOAn (0.30 g, 0.73 mmol) was purged with N2 gas, heated to 35° C and stirred under

N2 for 20 hrs, before NH4PF6 (0.69 g, 4.2 mmol) was added, the heat removed and the

solution stirred at 25° C for 5 hrs. Near complete conversion of the product to its PFg- salt

was indicated by TLC (silica, CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 25:1:24 v:v:v) therefore the solvent

was evaporated and the yellow solid partially dissolved into CH3CN/CH2CI2 (3:17 ratio),

filtered and the solvent evaporated. The resulting crude residue was purified by 2 separate

silica columns, the first eluted with CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 (25:1:74 v:v:v) and the second

with gradient elution using the following solvent sequences: CH3CN/CH2CI2 (1:4) and

CH3CN/MeOH/CH2Cl2 (25:1:74). The final gold oil was precipitated from CH2CI2 to

yield a yellow solid (30% yield). Spectral data: NMR (CD3CN) 8 1.53 (quintet, 2H, 8

to carbonyl), 1.36 (quintet, 2H, y to carbonyl), 1.74 (quintet, 2H, (3 to carbonyl), 2.16 (t,

2H, a to carbonyl), 3.29 (t, 2H, e to carbonyl), 4.13 (d, 2H, adjacent to pyridine), 5.21

(s, 2H, adjacent to AN), 6.86 (t, 1H, amide -NH-), 7.10 (d, 2H, pyridyl), 7.59 (m, 4H,

AN), 7.78 (t, 2H, bpy), 8.10 (m, 4H, pyridyl & bpy), 8.29 (m, 6H, AN & bpy), 8.72 (s,

1H, AN), 9.20 (d, 2H. bpy); 13C NMR (CD3CN) 8 23.5 (y to carbonyl), 24.7 ((3 to

carbonyl), 25.0 (8 to carbonyl), 34.4 (a to carbonyl), 41.0 (e to carbonyl), 43.9 (adjacent

to pyridine), 48.5 (adjacent to AN), 123.0 (AN), 124.4, 124.5 (bpy & pyridyl), 125.4,

127.4 (AN), 128.6 (bpy), 129.3, 130.6, 130.7, 131.1 (AN), 140.9 (bpy), 151.3, 153.3
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(pyridyl), 153.6, 155.5 (bpy), 173.2 (carbonyl). HRMS (Positive ion FAB) calc'd for

C4oH37N504Re (M+) 838.232, found 838.233. (See next page for NMR spectra).

Methods

RePTZ and (phenlReCTHO solutions: Chapter 2

For the studies in Chapter 2 the following buffers were employed: 5 mM Tris/50

mM NaCl pH 7.15, 25 mM Tris pH 7.15, 0.1 M Sodium Acetate/50 mM NaCl pH 4.73

and pH 6.15. The latter two buffers were used solely in the RePTZ experiments. Due to the

low solubility of the complexes in aqueous solutions 30% MeOH/Buffer solutions were

employed for the latter half of the RePTZ experiments and throughout the PhenReCH2Q

studies. These levels of organic solvent should not affect the structure of the DNA

helix. 148 -
180

Re-An solutions: Chapter 3

Buffers employed for the Re-An studies (Chapter 3) were 25 mM Tris

(tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane hydrochloride) pH 7.2, 20 mM Tris/10 mM NaCl pH

7.2 and 20 mM Tris/0.1 M NaCl. pH 7.2. To increase solubility of the complexes and

decrease precipitation of the DNA at high Re/DNA ratios 20% MeOH / Buffer solutions

were employed for all the studies. Compared to data obtained in buffer solution without

MeOH, the results are not affected by the presence of the organic solvent except to improve

reproducibility and reduce random noise in the spectra. These low levels of MeOH should

not appreciably affect the DNA structure. 148 ’183

DNA preparation

Calf thymus DNA Type I was purchased from Sigma. Stock solutions were

prepared 12 hrs in advance by dissolving ca. 75 mg of DNA into 1.5 ml of buffer, storing

at 4° C overnight, mixing thoroughly and passing approximately thirty times via syring

with a 22-guage needle. Concentrations of the stock DNA solutions were = 0.01 M in

nucleotides and were determined according to Beer's Law using £260 = 6600 M' 1 cm' 1
.
149
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Figure 4.1. ]H NMR spectra of Re3An (CD 3CN, bottom) and pyr3An ligand (CD3CN,

top).
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Figure 4.2. NMR spectra of Re6An (CD3CN, bottom) and pyr6An ligand (CDCI 3 ,

top).
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Figure 4.3. NMR spectra of Re8An (CD 3CN, bottom) and pyr8An ligand (CDCI3 ,

top).
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Figure 4.4. *H NMR spectra of RelOAn (CD 3CN, bottom) and pyrlOAn ligand (CDCl3 t

top).
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General conditions for experimental studies

Metal complex concentrations employed ranged from 2.0 x 10'5 M to 5.0 x 10'5 M.

With minimum exposure to light, the metal-DNA solutions were prepared by maintaining

constant metal complex concentration and varying the DNA concentrations. Best results

were obtained by adding a fresh 3 ml aliquot of the metal complex solution via pipet to a

quartz cuvette, adding the appropriate amount ofDNA via syringe and capping with a

rubber septum. Once prepared the solutions were mixed by inverting ~ 30 times, bubbled

with argon gas for 15 min. and the spectra recorded.

RePTZ and (phen)ReCH90 DNA titrations

For the RePTZ and PhenReCH2Q DNA titrations, increasing amounts ofDNA

were added to the same metal complex solution. The DNA stock was sufficiently high in

concentration that only small amounts needed to be added for each incremental increase.

Therefore the metal complex concentrations remained essentially constant throughout the

titrations while the ratio ofDNA to metal was increased.

Re-An DNA titrations

The DNA titrations of the Re-An complexes required fresh solutions for each

measurement since repeat exposure of the same solution to the spectroscopic measurements

(both absorbance and emission) resulted in increases in the absorbance at 320 nm and in the

emission in the 380 - 500 nm region. These changes were not observed when separate

solutions were used for each measurement.

Instrumentation

UV-visible absorbance and steadv-state emission

UV-visible absorption spectra were recorded on an HP 8452A Diode Array

spectrophotometer.

Steady state emission Spectra were measured on a Spex F-212A

spectrophotometer. Measurements were made at room temperature. For the studies in
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Chapter 2 the complexes (RePTZ, PhenReCH2Q and models) were excited at 350 nm, and

in some cases for the phenanthroline complexes, at 360 nm corresponding to the Re MCLT

band. Emission was collected from 400 to 800 nm, with various slit widths dependent on

the solution concentrations. A long-wavelength pass filter (Schott, LG 400) was placed at

the entrance to the emission monochromator to attenuate the second-order transmitted

excitation light which appears at 800 nm.

The Re-An complexes and models in Chapter 3 were excited at 340 nm, which also

corresponds to the Re MLCT band. At this wavelength the molar absorptivity of the Re

chromophore is approximately equal to that of the AN chromophore. Excitation at longer

wavelengths increased the fraction of light absorbed by the AN long-wavelength band,

while at shorter wavelengths light is absorbed by the DNA bases. Emission was collected

from 380 to 800 nm, with slit widths of 2.50 and 1.25 mm for the input and output slits,

respectively, on the excitation monochromator and 1.25 mm for both slits in the emission

monochromator. A long-wavelength pass filter (Schott, LG 400) was placed at the

entrance to the emission monochromator to attenuate the second-order transmitted excitation

light at 800 nm.

Emission quantum yields for 3MLCT* (4>Re) were measured relative to

[Ru(bpy)32+][C1']2 for which
(J)em = 0.0379 in air saturated aq. soln. at 295K, while

emission quantum yields for An (<|)an) were measured relative to fluorescein 158 for which

<|>em = 0.87 in air saturated 0.1 M NaOH at 295K. The quantum yields were calculated

according to eqn. 4. 1

:

<t>em = c>r (Fr / FS)(IS / Ir)(ns / nr)
2 E9n - 4 - 1

where F is the fraction of light absorbed at the excitation wavelength (F = (1-10'A, where

A = absorption), I is the integrated area of the emission band, and n is the refractive index

for the sample (s) and the reference (r) solutions. The values for n s and nr were taken to be

equal to those of the pure solvents since the solutions were optically dilute.
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Emission decays

Luminescence lifetime measurements were carried out by using time-correlated

single photon counting on a commercially available instrument manufactured by

Photochemical Research Associates (PRA). All samples were degassed prior to

measurement by bubbling argon gas through the solution for 20 min. Samples were excited

with a model 51OB Nanosecond H2-filled spark gap light source filtered through a Schott

UG-11 band pass filter with maximum transmittance at 350 nm. Emission light for Re

measurements was filtered through a 70 nm wide band pass interference filter centered at

600 nm (Corion P70-600-S-H708), while for AN emission measurements a 10 nm wide

band pass interference filter centered at 450 nm (Corion P10-450-S-H089) was used.

Decay data were collected with a TN7200 multichannel analyzer. The number of counts

acquired in the maximum channel was 10,000. The data were transferred to an IBM XT

computer and analyzed using the DECAN (v. 1.0, 1993) single-wavelength fluorescence

lifetime analysis software.

Transient absorption

Transient absorption experiments were carried out using an instrument that has been

previously described. 107 The samples were excited with the third harmonic output of a Q-

switched Nd:YAG laser (355 nm, 10 ns fwhm) with a dose of 5 mj/pulse. All samples

were degassed prior to measurements by bubbling argon gas for 20 min. through a needle

inserted into the solution by way of a septum cap.

For the experiments measuring the relative triplet yields of the 426 nm transient, the

optical densities at 355 nm of all samples were matched as closely as possible (~ 0.4 to 0.5

AU, checked by UV absorption), and three sets of data were obtained for each sample

using fresh solutions each collection. The samples were stirred during measurements and

the absolute intensity of the 426 nm peak was used to determine the relative AN triplet

yields. All triplet intensities were measured relative to the intensity of the 370 nm 3MLCT*

of the actinometer ReBz which at this wavelength has an extinction coefficient of 1 1900 M"
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^m* 1
. Optimal results were obtained when samples were all run on the same day, however

to compare relative yeilds from separate days the intensities were multiplied by the intensity

of the actinometer. The intensities were calculated using the formula:

TA Intensity = {(TA Int. Sample/fr. TA Int. ReBz/fr. hvReBl
)J

Eqn. 4.2

where TA Int.Sample is the experimentally measured maximum intensity of the sample at

426 nm after laser excitation, TA Int. ReBz is the experimentally measured maximum

intensity of ReBz at 370 nm after laser excitation, fr. hv
sample

and fr. hvReBt are the

fractional absorbances of the sample and ReBz, respectively, determined from their optical

densities at 355 nm with the following equation:

fr. hv= (l - Eqn. 4.3



APPENDIX A

DNA Binding Analyses

Three different methods were employed to determine the binding affinity of the Re-

An complexes with calf thymus DNA. The first one is based on a neighbor-exclusion

binding model developed by Crothers and Schmechel 181 for absorption spectroscopic

titrations. The second and third methods analyze the steady-state emission DNA titration

data using an equation derived by McGhee and von Hippel,72 and a fitting process which

was developed from the conventional Scatchard equation. 150 All three methods will be

described in the following sections.

Binding Equilibria from Spectroscopic Methods

The first step in analyzing the binding of a ligand (compound/drug) to nucleic acids

is to determine the amount of bound ligand as a function of free ligand concentration, and

to then graph this data in the form of a Scatchard equivalent binding plot. The binding

equilibria can be monitored spectroscopically if the properties of the free ligand change

upon binding. In the simplest case the observed compound's property is an average of the

properties of the free and bound species, provided there is only one spectroscopically

distinguishable type of binding site. These quantities are all measured at the same

wavelength. For instance, the total quantum yield of emission from the solution of a ligand

or dye molecule with DNA would be equal to: 182

QYt

fc '

QYf + r
OdnaV

CT

QY
B

A.l

210
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where QYj is the experimentally observed quantum yield of the solution, QYf is the

quantum yield of emission of the free dye, Cf is the concentration of the free dye species in

the solution, Ct is the total concentration of the dye species, QYb is the quantum yield of

the bound species, r is the binding density equal to the moles of bound dye per moles of

total nucleic acid base pairs, and [DNA]bp is the total concentration ofDNA base pairs in

the solution. The amount of bound ligand (Cb) per addition ofDNA to solution can be

determined according to equation A. 1

:

Cb = CT x [(QYt - QY
f
)/(QYB - QY

f )]
A.2

where Ct is the total concentration of the dye in solution, QYj (as defined above) is the

observed emission QY of the dye for each addition of DNA, QYf is the emission QY of the

free dye in the absence of DNA, and QYg is the QY of the fully bound dye. QYb can be

found from extrapolation to conditions of complete binding, or at the point the optical

property remains constant upon further addition of DNA. The amount of free dye (Cf) at

any concentration can then be calculated from

Cf = (Ct - Cb). A.

3

Once having obtained this information a plot of r/Cf versus r where r = Cb/[DNA]bp

can be plotted according to the Scatchard equation:

r/C
f
= K

b
(l-nr) A.4

where the slope is equal to -Kbn, the product of the binding constant (Kb) and the binding

site size, n (number of base pairs covered by the bound dye), and the intercept is equal to

Kb. The Scatchard equation assumes that the ligands do not interact with each other upon
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binding (do not affect the binding of neighboring ligands) and occupy a site size of one

DNA base pair. Therefore the above plot of r/Cf vs. r should give a straight line. Any

deviation from linearity is interpreted to mean that there is more than one class of binding

site and/or ligand-ligand interactions (co-operativity) are occurring. This is valid only if the

ligand occupies a site size of one DNA base pair. However, if a bound ligand covers more

than one base pair site, the problem of overlapping sites arises. In this case at any degree of

binding saturation the number of open ligand binding sites depends not only on the number

of ligands already bound, but also on the distribution of these bound ligands on the DNA

helix. This situation will result in a curved Scatchard plot, but in this case the curvature

arises solely as a consequence of the overlap of potential binding sites and is not due to

binding site heterogeneity or ligand binding co-operativity.72 Attempting to determine the

binding constant and site size by extrapolation from linear regions of the curve can result in

substantial error of their actual values. In addition to this problem, if any type of co-

operative interaction or binding heterogeneity is occurring these must be further taken into

account. Several groups have addressed these problems through derivation of revised

binding equations which include terms for neighbor-exclusion and co-operative

interactions. Schmechel and Crothers 181 formulated a neighbor-exclusion model in order to

more accurately describe the intercalative binding mechanism which supposes that the space

between any two base pairs can serve as an intercalation site, but that intercalation at one

site prevents binding at the adjacent potential sites. One of the most comprehensive

treatments of complicated binding equilibria was done by McGhee and von Hippel.72 They

derived modifications of the conventional Scatchard equation which could be applied to

neighbor-exclusion models of ligands which are non-interacting, positively co-operative or

negatively co-operative. An additional parameter, to, in their equations accounts for ligand

co-operativity where if (0 > 1 , the ligands attract each other and the binding is positively co-

operative, if co < 1, the ligands repel each other and the binding is anti or negatively co-

operative, and if co = 1, the binding is non-co-operative.
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With the choice of binding equations available, it can be difficult determining which

best describes the binding of a ligand with DNA. The easiest approach is to plot the data as

r/Cf versus r and examine the degree of curvature as well as roughly determine Kb and n

from the plots according to the conventional Scatchard equation. A straight line indicates n

= 1 and non-co-operativity, whereas if the plot falls slightly below a straight line and n is

greater than one but not large, then the interaction is likely non-co-operative with neighbor-

exclusion. Plots pertaining to co-operative binding tend to have a larger degree of

curvature, where convex upward (or humped) indicates positive interaction and convex

downward represent negative interaction. A large value for n is also indicative of anti-co-

operativity.

Method I

Intrinsic binding constants were determined for the Re-An complexes and ANMOD

to calf thymus DNA from their absorption titrations according to the half-reciprocal form183

of the neighbor-exclusion model by Schmechel and Crothers 181 :

[DNA]JA£„, = [DNA]JA£ + 1/AfK A.5

Where

teap=h-£t
I

Ae = \eB -e{ \

e
{
= extinction coefficient of the free ligand at 388 nm

eB - extinction coefficient of the fully bound ligand at 388 nm

ea = apparent extinction coefficient of the solution after each addition of

DNA calculated from ea = Aobsd@388nm /[ReAn] where

Aobsd@388nm/[ReAn] is the absorption of the complex at 388 nm divided

by the total concentration of the CQ complex.
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Figure A.l. Binding plots for RelOAn and Re8An from DNA absorption titrations (single

experiments) using changes in absorbance at 388 nm to construct the plots according to

eqn. A.5 (Method I). The legend indicates the concentration of Re-An complex.
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Figure A.2. Binding plots for Re6An and Re3An from DNA absorption titrations (single

experiments) using changes in absorbance at 388 nm to construct the plots according to

eqn. A.5 (Method I). The legend indicates the concentration of Re-An complex.
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A plot of [DNAj^/Ae^ vs. [DNA]bp gives a slope of 1/Ae and a y-intercept of 1/AeK

from which the binding parameter, K, can be obtained. The intrinsic binding constant from

this equation takes into account only the binding properties of the individual ligands apart

from neighbor effects. Examples of the half-reciprocal plots constructed from the

absorbance changes of the Re-An complexes at 388 nm are shown in Figures A. 1 and A.2.

Steadv-State Emission DNA Titrations

Determination of the DNA binding of the Re-An complexes from the experimental

QY data obtained from DNA emission titrations was done using two separate procedures

which are described as Method II and Method III. These two procedures rely on different

binding equations which will be discussed below.

Method II

In method II the emission QY data from several experiments on each complex was

first analyzed using a non-linear least squares curve fitting program (IGOR for Macintosh)

to extract best fit curves which could be used for the binding analysis (Figures A.3 and

A.4). The data from these fits was then used to construct plots of r/Cf vs. r (where r =

Cb/[DNA]bp and Cf = the concentration of free Re-An complex) according to the procedure

described above in the introductory section on binding equilibria. That is, first the amount

of bound complex (Q,) was determined according to equation A.2. Then the amount of free

complex (Cf) at each DNA concentration was calculated from equation A.3. From this data

plots of r/Cf vs. r were then constructed according to the conventional Scatchard equation

(eqn. A.4). The Scatchard plots constructed from the QY data are curved convex upward

and show no linear regions from which to obtain binding parameters. It is visibly apparent

that neighbor-exclusion is occurring and possibly anti-co-operative behavior based on the

large degree of curvature for some of the graphs.
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DNA/Re Ratio

Figure A. 3. Igor curve fits to the experimental QY data from steady-state emission DNA
titrations. The points are experimental data and the solid line is the generated fit (based on a

single-exponential curve fit). The data from the best fit curves is then used the method II

analysis.
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DNA/Re Ratio

Figure A.4. Igor curve fits to the experimental QY data from steady-state emission DNA
titrations. The points are experimental data and the solid line is the generated fit (based on a

single-exponential curve fit). The data from the best fit curves is then used for the method
II analysis.
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In order to test the hypothesis, an empirical curve of r/Cf vs. r was constructed by the

following method. The same values of r calculated from the experimental data were used,

but r/Cf was determined from the McGhee-von Hippel equation for co-operative

ligands72 ’ 141 (eqn. A.6) by setting Kb, n and co to initial values and varying these values

using a spreadsheet program (Lotus for Macintosh) until the empirical plot matched the

experimental data as closely as possible (plots are shown in Figures A.5 and A.6).

C
f

K
b(l- nr)

(2(0 - 1)(1 - nr) + (r-R)
rt -1

1 - (n - l)r + /?

2(co -1)(1- nr) 2(1 — n)
A.6

where R = |[l — (« — l)r]
2

+ 4a>r(l - nr)| and co is a co-operativity factor. The value of

Kb from a plot of eqn. A.6 is equal to the y-intercept and the x-intercept is equal to 1/n. The

co-operativity parameter co is the unitless equilibrium constant for the process of moving a

bound ligand from an isolated site on the DNA helix to a singly contiguous site, or from a

singly contiguous site to a doubly contiguous site. In the case of co > 1, the ligands attract

each other and the binding is positively co-operative. For co < 1, the ligands repel each

other and the binding is anti or negatively co-operative, and for co = 1, the binding is non-

co-operative.

Method m

This method of obtaining binding parameters from the experimental QY data

involved the following procedure. The Scatchard equation was set to the form of a

quadratic equation in order to obtain the concentration of bound ligand (Cb). The steps

leading to the quadratic formula are listed in order below.
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Figure A.5. Binding analysis of steady-state emission DNA titration data according to

method II. The experimental curve (squares) is fit by an empirical curve (stars) generated

from eqn. A.6. The values of Kb, n and co are varied until the best fit of the empirical curve

(eqn. A.6) to the experimental data is obtained. The experimental data points for RelOAn
and Re8An are from the Igor curve fits in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.6. Binding analysis of steady-state emission DNA titration data according to

method II. The experimental curve (squares) is fit by an empirical curve (stars) generated

from eqn. A.6. The values of Kb, n and (0 are varied until the best fit of the empirical curve

(eqn. A.6) to the experimental data is obtained. The experimental data points for Re6An
and Re3An are from the Igor curve fits in Figure A.4.
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r/C
f
= Kb (B

0 - r) where Bq = 1/n

C 1 C
x — = K

h
B

0
~K

b
-^

[DNA] C
f

[DNA]

[DNA] C
f

X = r - «»
[DNA]

where y = KbBo

1 ^ Cbx = r - Kb
[DNA] CT - C [DNA]

Cb = y(C - C )
~ K Cb ^CT Cb

^

[DNA] ^ T b) b
[DNA]

Cb = y [DNA] (CT -Cb )
- Kb Cb (CT — Cb )

Cb = y [DNA] CT - y[DNA]C
b
- KbCbCT + KbCb

2

Cb = y[DNA] CT - (y [DNA] + KbCT )
Cb + tfbCb

2

0 = y[DNA] CT - (y [DNA] + K
bCT + l) C b + /TbC b

2

Equation A. 15 is now in the form of the quadratic equation 0 = ax
2 + bx

a = K
b

b = - (y[DNA] + + l)

c = y[DNA] Cb

A.7

A.

8

A.

9

A. 10

A. 11

A. 12

A. 13

A. 14

A. 15

c where

A. 16
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The quadratic is then solved by

A. 17

Using a lotus spread sheet the amount of Re-An complex bound at any DNA concentration

is determined by

[Rebound] = (Or) A. 18

- b -
)
b

2 - 4ac
where (CV) = — A. 19

2a

and [Refree] — Rejotal * Rebound A.20

Using the above values for bound and free Re-An at different DNA concentrations a

theoretical curve for the emission QY's can be constructed according to the following

equation

QYem Theor. = Re

ReToul ]

\ r

xQY
0 +

Rebound/

/ [
ReToul ],

x QY
e

A.21

where QYo is the QY of the free complex and QYb is the QY of the fully bound species.

These QY values are determined from the experimental data and are set to defined values in

the spread sheet. The values of Bo and Kb are also set to initial values which upon plotting

ofQYem Theor. vs. [DNA] along with QYem Experimental vs. [DNA], can be varied to

obtain the best fit of the theoretical curve to that of the experimental curve. Plots from the

curve fits from this method are illustrated in Figures A. 7 and A.8.
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Figure A.7. Binding analyses of steady-state emission DNA titration QY data according to

method III. The points (squares and stars) represent different experimental data sets, the

diamonds represent the data obtained from Igor curve fits in Figure A. 3, and the solid line

is the empirical curve generated from method III from which Kb and n are obtained.
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Figure A. 8. Binding analyses of steady-state emission DNA titration QY data according to

method III. The points (squares) represent experimental data, the diamonds represent the

data obtained from Igor curve fits in Figure A.4, and the solid line is the empirical curve

generated from method III from which Kb and n are obtained.



APPENDIX B

Emission OY and Lifetime Data for ^MLCT* State of Re-An Complexes from DNA
Titrations

Table B.l. Steady-state Emission QY's for Re-An complexes from DNA Titrations.3

[DNA]bp/
[Re]

Re3Anb Re6An Re8An Re 10An

0 0.00046 0.00055 0.0010 0.0018

0.5 0.0010 0.0027 0.0025 0.0032

1.5 0.0012 0.0054 0.0056 0.0068

3 0.0020 0.0083 0.0089 0.0098

4 0.0024 0.0103 0.0096 0.0115

6 0.0025 0.0115 0.0105 0.0126

a In degassed 20% MeOH/20 mM Tris:10 mM NaCl buffer pH 7.2 unless

otherwise noted. Emission QY's for 3MLCT* calculated from the integrated

area of emission in 490-762 nm region relative to [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ in air

saturated H2O where <{>EmRu = 0.0379. QY's determined according to eqn.

4. 1 in Chapter 4.

b In degassed 20% MeOH/25 mM Tris buffer pH 7.2.
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Table B.2. Emission lifetimes of ^MLCT* state for Re-An complexes from DNA
Titrations.2

Compound [DNA]bp/
[Re] ratio

T1 «Xi(%))
(ns)

X2 (0C2(%))

(ns)

x3 (a2(%))
(ns)

<T>
(ns)

X
2

RelOAn 0 1.7 (14) 6.8 (86) 147 (0.4) 6.7 0.90
0.75 5.9 (66) 25 (2.3) 77 (24) 25
1.5 5.6 (46) 24 (12) 76 (42) 37
3 3.2 (27) 29 (12) 80 (61) 53
6 2.6 (15) 33 (16) 87 (69) 66 1.13

Re8An 0 1.4 (39) 3.6 (61) 111 (0.6) 3.3 0.97
0.75 2.6 (57) 30 (16) 77 (27) 27
1.5 2.0 (43) 23 (16) 75 (42) 36
3 2.2 (30) 28 (17) 78 (53) 47
6 2.8 (23) 36 (21) 83 (56) 55 1.03

Re6An 0 1.9 (97) 8.9 (2.0) 130 (0.9) 3.2 0.29
0.75 1.9 (69) 30 (12) 100 (19) 23
1.5 1.6 (59) 26 (14) 96 (27) 31
3 2.2 (34) 33 (25) 104 (41) 51
6 2.6 (23) 36 (26) 109 (51) 65 1.02

Re3An 0 1.1 (94) 6.5 (4.1) 140 (2.3) 4.5 1.03
0.75 1.9 (67) 17 (29) 106 (4.3) 11

1.5 2.7 (49) 18 (46) 79 (4.9) 13
3 3.2 (43) 18 (51) 77 (5.7) 15
6 5.1 (40) 20 (55) 71 (4.6) 16 1.12

a All lifetimes are in nanoseconds. Measurements were obtained in argon degassed 20%
MeOH/Tris buffer solutions with excitation at 355 nm and emission collected at 600 nm.
The data are from single experimental measurements where the lifetimes for a given
compound were obtained all on the same day and therefore under the same experimental
conditions.

b Indicates the concentration of [DNA]bp to [Re] concentration expressed as a ratio. The
concentration of Re-An complex was typically ~2 x 10'5 M.
c Median lifetimes < t > calculated according to eqn. 3.7.

d Chi squared y} indicates the goodness of the triple-exponential fits to the experimental
data obtained from the Decan fitting program.
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